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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
itle- 'People's Union for Civil Liberties :A Sociological CritiqueofSelected 

:;ts this disseliation deals with human rights in general, and an organisation 

~field of the human rights and civil liberties in particular. The term 'human 

ay a widely used one. Particularly, when it comes to Western political 

1posingits own terms to developing countries like India the talk ofhuman 

~tc. is suddenly in the air. But the conceptofhuman right is not that simple. 

tradictory claims have been made in the name ofhuman rights. So the whole 

Jably needs, some clear-cut delineation, at least for the purpose of our 

o, these days, a number of organisations are functioning for the protection 

mman rights. But most of them are having regional features in their 

reach; also some of them are not working for the altruistic purpose which 

cherish. Many of them do not function systematically. They do not have 

jon, or organised office or membership. In fact, someofthehuman rights 
' . ocket organisation of some influential individuals for certain political or 

us. This kind oftendencyhascreated problems notonlyforhuman rights 

tt also for the achievementofhuman and civil rights for the common people. 

re}s one organisation- the 'People's Union for Civil Liberties'. (PUCL) which 

ree from these lacunae but is also well organised, having a clear-cut 

and a panel of office bearers, a big list of members, a fixed office and well 
' 

>de of functioning with objectivity and impartiality. So, by analysing the 

i organisation of the PUCL we can have an idea about not only the 

. its mode of arrangement, its constitution, mode of functioning etc. but also 

of the human rights, its major forms and areas of violation, the factors or . 
~h violations and the remedy there of. 

:purpose of our research,wewould notformulate any hypothesis. Rather, 

to answer the following questions -



(1) What do we mean by 'the human rights'? 

(2) Whatis theplaceforrelativityin theclaimofuniversalityofhuman rights? 

(3) How have human rights became so important an issue in international 

agenda? 

(4) Do we, in India, have any institutional base for the human rights? 

(5) what is our record in the achievement and maintenance of the human 

rights? 

Coming back of the PUCL, we would try to answer the following questions

(!) Underwhatcircumstances was an organisation like the PUCL established? 

(2) What are the organisational bases like constitution, membership. finance 

mode of functioning, branches etc. of the PUCL? 

(3) WhatarethemajorfindingsofthePUCLregardingthestateofhumanrights 

and their violations in India? 

{4) What suggestions, through its resolutions, and otherwise. does the PUCL 

provide for improving our human rights record? 

Basically, in our dissertation, we are going to answer these selected issues. 

Although there may be different approach and many other issues worth taking up. for 

heuristic purposes, we will stick to these issues only. A sociological perspective would 

be maintained throughout our discussion and any evaluation would be done keeping 

in mind our society. 

For the purpose of material base of our study, we would solely depend on the 

secondary sources. For answering some of these early questions help has been taken 

from a number of books, journals, declarations etc. which are mentioned in the 

bibliography. The other questions have been answered on the basis of'PUCL Bulletin', 

which is being published almost regularly since 1981. 

The broad chapterisation scheme is as· follows -

Chap:!- Introduction. which we are going through. 

Chap. II- ~se of the Concept of Human Rights: The Context. 

In this chapter, an attempt would be made to analyse a few definitions, 

declarations and controversy regarding universality ofhuman rights and emergence of 

the human rights in international agenda. 
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Chap. III- The Human Rights in India: Changing Context. 

In this chapter the institutional base of the human rights in India would be 

discussed, along with a panoramic view of major achievements and failures on the 

human rights front. 

Chap IV. The People's Union for Civil Liberties. 

In this chapter, we would provide a brief outline of the emergence ofPUCL, its 

organisational base, its modus operandi, its resolutions for better human rights 

situation and its major finding about difterent incidents of the cases of human rights 

violation. 

ChapV. The Conclusion- Human Rights and the Emerging Context in India 

Byway of passing some remarks we would try to evaluate in an overall perspective 

major shortcomings of the PUCL, state ofhuman rights in India and its projected future 

according to the prevailing conditions. 

Each chapter in this dissertation has a continuing theme with respect to other 

chapters as well as an independent existence of its own. Attempts have been made to 

make it comprehensive. Yet, thepossibilityofcertainissueshavingbeen left out cannot 

be ruled out. However, because of a limited perspective we have tried to confine the 

discussion within the main frame of the topic. 



CHAPTER II 

RISE OF THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS: THE CONTEXT 

Human rights represent one of the most important challenges confronting 

contemporary societies. Following the 1945 charter of the United Nations. various efforts 

have been made at national and international levels to identifY and define human rights. 

Among them the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ( 1948) has rightly been singled 

out as the mostimportant and influential twentieth- century document. However. it has 

been accused ofbeing a repository ofW estern political thinking, which undermines its 

universal aspirations. 

The Declaration certainly reasserts the conventional rights ofindividuals in the 

Western tradition: to life, liberty, security of person. equal dignity, U1e application of 

equal and fair legal procedures, freedom of opinion. of expression, of association and 

of representation. But, it also contains rights that twentieth century sensibilities have 

become particularly attuned to : protection against torture of cruel. inhuman or 

degrading treatment or punishment; freedom of movement in and out of a state: freedom 

of asylum from persecution. Such rights are based on a wider purview of the 

prerequisites for human welfare on physical and psychological as well as mental and 

moral requirements. In addition to these civil and political rights, .the Declaration 

comprises what are known as second generation rights: economic, social and cultural 

rights such as those to food, clothing, housing and health, to social security, to work. 

to just and favourable remuneration, to rest and leisure, to membership of trade unions 

and to education. Mothers and children are accorded specific human rights. 

HUMAN RIGHrs DEFINED 

Before going on to analyze this, perhaps it would be more relevant to define first 

the notion ofhuman rights. According to Michael Freeden (1991 : 6) the spectrum of 

definitions pertaining to a right is broad and illuminating in its different implications 



and ideological positions. For example, one approach sees rights as nonnative attributes 

that belong to persons-the term philosophers use for self-conscious human being. 

Conceiving of themselves as initiators of purposive actions another approach regards 

rights as entitlements to choose from. A third explains rights positively as entitlements 

to do, have, enjoy or have done. A fourth contends that rights always and necessarily 

concern human goods, that is, what is at least, under normal circumstances. good for 

a person to have. Rights can be possessed, .enjoyed. exercised and claimed, demanded 

asserted. 

However,here,itshouldbeclearthattomaintainthathumanbeingshaverights 

is not identical to asserting that they have human rights. The latter complex term has 

developed in thiscenturyintoakeyphrase, denotingapre-eminentnotion of rights. For 

some theorists human rights are a subset of rights in general: butitis plausible to reverse 

this order, to say that human rights are the most basic, pertaining to what is essentially 

human, while other categories of rights are more specific. limited and normally 

derivative. 

Michael Freed en (1991 : 7) says, a human right is a conceptual device expressed 

in linguistic foJltthat assigns priority to certain human or social attributes regarded as 

essential to the adequate functioning of a human being; that is intended to serve as a 

protective capsule for those attributes: and that appeals for deliberate action to ensure 

such protection. 

The above definition requires further elaboration. As rights are an act of public 

language they cannot be solely the product of an individual's mind; they involve some 

acceptance by others. Secondly, deliberate action includes deliberate non -action, i.e. self 

restraint or forbearance as a hidden form of managing action. The action needed to 

protect the essential human or social attributes will have implications both for the rights 

bearer and for those on whom the exercise of the right depends. Thirdly, although many 

philosophers insist on the rational/logical derivation of a right from human attributes 

or form a-priori moral principles, an alternative view would ground a right not on 

axiological or deontological foundations but on ideological or conventional ones. 

Fourthly, rights-adherents osuJl]ly aim to formalize or institutionalise rights, primarily 

through law. though such social and political recognition and status are no tan essential 



precondition for claiming or identifying a right. The human rights do the task of 

protecting desirable values. Protection my be coercive and formal, or it may harness 

public opinion in the form of an ethical imperative, or it may be internalized through 

socialization processes. It may be graded according to the nature of the protected 

attribute and it is generally unlikely to offer watertight shieldiug. A right ascribes a 

particular status or worth to the rights--bearer. 

SELBY ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

David Selby (1987: 6:..8) has analysed human rights by comparing them With legal 

rights and moral rights. According to Selby,legal rights are rights laid down in law. On 

theotherhand,moralrightsarerightsbasedongeneralprinciplesoffaimessandjustice. 

They may be particular or universal. Human rights are universal moral rights. they 

belong to everybody because they are human. In fact, Selby says, the higher category of 

moral rights which applies to an people at all times in all situations is called human 

rights. By definition, humanrightsarenoteamed, bought or inherited. Nordothey·go 

with the job.' Human rights should be possessed by everybody in the world because they 

are human. People are equally entitled to them regardless of their gender,race, colour, 

language, national origin, age, class or religious or political creed. Human rights are 

closely related to duties. Only when others fulfill their duties one is able to enjoy his or 

her rights. 

DavidSelbyfeelsthatsomehumanrightsaremoreimportantorbasicthanothers. 

The right to life is the most basic of all, for without it all other rights are in jeopardy. 

Freedom of speech or the right to rest and leisure, for instaJ:lce, count for very little if 

our right to life is not guaranteed. Among other basic human rights are the rights to be 

recognised as a person before the law, the right to equal protection in law and freedom 

from arbitrary arrest and detention. Basic human rights provide the foundation upon 

which the enjoyment of other human rights depends. They are also rights which cannot 

be restricted or taken away without affront to human dignity and which any society has 

a fundamental duty to protect at all times. These are: the right to physical well being, 

to security, to some liberty and some property, for it would clearly be the case that our 
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human dignity would be undermined were we denied these things (ibid, p-9) 

David Selby has furtherdevidedhuman rights into two groups- 'Liberty oriented 

rights' and-security oriented rights.' Uberty oriented rights (also called civil and political 

rights) are rights concerned with giving individuals freedom of action and choice and 

freedom t.o participate m the poiiticallife of their community and society. Security

oriented rights (also referred to as economic, social and cultural rights) seek to protect 

people's physical, material, social and economic well being. Liberty oriented rights aim 

at giving individuals as much freedom and ~ontrol over their own lives as possible. They, 

therefore, provide defences for the individual against excessive state power by limiting 

what governments and government bodies can do. Most security oriented rights. on the 

other hand, require significantlevels of government involvement and intervention if they 

are to be achieved. for instance, financing the schools for free education (ibid, p-10). 

HUMANRIGHTSASA20THCENTURYCONCEPT 

In the history ofhumankind the concept of human rights is a very new one. Not 

longagotoday'svotariesofhumanrightswereoneoftheirbiggestviolators.Racismwas 

widely practised, slavery was an important feature and voting rights were very limited 

and even half ofhumanity i.e. fair sex, had rio right to vote.lt was only during the Second 

WorldWar(l939-1945)that~eneedforahumanrightsmovementwasrealised. During 

the war, shocking crimes were committed against humanity and there was a total 

suppression offundamentalhuman rights. Nazi leaders of Germany had established a 

regime of complete lawlessness and tyranny. They had barbarously neglected human 

values and dignity within the territories under their occupation (Agarwal, H. 0 .. 1983 

: 3) Hitler's record of inhumanity towards the Jews and other minorities and his 

aggressiveforeignpolicywereheld to be closely linked together as people were beginning 

to perceive a close relationship between aggression towards other nations and a lack of 

respectfor human rights at home. Hence, the international protection ofhuman rights 

was seen as one essential pre-condition of world peace. It was at that time realised that 

the restoration of the freedoms and rights to the people was one of the essential 

conditions for the establishment of international peace and security. (Selby. 1987: 16) 
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This conviction was reflected in the various declarations of the states made from 

time to time during the Second World War.· Notable amongst them were the 'Four 

Freedoms' (freedom of speech and expression, freedom of worship, freedom from want 

and freedom from fear) proclaimed by President Franklin D .Roosevelt of the U.S.A. on 

January 6, 1941. The Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941 had also cherished the hope 

for a peace which assured freedom to all individuals from fear and want. The Declaration 

of the United Nations, signed on January 1,1942 at Washington confinned the principles 

of the Atlantic charter when it proclaimed that the protection of human rights was to 

be one of the results which were desired to be obtained from the victory over the Axis 

powers. 

CHARTER OF U.N. 

Thus, the idea for the.protection of human rights and fundamental freedom was 

conceived in these declarations and this greatly influenced the United Nations Organisation. 

Its Charter (Collected in Chandra, S : 1990: 3-4) contains a number of provisions for 

promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedom. The preamble of 

the Charter in its first substantive paragraph lays down the peoples of the United Nations' 

determination to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth 

of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and 

small .... One of the purposes, therefore, as laid down in Art. 1 (3) was the achievement 

of international cooperation of promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and 

for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,language or religion. 

THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

However, the Charterneitherdefined human right nor enumerated them there in. 

The guarantee for the protection of human rights and fundamental freedom was not 

provided for. Hence, for these,lt was decided to prepare an International Bill of Rights 

and after serious deliberation ultimately on December 10, 1984, the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (Collected in Cqandra, S: 1990: 4-23) was adopted. The 



Declaration enumerated the basic postulates and principles of human rights in a most 

comprehensive manner. It included the right of life, lil[.'erty and security of person, 

freedom from Slavery and servitude, freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman, degrading 

treatment and punishment, freedom from arbitrary arrest and detention: the right to 

a fair trial by an independent and impartial tribunal; the right to be presumed innocent 

untill proved guilty, inviolability of the home and secrecy of correspondence: freedom 

of movement and residence: the right to a nationality; the right to marry and to found 

a family; the right to own property; freedom of thought, conscience and religion: freedom . .. 
of opinion and expression: freedom of peaceful assembly and association; the right to 

vote and to participate in government, the right to social security; the right to work; the 

right to an adequate standard ofliving, the right to education: and the right to participate 

in the cultural life of the community. 

Although the Declaration was not legally binding, the main objectives was to 

present the ideal of human rights and freedoms in order to inspire everybody to work 

for their progressive realization (Agarwal, H.O., 1983). The Universal Declaration has 

since acquired a greatly reinforced status not only as a common standard of achievment 

for all people and all nations but also as an agreed statement of the l~wwhich all states 

should observe (Robertson, A.H., 1972 : 27-28). The next important ·step was the· 

adoption of the Covenant ol\Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights on Dec. 16, 1966. 

TIIE COVENANf ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGIITS 

The Covenant on Civil and Political rights(Collected in Chandra, S.: 1990;24-35) 

consists of 53 Articles and is divided into s~ parts. While in Part I, II and III various rights 

and freedoms are enumerated, the other three parts qre devoted to the implementational 

procedures for the effective realisation of these rights along with the final clauses. Article 

1, which refers to the right of people to self-determination, states that all people have' 

the right freely to determine their political status, freely pursue their economic, social 

and cultural development and may for their own ends and freely dispose of their natural 

wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international 

economic cooperation, based upon the principles of mutual benefit and international 
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law. TheArticle further states that in no case may a people be deprived of their own means 

of subsistance and that the State parties shall promote the realisation of the right of self 

determination and shall respect that right. 

Part II stipulates rights and obligations of the State parties to the Covenant. It 

includes the olJligations of the State to take necessary steps to incorporate the provision 

of the Covenant in the domestic laws and to adopt such legislative or other measures 

as may be necessary to give effect to the rights recognised in the covenant. The State. 

partiesensuretheequalrightofmenand women to theenjoymentofallciviland political 

. rights. 

Part III includes the right to life, freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment, 

freedom from slavery, servitude and forced labour; the right to liberty and security of 

person and to be free from arbitrary arrest and detention, the humane treatment of 

persons deprived of their liberty; freedom of movement; the right to a fair trial; non

retroactive application of criminal law; protection against interference with privacy, 

family, home or correspondanceand against attacks on honour and reputation: freedom 

of thought, conscience and religion; freedom of opinion and expression. the right of 

peaceful assembly and freedomofassociation,rightrelatingto marriage and recognition 

offamily as natural and fundamental groupings of society and its protection by society 

and state, rights of the child for protection, a name and nationality and the rights to take 

part in the conduct of public affairs, to vote and to be elected. 

COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIALAND CULTURAL RIGHTS 

Similarly, the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights( Collected in 

Chandra, S.; 1990) consists of31 Articles which are divided into five parts. Part I deals 

with the rights of people to self-determination. Other rights of the individual are 

enumerated in Part III. It includes the right to work; the rights to just and favourable 

conditions of work, trade union rights, social security; rights relating to safe motherhood 

and childhood, proper recognition of marriage and the family; the right to adequate food. 

clothing housing and standard~ ofliving and to freedom from hunger; the right to health; 

therighttoeducationincludingaplanforimplementingcompulsoryprimaryeducation. 
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and right relating to science and culture. (Agarwal, H.O., 1983: 15) 

Thus, the covenant has set the standard which the state parties are required to 

achieve in future. Its provisions shall be, implemented progressively by the State 

depending on the resources available to them. It is to be noted that the rights set forth 

in the Covenants were not absolute and were subject to certain limitations. which were 

necessary to protect national security, public order, public health or morals or the rights 

and freedom of others (Agarwal, H.O., 1983: 16-20) 

In addition to these four texts which make up the International Bill of Human 

Rights there is a large number of other instruments which clarifY and crystalize the 

substantive rights and duties, mostly in the form of minimum standards. Some of the 

instruments are of a general nature, covering a wide spectrum of rights. while other 

establish international rules on specific .topics such as genocide, torture, slavery, 

apartheid, racial discrimination, enforced or involuntary disappearances, conditions of 

labour and the rights of workers, the status of women, the rights of children. refugees 

and disabled persons, right to development, peace, use of scientific and technological 

progress, religious and educational freedom, treatment of offenders and so on. 

UNIVERSAU1Y OF HUMAN RIGIITS QUESTIONED 

Some scholars, however, have raised serious challanges to the claim of univer

sality of human rights. They contend thatall moral values, including human right are 

relative to the cultural context in which they arise, and, hence they Gannot applied to 

other cultures without related changes. They claim that the Western political philsophy 

upon which the charter and other declarations are based, provides only one particular 

interpretation ofhuman rights, and then this Western notion may not be successfully . 

applicable to non -"Western areas for several reasons. Ideological differences whereby 

economic rights are given priority over individual, civil andpolitical rights and cultural 

difference, whereby the philosophic underpinnings defining human nature and the· 

relationships of individuals to others and to society are markedly at variance with 

Western individualism. Consequently, application in non -Western Countries ofW est

ern -originated doctriries ofhuman rights has frequently meant thatlegal norms. whose 
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implementation is contingent upon the state, lack the substantive meaning such rights 

have in the West (Follis and Schwab, 1979: 1) 

Definitely, the roots of different human rights declarations can be traced to the 

legal and political thought of the seventeenth to twentieth centuries in France. England 

and the Umted States of America. Here it may be noted that the philosophic and 

ideological revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries regarding the nature 

of Man and his inalienable rights was accompanied by radicial socio-economic 

transformations and changing societal values. In Western Europe the communal bonds 

offeudalism had collapsed and extended family ties were disrupted by the Industrial 

Revolution -by urbanization and the factory. A capitalist system came into existence 

and a new industrial class rebelled against the constraints of government, demanding 

political participation and political freedom and articulating the ethics of social 

contract. In the United States a new land was being settled where individual initiative 

and competition frequently were requisties for survival. Hence the new philosophic 

doctrines of the autonomous individual and his inherent rights were assimilated both 

as an explanation of and a justification for the new social order. In time such doctrines 

became part of the prevailing shared values ofWestem Societies and ultimately they got 

institutionalised in different human right declarations. 

Contrary to this, however, traditional cultures did not view the individual as 

autonomous and possessed of rights above and prior to society. Whatever the specific 

social relations, the individual was conceived of as an integral part of a greater whole, 

of a ·group' within which one had a defined role and status. The basic unit of traditional 

society has varied- the kinship group, the clan, the tribe, the local community- but not 

the individual. The pervasiveness of the notion of the ·group' rather than of the 

individual, in many cultures, is evident even.in concepts of property ownership. The 

UniveralDeclaration maintainsinArticle 17thateveryonehas the right to own property. 

Yet in many cultures, land is owned communally and th~re is no right to individual 

ownership ofholding. Similarly,Article 16 states that the family is the fundamental unit 

of society. However, for many societies, the nuclear family, as implied in this article. 

clearly is not the fundamental unit in hunting and gathering societies the kinship group, 

in India the joint family and in China the clan have been more natural (Follis and Schwab, 

1979: 9) 
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Similarly Article 13 of the Convenant of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

grants everyone the right to education which is to be directed to the full development 

of the human personality and the sense of its dignity. Primary education shall be 

compulsory and available free to all, there is no freedom of choice whether or not to accept 

it. North Americans and Europeans will probably take this to mean that everybody must 

acquire elementary reading, writing and mathematical skills. Suppose, however, that 

in a particular nomadic society the essential skills for survival are shooting with a bow 

and riding a horse or recognising edible and poisonous plants. Does not the child have 

a right, as his primary education, to learn the arts without which he would perish before 

culturally foreign technieques are thrust upon him? (Glasner & Possnony, 1979: 1 0). 

Despite the pervasive influence of industrialization, powerful centralized govern

ments and Western culture, there remains a vast array of cultural views and variations 

on the competing political and economic models. Anthropoligists have long recognized 

that divergent cultural and political traditions result in equally divergent social values 

and diverse approaches toward morality and law. A comparison of Asian, African and 

Western ind U8trialized societies demonstrates that sharply differing versions of the just 

society are simultaneously present within. the global community (Donho, D. L .. 1991 : 

345-60). 

For instance, there are many societies in which human dignity is culturally defined 

in terms of excelling in the fulfillment of one's obligations to the group and not merely 

the individual's personal achievement as in the West. Similarly, in many states. human 

rights are ideologically defined in terms of one's being a functionally useful member of 

society- through guaranteed employment and provision of the basic needs oflife: food, 

shelter and clothing. From Qlis perspective, clearly, western countries can be accused 

of gross violations of human rights (Pollis and Schwab, 1979 : 15). 

Many schohlrs from developing countries, particularly from African and Asian 

nations, view current human rights standards as culturally baised, since they fail to 

reflect the varied cultrual, political and social heritages of the non -western world. They 

object to over-emphasis on individual's justiciable rights and political and civil liberties 

in contrast to social welfare, collective rights, con• sensual dispute resolution, economic 

development and state interests. 
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REIATIVISIS' POINT 

Scholars who believe in the relativity ofhuman rights have directed our attention 

toward four inter-related facts. Firstly, they argue that certain human values, as 

articulated in general and abstract rights, such as equal protection or political 

participation, are simply inappropriate in certain cultural or political contexts. Second, 

even if an abstract human right is appropriate to a culture its specific content and 

application depend primarily upon the cultural and political circumstances of that 

society. Fundamental values such as justice, liberty, equality and freedom from want 

mean markedly different things depending upon one's cultural and political assump

tions. A third claim asserts that respect and toleration of diverse cultural traditions 

insulate certain specific culturally based social practices from external critique and 

action. Finally, relativists contend that each state should espouse its own conception 

ofhuman rights as a social institution based upon its cultural preferences and political 

ideology {Donho, 1991: 61-70). 

Priority in different aspects of human rights is another controversial question, 

especially the issue ofhow mw;h emphasis we need to place on each category or group 

of rights - civil and political, or social, economic and cultural. Some scholars have 

claimed that social and economic rights are pre-requisites for the enjoyment of civil and 

political rights. Others have tried to prove that·the possesion of civil and political rights, 

especially in terms of the rights of the people to a full share in the decision making · 

processes (includingtheright-freelytochoosegovemmentfunctionariesforformulating 

and implementing political or socio-economic policies) are preconditions· for the 

realisation of social and economic rights. Recently, there has been talk of a trade off 

between civil and political rights and the right to development. It has been aruged that 

the right to developm~nt should have priority over all other rights. Some human rights 

advocateshavearguedintermsofthefirstgenerationofrights(civilandpoliticalrights), 

the second generation of rights (social rights), .and the third generation of rights 

(including the rights to solidarity, peace, development environment etc.). 

KP.Saksena (1992: 3-7) rightly commel}ts that all these approaches are narrowly 

local and dated. They amounttoacallousdisregard of the very meaning ofhuman rights. 
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Like wise, the terms first, second and third - generation rights are infelicitous in - as -

much- as they conjure up images of succession and of replacement of one set of rights 

by another. Definitely, all human rights ru:e intertwined. 

The whole discourse ofhuman rights in its present form is state- centric and the 

State has been taken as the guaranter of compliance of human rights. Probably this is 

because, today the state is all pervasive and at sometimes it itself can become a violator 

of human rights. Hence most of the articles of the declaration have been addressed to 

the state. However, there could have been some other groups also, for instance, family. 

village community etc., which could have also been addressed. Moreover. presently we 

only talk about rights and completly undermine duties and, hence it creates many 

lacunae on different occasions. 

Feminist writers like V.Spike Peterson (1990: 303-344) have questioned the 

validity ofhuman rights as they feel that human rights are gender specific. They believe 

that both in application and in theory human rights are based on the male as the norm. 

Although the principle of equality is enshrined in the drawing up of human rights 

instruments, in practice women's right, they claim are neglected. The discourse and 

practice of international human rights retains a male - as - norm of orientation that 

persists in treating women 'srights as sec~mdary. Systematic violence against women is 

treated as ~customary' or a private matter and thus immune to international condem

nation. If a person is murdered because of his or her politics, the world justifiably 

responds with outrage. Butna person is beaten or allowed to die because she is female, 

the world dismisses it as cultural tradition. There is relatively milder outrage of female 

sexual slavery and sex tourism or at dowry deaths, bride burning and genital mutilation 

or even at the restriction of women's activities, the regulation of their reproduction and 

their deaths through female infanticide. Most extensive, yet least acknowledged, is the 

structural violence against females; poorer nutrition, health care and education. limited 

access to material and symbolic resources, systematic wife-beating, rape and other 

forms of emotional and physical assault. Thus, the feminist critique of the theoretical 

foundations of the concept of human rights reveals a masculinist ontology - an 

understanding ofhuman nature imposed by taking the standpoint of men as generic. 
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RElATIVISM QUESTIONED 

Although these criticisms are quite valid. and the plea of the anthropologists for 

understanding, respect and tolerance of other cultures seems appealing. these do not 

offer much real guidance for the human rights movement. Should the whole enterprise 

be abandoned as impossible? Is there a common core ofvalues?Which values are those 

that are only prevalent in the countries ofWest.em EuropeapdAmerica and no tin other 

countries? Are some values so well-founded that it is justificable to prescribe them 

irrespective of culture? If we try to answer these questions than it is very difficult to reach 

a unanimous stand and iii most cases we have to accept the culture of one society as 

more humane than other, and then we are also compelled to project that culture as 

universal, at least. as a future goal. For instance, we cannot condone slavery, torture, 

Sati (widow-burning) or child-labour simply because the members of the group 

practicing these things saw no affront to human dignity in them. 

Definitely, 'human rightS' should exist for the minimum standards of the things 

without which the very existence of the individual being would be in peril. As human 

rights stand for minimum essential elements which should be equally possessed by all 

people, a person's country of residence or culture should be irrelevant in definiing his 

or her basic rights. We can accept the theories of diversity or relativity but they should 

be constructed over the universality ofbasic human rights. This means that when we 

have accepted the minimum standard ofhuman rights perhaps to begin with, the right 

ot life, for instance then in other spheres liberty, freedom or rights can be given but 

without compromising those minimum basic rights .. 

Today, when we are moving towards "globalisation' or formation of a ·world village' 

and although there are some trends towards growing ethnicity, the socio-economic 

environment is more conducive for the uniVersal acceptance ofhuman rights. Undoubt

edly, politics has always played a role in the propagation of human rights. Sometimes 

it has constructively contributed in human rights' acceptance among the greater mass 

of world population but at many other times, it has come in the way of its balanced 

projection. The vested interests among the Western politicians here selectively propagated 

those rights which suit to them (for instance the right of freedom of thought. etc.) whereas 
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they totally undermined those rights which are notfavouringthem (for instance, the right 

to livelihood). Incontrast, the politicians of the Eastern countries were more in favour 

of those rights which were helping them to remain in power (for instance, the right to 

development) and not those which could have proved a challenge to their existence at 

the centre of the power-matrix (for instance, the right of self-determination and greater 

democratization). 

INTERNATIONAL DYNAMICS 

No doubt, credit goes to international politics to have brought the whole issue of 

human rights into the limelight. Although human rights have always been there since 

World War II it got more currency during the mid seventies. The 1975 conference on 

Security and Co-operation in Europe, held in Helsinki gave the world unexpected 

evidence of the place human righ~ have achieved in these years in international 

relations. For some years, Western and Eastern bloc countries had been slowly moving 

away from the Cold War they had been engaged in since the late 1940s. The Helsinki 

Conference was called to take the process towards ·detente' further. The then Soviet 

Union' was anxious to have the West recognise the territorial changes it had imposed 

in Eastern Europe at the close ofSecond World War. The West was prepared to go along 

with the USSR as long as the the latter agreed to certain demands. Those demands were 

of a humanitarian nature (Selby, 1987: 19) 

It was around this time that a remarkable change occured in the most powerful 

stateoftheworld.InJulyl975,acceptinghisnominationasU.S.Presidentialcandidate, 

Jimmy Carter, stated that fight for peace and human rights would be his government 

course if he won the election, and when· he was elected, in his frrst address to the 

American people (danuary 1977) he indicated thathewas going to take the human rights 

record of governments into account in conducting US foreign policy. ·Because we are 

free,' he declared, ·we can never be indifferent to the fate of freedom elsewhere.' Later ·. 

he was to describe human righs as ·the soul of American foreign policy.' (quoted in Selby 

1987: 19) 

It is not, however, that human rights issues landed all of a sudden from some 
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where outside. Infact, the Cold War era was a paradox with respect to human rights. 

Although a time of pervasive anit-humanitarian interventions by both superpowers. it 

was also the period in which human rights first became an established subject of 

international relations. The United States criticized violations of civil and political rights 

in the Soviet bloc count.Jiis whilt_! condoning, or even encouraging, violations of the same 

rights in 'friendly' countries. Marcos in the Philippines, Davalier in Haiti, Park in South 

Korea, the Shah in Iran, Zia in Pakistan, Pinochetin Chile, Stroessner in Paraguay, and 

Mobutu in Zaire are only some of the more prominentdictatores who benefited from U.S. 

support. The Soviet record was comparably appalling. The Soviet Union emphasized the 

denial of economic, social and cultural rights in theW est, but systematically denigrated 

the importance of civil and political rights at home. Not only that, in addition to forcibly 

imposing repressivecortnnunistregimes in Central and Eastern Europe, the Soviets were 

the principal backers of the Mengistu regime in Ethiopia, one of the most barbaric Third 

World regimes of the past two decades, as well as Afghanistan's vicious Karmal and 

Najibullah governments (Donnelly. Jack, 1992: 249-277) 

Anyway, Carter's pronouncements on human rightsmadeheadlinesaround the 

world in the late 1970s. But very soon the critics began to point out that the Carter 

administration was not, in every instance, prac:tisingwhat it preached. Whilst the Carter 

administration bewailed human rights violations in the Soviet Union and elesewhere, 

itgavefinancialaid to, permitted unrestricted trade with and sold arms to, states guilty 

of gross violation of human rights, such as Argentina, Indonesia and South Africa. 

Tackled by its critics, the US government defended its actions by arguing that national 

security and strategy sometimes had to override human rights considerations. (Selby. 

1987: 20) 

An almost similar policy was followed by Ronald Reagan and George Bush and 

presentlytheBillClinfonadministrationiszealouslytakinguptheissueofhuman rights 

all over the world. Attempts are also being made to link different kinds of financial aid 

with the record ofhuman rights. Now the end of Cold war has remove<I the principal U.S. 

rationale for supporting repressive regimes and the demise of the Soviet Union has 

eliminated the other major post -war pillar of support for such regimes. This is the period 

when the countries of the Third World are undergoing waves of democratization and 
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liberlization. Definitely these provide slightly better situations but we should not be over

optimistic. There are many potential danger ahead. 

The revival of nationalism in the wake of the collapse of the Old Order poses 

serious threat to the establisment of rights-protective regimes. Internationally recog

nized human rights rest on the promise that all individuals have certain basic rights that 

they are entitled to enjoy equally. Aggressive, exclusive nationalism often challenges this 

central principle of political equality. Some previously dominant groups, such as Serbs 

in Yugoslavia, have become more aggressive and deny many human rights to other 

communities. In some other countries, such as, Sudan, Pakistan. Bangladesh etc. the 

institution of'Sharia' (Islamic law) has been adopted in which non-Islamic groups are 

denied many human rights. In such countries women's rights have been either reduced 

or eliminated. Torture has been made as a part of maintenance of social order. 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE 'NEWWORLD ORDER' 

The global wave of market oriented economic reforms presents another significant 

challenge to human rights in the post- Cold War World. Markets are structured to 

respond not to human needs but to the interests and demands of those with ·market 

power' (income, wealth and information). Although markets may be more efficient and 

may produced more overall, they do not necessarily produc~ more for all. In fact, free 

markets typically produce gross inequality in income, wealth and living conditions. 

Economic and social human rights, by contrast, are concerned with distributing certain 

basic goods, services and opportunites to each and every person. They are not as much 

concerned with aggregate efficiency as with individual equity. 

In the Third World', with country after country singing on to market oriented 

structural adjustment proprammes at the insistance oftl1e International Monetary 

Fund and other foreign leaders, social services are being brought down from already 

inadequate levels with dire ~onsequences for living standards. Even if the costs of the 

structural adjustment are primarily temporary, as their defenders usually assert. these 

costs are steep and weigh most heavily on women, the poor, the elderly and the 

disadvantaged. Furthermore, even if the transition to a market oriented economy proves 
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successful there is no guarantee thatlarge numbers of people will not be left behind and 

that there will be any real sociai pay off for the massive sacrifices forced on the poor and 

disadvantaged in the name of aggregate efficiency. 

In this situation, markets may become a new ideological justification for human 

rights abuses. I tis because market reforms are also likely to foster social discontent and 

thus strengthen the appeal of demagogues, would -be dictators and supporters of the 

Old regime. And, when radical market reforms take place in an environment of economic 

crisis and failure, the threat to human rights is likely. Then, what is way out? One way 

may be that market reforms should be brought slowly and gradually and with proper 

check and balance. Even external assistance could have a significant positive impact. 

Although, foreign actors can usually play a supporting role in establishing rights 

protective regimes, at crucial turning points, the right kind of external support can 

indeed make a difference. For instance, foreign technical and financial assistance can 

have a direct impact on economic and social human rights, as well as help to strengthen 

new governments whose legitimacy is likely to be enhanced by demostrated economic 

efficiency (Donnelly, 1992: 268-71) 

In this whole dynamics the role of ruling elites, particularly politicans, adminis

trators, police officials big industrial magnates, etc. has got an important significance, 

specially in third world countries. It should be clear to them by now that they cannot 

continue a repressive regime for a long period of time nor they can violate human rights 

inthenameofculturaldifferenceorthatoftheirowndifferentstandards.AsK.P.Saksena 

(1991 : 50) correctly says, the c;rrguements that, "The Asian concept of freedom differs 

from theW estern and thatit does not cover civil liberties and political freedom" is in fact 

fallacious, mischievous and false. There is no reason why, during administrative 

activities or even while pursuing the goal of national development any fundamental 

human right should be denied to an individual. A state should seek to implement its 

political, social and economic policies but without prejudice to the fundamental human 
. ' 

rights. Probably the ruling elites also need a new socialization. They should now realize 

that they are living or ruling at the last decade of 20th century and now they will have 

to be sensitive towards the needs or aspirations of the masses and they cannot violate . 

their basic human rights in the name of national interest. But, still if they continue to 
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do so they there is bound to be a hue and cry at national and international levels and 

the country will have to be defensive all the time. Also, they will have to face pressure 

black mailling or even humiliation at the international level. On the other hand, if the 

country keeps its human rights record clean and ifthere is no skeletons in its cupboard, 

there will be no discontent at the domestic and the international levels. The country can 

not only face the world boldly but also champion the cause of human rights in other 

countries as well. 

---- ~- ~ 
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CHAPTER Ill 

THE HUMAN RIG.HT·s IN INDIA: 
CHANGING CONTEXT 

IndiawasoneofthepartiestotheUniversalDeclarationofHumanRights(UDHR) 

and it played a very crucial role in its unanimous acceptance. Naturally the founding 

fathers of the Indian constitution were conscious about the Declaration and they gave 

due recognition to its provisions during the formulation of the Indian Constitution. The 

rights granted by Part III and Part IV of the Indian Co~stitution are no less comprehensive 

than those enumerated in the UDHR. For instance,likeArt 7 ofUDHR,Art 14 oflndian 

Constitution talks of equality before law. S~arly, there are a number of articles in the 

Indian constitution which are similar to the UDHR which we can see from the following 

table {extracted from Khanna, 199Q: 31-33)-
UDHR Indian Constitution 

Art. 15(i). Right to a nationality. Art. 5. Right to citizenship. 

Art. 7. Equality before law. Art. 14. Equality before law. 

Art. 2. Rights and freedom to everyone Art. 15. Prohibition of discrimination on 
without distinction of any kind such as grounds or religion, race, caste, sex or place 
race colour, sex, language, religion politi- of birth. 
cal and other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth Qr other status. 

Art. 21(2). Rightofequalaccessto public Att. 16(1) Equality of opportunity in mat-
service in one's country. ters of public employment. 

Art. 19. Freedom of opinion and expres- Art. 19(a) Freedom of sp'eech and expres-
· sion. • sion. 
Art. 20(1). Right to freedom of peaceful (b) To assemble peacefully and without 
assembly and association. anns. 

Art. 20{2). No one may be compelled to Art. 19(c) To form association and unions. 
belong to an association. 
Art. 23(4). Everyone has the right to form 
and to join trade unions for the.protection 

· ofhis interest. 
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Art. 13(1). Right to freedom of movement Art. 19(d) To move freely throughout the 
and residence within the borders of each territory oflndia 
state. Art. 19(e) To reside and settle in any part 

of the territory of India. 

Art. 5. No one shall be subject to torture or Art. 20. Protection in respect of conviction 
to cruel inhuman or degradingtreatment cr for offences. 
punishment 

·Art. 11 (1) 2(2). Right to presume innocence Art. 20(2) Prosecution and punishment 
and protection against Ex-post-facto-laws. only once for one offence. 

Art. 3. Right to life, liberty ~d security of Art. 21. Protection of life and personal 
person. liberty. 

Art. 4. No one shall be held in slavery or Art. 23(i) prohibition of traffic in human 
servitude. beings and forced labour. 

Art. 18. Right to freedom of thought, con- Art. 25-28. Freedom of conscience and the 
science and religion ... freedom to change freedom to profess. practice and propa-
religion or belief ... to manifest one's religion gate one's own religion. 
or belief in teaching practice, worship or 
observance. 

Art. 27. Right to freely participate in the Art. 29-30. Protection of culture. Ian-
cultural life of the community. guage, script of all section of people. 

Art. 17(2). No one shall be arbitrarily de- Art. 300 A Persons not be deprived of 
prived of his property. property save by authority oflaw. 

Art. 8. Right to an effective remedy by the Art. 32. Remedies for the enforcement of 
competent National Tribunals for acts vio- rights. 
latingthe fundamental rights granted to an. 
individual. 

Art. 22. Right to social security for one's Art. 38. State to secure a social order for 
dignity and the free development of one's the promotion of welfare of the people. 
personality. -

Art. 23(2). Right "to. equal pay for equal Art. 39. Principles of policy to be followed 
work. by the State e.g. adequate means ofliveli-
Art. 23(3). Right to just and favourable hood, equal pay for equalwork, ownership 
remuneration. and control of material resources of the 
Art. 25(1). Right to standard of living ad- community to subserve the common good, 
equate for the health and well-being of protection ofhealth and strength of work-
oneself and of ones family .. including right ers men and women protection agains 
to security in the event of unemployment, child labour and conducive atmosphere 
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sikness. disability widowhood, old age or for the development of childhood. 
other lack of livelihood in circumstances · 
beyond one's control. 

Art. 23(1). Right to work, to free choice o Art. 41. Right to work, to education and to 
employment, to just and favourable con- assistance in certain cases. 
dWons of work 

Art. 24.Righttorestandleisure,including Art. 42. Provision for just and humane con
reasonable limitations ofwor~g hours ditions of work and maternity relief. 
and holidays. 

Art. 26(1) Elementary education free and Art. 45. Free and compulsory education for 
compulsory. children. 

Art. 28. Conducive social and interna- Art. 51. Promotion of international peace 
tional order for the realisation of different and security. 
rights and freedom. 

Art. 21(1) Everyone has the right to take Art. 325. No person to be ineligible for 
part in the government of his country inclusion in or to claim to be included in a 
directly or through freely choosen repre- special electoral roll on grounds of religion, 
sentative. race, caste or sex. 

Art. 21 (3)Thewill of the people shall be the Art. 326. Election to the House of the people 
basis of the authority of government, this and to the Legislative Assemblies of State to 
will shall be expressed in periodic and be on the basis of adult suffrage. 
genuine election which shall be held by 
secret ballot or by equivalent free voting 
process. 

In a similarway the articles of Covenant of Civil and Political Rights and Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of which India became a party on March 27, 

1979 can be related to the articles of the Indian Constitution. although these two 

covenants were formulated much later than the Indian Constitution. This shows that 

there is a similarity of goals for both the Indian Constitution and these two Covenants. 

Besides these Constitutional provisions, the Indian Constitutin enshrines Parliamen-. 
tary democracy and division of powers among the legislature, executive and judiciary 

with counter checks and balances along with a free press, civilian controlled military 

and active political parties and civic associations. Competitive elections produce regular 

changes ofleadership at the national. state and municipal levels. 
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Beside these, certain substantive and procedural aspects of source of rights, 

particularly concerning criminal proceeding, are embodied in the Indian Penal Code, 

1860 and Criminal Procedure Code, 1973. 'fhe matters relating to freedom to marry and 

protection of family are governed by the customary and codified laws applicable to 

different communities of the Indian society. Freedom of association and right to join 

trade unions are protected under the Constitution and are regulated by the relevant 

labour laws. The human rights are freedoms recognised by the Indian Constitution and_ 

the laws are being enforced by the forward looking legislative, dynamic executive and 

independent judiciary. The rule oflawis the quintessence of the Constitution oflndia 

(GOI, 1988: 1) 

PRESENT REALITY: A SITUATION OF PARADOX 

PROTECTION OF HUMAN IDGIITS 

The Indian Parliament has the power to legislate on matter relating to human 

rights as embodied in the Constitution. The Supreme Court and the High Courts of 

various s~tes have jurisdiction to give appropriatereliefforviolation of any fundamental 

rights. In addition, the criminal courts at different leve.Is also protect certain human 

rights involving criminal charges. The administrative and labour tribunals deal with 

matters falling within their jurisdiction. The Indian legal system enables individuals to 

legally challenge the violation ofhis/her civil or political rights. For the enforcement of 

fundamental right, the individual can apprroach the highest courtoflaw at the very first 

instance. The procedural right to get rellef for the violation of fundamental rights 

guaranteed by Constitution is in itself a fundamental right. The question of cruely to 

prisoners is dealt \Vith specifically by the 'Prison Act'. If any excess are committed on 

prisoners, the prison admfuistration is supposed to be held responsible. (GOI, 1988: 

2-5) 

Despite these provisions, however, the judicial process has become very expen

sive, time taking and hypertechnical.lt takes decades to get justice by the courts and 

it has become so expensive that the poor people rarely try to get justice through the 
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judicial process. In other field also, despite extensive constitutional and statutory 

safeguards, significant human rights abuses persist throughoutlndia. The abuses are 

aggrevated by svere social tensions and the authorities' attempts to contain violent 

secessionist movements. 

Areas of abuse include extra-judicial executions and reprisal killings by security 

forces in distrubed areas, political killings, kidnapping and extortion by militants, 

torture, rape and death of suspects in police cu;st:Ody throughoutlndia, incommunicado 

detention of prolonged periods without charges under special security legislation, 

inadequate prosecution of police and security forces' personnel implicated in abuse, 

widespread intercaste and communal violence, legal and societal discrimination as well 
' 

as extensive violence, both societal and by police and other agents of govenment, against 

women; infrequent prosecution of dowry deaths; and widespread exploitation of 

indentured bonded and child labour (USA's State Depatrment's Country Report on 

Human Rights Practices (in India) 1994 : 1, hereafter referred as CRHR, 1994) 

Political killings, by both government forces and militants, is continuing at a 

distrubingrate, particularly in Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab and the North-East. E:xira

judicial executions of suspected militants and their supporters by government security 

forces accounted for hundreds of deaths, as did terrorist attacks by militant groups. 

Extra -judicial executions in areas facing separatist insurgency were generally tolerated 

by state authorities, who claimed that the breakdown of judicial systems left security 

forces no alternative to deal with the accused terrorists. In the states ofAndhra Pradesh 

and Bihar, MaoistrevolutionaryNaxalities targeted politicians, landlords and govern

ment officials in terrorist attacks. 

Indian'sCriminalProcedureCoderequiresamagisterialinquiryineverycaseof 

death in police custody. However, most custodial abuse is directed at the poor and 

uneducatedlowercasteswhoareunlikelytounderstandtheirrighttoredress. Inquiries 

are often not carried out and when an investigation does occur the results are generally 

not made public. Also; disappearances are believed to occur on a large scale. There are 

credible reports that police throughout India often do not file required arrest reports, 

with the result that there are hundreds of unsolved disappearances in which relatives 

claim that a person was taken into police custody and was never heard of again. 
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Police usually deny these claims countering that there are no records of arrest. 

In cases where officiais acknowledged that an individual was in custody. police 

sometimes reported that the detainee was killed while trying to escape when taken to 

recover an alleged arms cache. 

Although torture is prohibited by law, there is credible evidence that torture of 

detainees is common throughout India. Sometimes this abuse is part of the interrogation 

process, sometimes it is to extort money from the victim or his relative, and sometimes 

it is summary punishment doled out by individual police officials, which police think, 

is necessary in the prevailing len thy judicial process. Forms of torture include beating, 

rape, burning with cigarettes and hot rods, suspension by the feet, crushing oflimbs 

with heavy rollers and electric shocks. Many alleged torture victims die in custody and 

others fear to speak out due to the threat of police retaliation. Custodial abuse is 

common even in Indian states free from insurgency. People at the bottom of social and 

economic ladder are particularly vulnerable to police violence. There are persistent 

reports that police deliberately target members of these groups and religious minorities 

(CRHR, 1994 : 4-5) 

Even prison conditions are not satisfactory. Charges of sexual abuse of prisoners, 

the use of prisoners by prison officials for domestic labour. the sale in the black market 

of food and milk meant for prisoners and the sale of women prisoners to brothels, 

inadequate food. medical care and clothing and over-crowding are common charges. 

There were widespread arbitrary· arrests. and detentions under the special 

security laws like Nati~nal Security Act (NSA). Terrorist. and Disrupti~e Activities 

(Prevention) Act (fADA). Armed forces (Special Powers) Act 1956 enacted over the past 

fourdecades to help law enforcement authorities fight separatist insurgencies. Under 

the NSA, a person may be detained without charge or trial for up to 1 year on loosely 

defined security grounds. The TADA punishes those found guilty of terrorist and 

disruptive acts i.e. those acts that challange or disrupt the sovereignty or territorial 

integrity- of India or membership in a terrorist gang with no less than 5 years 

imprisonment and up to death penalty for certain terrorist crimes. However, the vast 

majorityoiTADAdetaineesareeventuallyfreed on bailor released without charge. There 

are widespread accusations that the special security laws have been misused in states 
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notexperienceing civil unrest as a convenient way to hold people without trial. In 1992, 

for instance, TADA was used more frequently in Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh than in 

Punjab which was the Act's original target (ClUiR, 94 : 7) 

Both governmentforces and militants cornmitted egregious violations ofhumani

tarian Law in Jammu and _Kashmir. The Muslim majority population in the Kashmir 

valley increasingly found itself trapped between the repressive tactics used by security 

forces to combat insurgency and the militants' actsofwantonviolance. UndertheArmed 

For~sl (J & K) Special Power Act, security force persoimel have sweeping powers, 
" 

including authority to shoot to kill suspected law breakers or distrubers of peace and. 

to destroy structures suspect~d of harbouring militants or arms. 

However, Kashmiri militant groups were also guilty of serious human rights 

abuses. In addition to political killings, militants committed extortion and carried out 

acts of random terror that left hundreds ofKashmiris dead. Kashmiri Hindus had fled 

from their homes to outside the state of Jammu due to selective killings, burning of 

houses and other property, looting, warning to leave and the reign of terror let loose on 

them. Kashmiri militants continued to use kidnapings of prominent business-men and 

politicians to seek the release of detained militants, sow terror and eA'iort funds. They 

carried out politically motivated killings, perhaps at the instance ofPakistan, on a wide 

scale, targettinggovernment officials, alleged police informers, members of rival factions 

and Hindu civilians (CRHR, 94 : 2&9) 

LAWSAGAINSTEXPWITATION 

Constitutionally, slavery servitude and forced labour are prohibited and are 

punishable. Art. 23 prohibits ·aegar' (forced labour) and Indian Penal Code (IPC) 

provides for punishment of a person engaging in unlawful compulsory labour of any 

person against his will and treats the offence as cognisable with strict punishment Even 

giving remuneration below the minimum wages prescribed under Minimum Wage Act 

with the· Bonded Labour Sytem (Abolition) Act 1976. The right -of women against 

exploitation, particularly the question of immoral trafficking had sperately been given 

legislative effect through the Suppression oflmmoral Traffic in Women and Girls Act 
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(SITA) of 1956. Several provisions of the IPC are addressed to the problem of crimes 

against women, including forcing minors into prostitution and are attended with strict 

punishment (GOI,1988: 5-6) 

Despite these Laws, p.owever, forced or bonded labour is widely prevalant and 

prosecutions are rare. Giving wages less than the minimum wage is widely practiced, 

particularly in rural areas and the unorganised sector of urban areas. In several cases 

records are just manipulated to show that the minimum wage is being paid whereas the 

reality is not so. Similarly the laws against prostitution are not much effective and iii 

everymajortownandcitytherearered-lightareas,whereprostitutionisbeingpractised, 

sometimes, with the connivance of police. According to one report India has the 

maximum number of child prostitutes as well. 

PERSONALI.AWSOFDIFFERENTCOMMUNITIES 

In Indian society, which is based on its historical traditions and cultures, the 

family system not only lends basic strength to continuity and change in the social 

process, but is also a fundamental cohesiv~ unit of the secular and democratic set -up. 

The Indian legal system based on this social reality naturally reflects, and guarantees 

full sanctity to and protection of, thefamily.As several communities with their distinct 

religions, customs and ·cultures compose India, matters concerning marriage within 

these communities are governed by their respective personal laws and by pertinent 

legislations of the Indian Parliament. The right of men and women of marriageable age 

to many and to establish a family is recognised and protected. Under the Child Marriage 

Restraint Act, the minimum marriageable age for men and women is prescribed as 21 

and 18 years, respectively: Attempts have been made to bring about the features of 

equality in marritage and in this context ·nowry Prohibition Act 1961' has been 

introduced which prohibits giving and taking· doWry. Widow remarriage has been 

legalised. As the family is viewed as a strong bond in India the scope and mechanism 

for constitution of marriage are maintained in the Indian legal system, until eventual 

dissolution, according to law, takes place. These mechanism include judicial seperation 

and restitution of conjugal rights. The Indian legal system recognizes di\iirce by mutual 
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consent of the spouses. (GO I, 1988 : 12-13) 

However, the traditional caste system as well as the differences in ethnicity, 

religion and language deeply divide indian society. Despite laws designed to prevent 

discrimination, these differences are frequently manifested in social and cultural 

practices that have a protoundly discriminatory impart. Deeply-rooted traditions, often 

tied to religious or social practices, lead to lax and sometimes no enforcement oflaws 

related to women, Scheduled Castes, etc. (viz, the Equal Remuneration Act etc.), 

especially in rural areas. Female bondage and forced prostitution remain common in 

parts oflndian society (CRHR, 94: 14). Laws related to dowry have totally failed in 

creating any impact. Demand of dowry is increasing day by day and even those 

communities which were not practicing earlier have started giving and taking it. 

Consequently domestic violence in the context of dowry dispute is a particul~rly st::rious 

problem. In a typical dowry dispute, a groom's family will harass a woman they believe 

has not brought sufficient dowry. Occasionally. this harassment ends in the woman· s 

death, which the family members often try to pass off as a suicide or kitchen accident. 

Although most dowry deaths involve lower middle class families, the phenomenon 

crosses both caste and religious lines. 

Laws related to equality. family and exploitation and personal laws have failed to 

provide any security. honour and equality. According to an Indian government study 

violence against women- including molestation, rape, kidnapping and dowry death has 

considerably increased over the past decade. Because of a strong cultural preference for 

male offspring, sex determination tests (amniocentesis and sonogram) are widely used, 

resulting ~ disproportionte number of abortions of female foetuses. Human rights 

groups estimate that atleast 10,000 cases of female infancticide occur each year 

throughout India, primarily in poor rural areas. Female foeticide and infanticide have 

produced a steady deeline in the ratio of females to males in the Indian population. This 

figures has' gone down from 972 per 1000 at the tum of the century to 929 per 1000 

in 1991. Parents often give priority in both health care and nutrition to male infants over 

females. The burden of providing an adequate dowry for girls is one factor in making 

female births less desirable. 

Despite several provisions in the Constitution promising equality before the law 
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and prohibiting discrimination on the basis of gender, the personal laws of severval 

Indiari religious communities provide for legally sanctioned gender discrimination. 

Under Muslim personal law, a Muslim husband may divorce his wife unilaterally; there 

is no such provision forwomen.Muslim law also provides for a man to have up to four 

wives, while polyandry is prohibited. Existihglaws relating io asset and land ownership 

give women little control over land use, retention or sale. The Hindu Succession Act 

provides equal inheritance rights to Hindu women, but in practice, married daughters 

are seldom given a share in parental property. Muslim personal law, while recognizing 

the right to inheritance of both sons and daughters, specifies that a daughter's share 

should be only one half of a son's. Under the tribal land system, notably in Bihar. tribal 

women do not have the right to own land; the traditional practice of putting women to 

death who are considered Witches is closely related to the denial of property right (CRHR, 

94: 15). 

ClllLD'S RIGHTS 

Consitutionaly, every child in India is protected without any discrimnation. On 

the part of government," a comprehensive scheme for the welfare of childre·n. in need of 

care and protection, particularly unfortunate, neglected, destitute, handicapped, 

delinquent or victimised children is being implemented. (GOI, 1988: 13-14) Still, India 

hasalargepopulationofstreeturchinswithperhapsasmanyas1,00,000inmajorcities 

such as Delhi, Bombay and Calcutta. Child prostitution in these cities is rampant. The 

constitutional and legal provisions for banning child labour and free compulsory 

education had little impact on the practice of child labour. Besides working as home

. servants, helpers in shops and hotels and rag:..pickers, they also work in hazardous 
. . . 

occupations, such'Els glass making, fireworks, match factories, carpet weaving etc. The 

International Labour Organisation put the total number of child workers of 44 rpillion 

while some non-governmental organisations cite a still higher figure of 55 million. -. 

Different attempts to check this have ·not been very successful and the central 

government often faults divided jurisdiction with state government for its inability to · 
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curb this practice. The continuing prevalance of child labour can be attributed to social . 
acceptance, a widespread official belief that poverty causes child labour and the failure 

of the state governments to make primary education compulsory (CRHR. 94: 15 & 18). 

uNIVERSALPOUTICALPARflCIPATION 

Every adultlndian citizen has the right and opportunity to participate in public 

affairs, elections and public services on equal basis. At the same time. to ensure 

adequate representation to all sections of the soceity. some seats have been resetved for 

the Scheduled Castes (SCs), Scheduled Tribes (Sfs), and theAnglo-lndian communities 

(GOI, 1988: 14-15). However. due to the lack of education and utter ignorance. political 

participation particularly from the lower communities has not been equal. There are 

several instances when lower caste people have been prevented from castingtheirvotes. 

WELFAREOF~RSECTIONS 

In pursuit of economic, social and cultural rights for all, the consitution enshrines 

special provisions in favour of disadvantaged groups. These include protection and 

safeguards for the SCs and STs and the Other Backward Castes (OBCs). either specially 

orbywayofinsistingon theirgeneralrightsascitizens, with theobjectofpromotingtheir 

educational and economic interests and of removing the social disabilities. The 

Protection of Civil Rights, 1955 prohibits untouchability with strict punishment. Under 

Art. 330 and 332 of the Consitution, seats are resetved for the SCs and srs in the lower 

house ofParliarnentand state legislatures, in proportion to their population. Following 

theintroductionofPanchayatiRaj,safeguardshavebeengivenforproperrepresentation 

ofthemembers fo theSCs, STs, OBCsand women byreseiVing seats for them. They have 

also been given reservation in government jobs (GOI, 1988: 15-17). 

Despite these provisions; however, their situation have not impotved substan

tially. There are several instances when untouchability has been practised but these laws 

have not been properly implemented. The benefit of reservation has not percolated. as, 

those in authority take different excuse for not passing down the benefits. Also, there 
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has been an emergence of small sections within that section which have cornered all the 

privileges being given. 

PRafECTION OF WORKER'S RIGHTS 

For protecting the rights of worker~. different laws have been enacted which 

provide for a minimum wages, bonus, properworking conditions, limited hours of work, 

social security, health, safety and welfare of workers. Any kind of discrimination and 

employing children below the prescribed age is prohibited, and there are provisions for 

equal pay for similar work between men and women. The workers have been given the 

right to form trade unions, and in case of any dispute, there are mechanisms for dispute 

settlement. (GOI, 1988 : 1 7 -19) 

However, despite these legislations, the implementation is very lax. Particularly 

in unorganised sector, the situation is more hopeless. Even in organised sector, there 

have been instances, that attempts were made to manipulate these laws in such a way 

that the management or the owners go tall benefit whereas the benefits of the labour were 

jeoparadized. 

FREEDOM FROM HUNGER 

Although India has achieved self-sufficiency in food-grains production, there 

were some cases when its benefit has not reached to all sections of the society and all 

regions of the country. Therefore attempts are now being made in that direction. The 
; 

Public Distribution System· is being revitalized and consumer cooperative movements 

are being encourged for quality products at reasonable prices. For protecting the interest 

of consumers, the-Consumer Protection Act,1986 is being implemented vigorously. 

However, still much remains to be done, and by and large the aforesaid attempts have 

remained limited to the urban or more developed regions. 
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PROVISIONS OF HOUSING 

For improving the quality oflife, the govenment has taken several steps to provide 

better housing facilities. Loans are being provided for house making and social housing 

schemes have ben undertaken for the weaker sections of the soceity (GOI, 1988: 21). 

However, the achievement on this front has been very limited and some initiative at mass 

scale is required to get any substaintial benefit. The growing number of slums and 

pavement dwellers and unhygenic conditions in most of the towns prove this. 

HEALTHANDMEDICALCARE 

Several steps have been taken to achieve the goal of health for all by 2000 AD. 

Checking the spread of communicable diseases, restricing population growth, estab

lishing a network of 'Primary Health Centres' all over the country and many medical 

colleges and hospitals with modem equipments are a few such step. (GOI, 1988 : 22) 

However, except in a few hospitals, health facilities in these are in a pathetic state. 

EDUCATION 

Providing universal education under :National Literacy Mission', along with 

quality education through a chain of'N avodaya Vidyalaya', is the latest endeavour of the 

government. The goal has been set for universal literacy by the year 2010 AD. 

Vocationalisation of education has also been attempted. However, the fact·that still 

around· half of the population is illiterate indicates that much more serious effort is 

required. 
.. 

RIGHT OF INFORMATION 

As far as respect for Civil Liberties, including freedom of speech and press, is 

concerned the Constitution protects these freedoms and they are exercised in practice. 

However national television (except satellite channels) and radio are government 
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monopolies and are frequently accused by opposition politicians and the print media 

ofmanipulatingthe news to the benefit of the government. UndertheO:fficial Secrets Act, 

the government, may restrict publication of sensitive stories, but this is sometimes 

interpreted broadly by the government to suppress criticism of its own policies. 

Sometimes, reporters are subject to harassment by security forces. A government 

censorship board reviews films before they are licensed for distribution. Producers of 

video news magazines are also required to clear their products with the board, which 

occasionally censors parts of stories that put the government in a bad light. (CRHR; 94 

: 10-11) 

EQUALPARI1CIPATIONIN CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

The right to equal participation in cultural activites is an automatic and inherited 

right of every individual in India. Different races, cultures and religions have mingled 

in India through the vicissitudes of time to produce a rich diversity of cultural forms. 

The government actively encourages the full exercise of cultural activities by all groups 

of the Indian people. The protection of monuments, places and objects ofhistoric interest 

and national importance is a directive principle of state policy. Also, the coordination 

and preseiVation of national libraries, antiques, museums. art galleries. memorials. 

cinematography and the like are the responsibility of central government. 

Thefreedomofscientificresearchandcreatlveactivity. whichisapartoftheright 

to freedom. is guaranteed tO all citizens. Popularisation of science and stimulation of 

a scientific temprament among people are the main objectives of the government and 

for it several steps have been taken. Also various measures to prevent the use of scientific 

and tec~ological progress forpurposesw~chare contrary to the enjoymentofhuman 

·rights have been taken by laws like the Water Pollution ControlAct.Air Pollution Control 

Act, Smoke Nuisance Act. Noise Pollution Act etc. (GOI. 88 : 25-28) However. iack of .• 

proper implementation of these is one major limitation. 
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HUMAN RIGIITS MONITOIDNG 

When we analyse governmental attitude regarding investigation of alleged 

violation ofhuman rights we find that in independentlndian human rights organisation 

are active and vocal. They include the Peopl~'s Union for Civil Liberties, the People's 

Union for Democratic Rights, Citizens for Democracy, Andhra Pradesh Civil Liberties 

Committee, Nagaland People's Movement for Human Rights, All India Federation of 

Organisation for Democratic Rights, Committee for Protection of Democratic Rights and 

num~rous regional organisations. These groups investigate specific allegations of 

human rights abuses and publish reports on their fmdings, which are often highly 

critical of the government and militant groups. All of India, including Kashmir and 

Punjab, is open to Indian investigators. The central government is generally to lerant 

of dissent. Nonetheless, human rights monitors have been targeted by the police for 

arrest and harassment. In addition, a number of monitors were the victims ofkillings, 

some of which may have been politically motivated (CRHR; 94: 13) 

FEW REASONS FOR HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION 

Thus, we can accept that although theoretically we accept human rights, in 

practice in some cases they are being violated through various agencies governmental 

and non-gove~ental. Thereasonsforthis, are many. According to some human rights 

activists, in our Constitution itself there are certain elements which go against the ethics 

ofhuman rights. 

CONS11TUI10NALINSUFFICIENCY 
.. 

For instance, P.Padmanabhan (in Desai, ed. 1986: 73-78) says that Indian 

Constitution is a queer document which negates what it positively asserts and gives 

enough room for compromises and manipulations. The fundamental rights enshrined 

in the Constitution oflndia are subjected to umpteen limitations. These rights can be 

curtailed to the extent of extinction by the legislature and by Presidential Ordinances 
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as per the provisions of the constitution itself. Rule oflaw can be subverted. Right to 

a ju,dicial scrutiny of the action of the executive can be extinguished. Rule by ordinance 

can be perpetuated. Elected governments can be overthrown. Emergency can be 

imposed. Even the right to free elections can be n_eglected by provisions of the very 

Constitution by which we swear. 

Padmanabhan further says that the Preventive Detention Act, which was enacted 

in 1951, barely within a year of the adoption of the Constitution illustrate this point. 

This Black law, which has been universally condemend, has been in existence in one , 

name or other all these years. The notorious Maintenance oflnternal Security Act (MISA) 

NSA, TADA are a few among these series. These laws, which give the right to detain an 

individual without trial, even without divulging the place of detention derive statutory 

recognition from the constitution. Through various articles, particularly 107 to 109 of 

the Criminal Procedure Code, the stringent conditions iinposed on the grant ofbail, the 

limitations imposed on the right of the state government to commute sentences for 

· iinprisonment for life' etc. are statutory changes permissible as per provisions of the 

constitution. The impostion of emergency and the dismissal of ad uly elected government 

are constitutionally valid. The pleasure of the President and the Governers which 

account for the various undemocratic procedures practised by our rulers can be 

exercised in total disregard to all democratic norms. The powers of the legislature can 

be easily by-passed by an ordinance rule even without the impostion ofPresident's rule. 

By clever manipulations, ordinance can be kept alive for years together, even without 

being subjected to the consideration of the Assembly. 

FurthermQre, Padmanabhan says that the fact that even the limited rights 

guaranteed by the constitution are being crippled cannot be lost sight of. It is not 

uncommon in the country to blantantly disregard even the existing laws. The laws of the 

land lays down that an arrested person can be keptin police custody only for 24 hours 

within which period he has to be produced before a magistrate. Instances where the 

arrested citizens is kept in police custody for days together without being produced 

before the Magistrate are many. While detention without trial on a proper order of the 

appropriate authority is legal and constitutional as per the prevailing law, the 

unauthorised detention in custody is clearly illegal. Third degree methods during the 
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course fo investigation have not as yet been sanctified by law. Torture in the police lock

ups is not permitted by the Constitution. Enc~unter murders are notlegally permitted. 

But all of these have become a cruel fact oflife. 

Gobinda Mukhoty (Desai ed. 1 986: 79-84} is even more critical of the prevailing 

situation. lie 5ays that the Indian constitution with its Preamble and chapter on 

Fundamental Rights, gives a false impression that democratic rights of the people and 

civil liberties will not and cannot be curtailed: but within it, it contains seeds of immense 

arbitrary power which an authoritarian person can use against citizens of the county 

with impunity. The provisions for preventive detention, emergency etc. are very much 

part of constitution itself. 

REPRESSIVE NATURE OF Sf ATE 

Lalit Chari (Desai, ed. 1986 : 84-87) comments that our state remains a coercive 

state inspite of adult franchise and representative democracy. This is clear from the fact 

that the criminal laws are essentially the same as they were during the Raj when they 

· played an important part in enforcing imperial rule over our people. Even the police and 

their attitude to the people is the same. The courts are the same. And all these were 

created by the British to serve the interest of an alien power which exercised aristocratic 

rule over the people of this country. 

THEPOUCE 

The role played by the Police in the compliance ofhuman rights is one of the most 

controversial issues and it has been adversely commented upon by several scholars (Lalit 

Chari in Desai ed. 19S6: 84-87, SoliJ Sorabjee, V.M.Tarkunde, Hindustan Times 30 

April92, S.Subramanium, Tribune 8 Feb 94 etc;) Our freedom to move freely and be 

secure in our homes depends largely upon our police force and their ability to keep the 

peace. The police has also to uphold the rule oflaw by protectiri.g the law abiding and 

gettingtheguiltypunished.Asocietywheretheoffenders, especiallytheaftluentand the 

well connected, are not broughtto book is bound to breed a large number of malcontents 
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with anger and frustration. But unforunately in India the situation is not that bright. 

More sinister than the sins of omission is the phenomenon that the protectors ofhuman 

rights have become their major violators. Life and liberty, the most basic human rights, 

are the main casualities. There are numerous cases of death in police custody on account 

of physical torture. Police encounter is often a euphemism for murdering persons who~ 

the police regard as dangerous crimin~s and whose prosecution and conviction 

according to the law of the land are very difficult because of serious handicaps in securing 

evidence against them. Our consitution guarantees protection against self-incrimina

tion. Yet third-degree methods and inhuman treatment during interrogation and 

detention of a person in police custody are rampant and make a mockery of this 

guarantee. Other casualties are freedom of expression and of assembly whose signifi

cance usually escape the police. Political meetings where there is strong criticism of the 

government are often broken up and speakers are arrested. These kinds of situation are 

so alarmingthatAmnesty International had to publish a special report on India 1orture, 

Rape and Death in Custody' in 1992 in which 415 specific cases have been described. 

No law authorises the police to torture suspects, to kill them in fake encounters 

or to humiliate women by rape or byotherwiseviolatingtheirmodesty. No law authorises 

the police to open fire on peaceful processions or setwholevillage on fire. Such atrocities 

are committed because.the police know that nothing will happen to them if they violate 

the law. The superior police officers normally side with them and so does the concern 

government 

Equality of treatment is another human right which is frequently flouted by the 

police. Readiness displayed in dealing with the complaint of an industrialist or a 

politiciaii is in marked contrastto the callous treatment oflower class people. Curbing 

the excesses and atrocities of the security forces is necessary not only for the proteetion 

ofhuman rights blit also for maintaining the territorial integrity of the country. The 

victims of police atrocities have. in theory the legal remedy of filing criminal com paints 

or civil suits against the erring policeman for appropriate relief. But such remedies are 

often found to be useless. This is not only because litgation is time consuming. The main 

reasons is that the police are commonly in a position to terrorisewitnesses and to prevent 

the true versions being established in criminal or civil cases. 
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Commenting on this state of affairs Desai (1986 : IIXXiiJ says that the rulers of 

India, the controllers and wielders of the powerful mass media machine have been 

systematically, extensively and in manifold overt and covert manner, striving to project 

the illusion that they are truly involved in evolving a democratic structure. They also 

strive to create an image of the exploited and oppressed masses as unruly anti-social, 

unreasonable and mainly responsible for the instability by taking recourse to violence 

which threatens existing democracy. They ev~n justify their growing repressive action 

against the poor, as necessary measures to protect democracy and prevent people from 

threatening this democratic set up. Whereas the truth of the fact, Desai says, is not so 

and here culprit is not the·lower or deprived classes of people. 

Coining to the Constitution Desai (1986 : ix) says that there are some major flaws 

inherent in the Constitution itself with regard to different categories of rights. The most 

important flaw is the exclusion of guaranteeing certain basic rights which are essential 

for every citizen, viz. Righ to work, Right to Shelter, Right to Education, Rightto Medical 

and other Social Amenities. Tliese are basic rights necessary for a citizens to function 

in and contribute to a society which claims to be democratic. The exclusion of these rights 

in the Consitution,prevents any basic security to millions of citizens, who have no other 

source of securing purchasing power in a socio-economic framework, which operats on 

the basis of production for profit and market basically by private owners of means of 

production. 

Secondly the Constitution has clothed almost all the rights in the Part III 

embodying Fundamental Rights in such a phraseology that they are susceptible to 

diverse and contradictory interpretations. They are capable of being made non

functional in the larger context of arrangements provided in other parts of the 

Constitution itself. For instance, the inclusion ofparalles "Preventive Detention system' 

embodied in the constitutionitselfhas created a situationwhere in it negates all rights 

provided in other parts of the Constitution. Moreover, assault on democratic rights also 

compromise deliberate denying or non implementing of the rights, legally granted to the 

citizens through legislative enactments by the government itself. 

Desai (1986 : vii) believes that the Indian state has viewed the overwhelming 

majority of citizens who are poor, non -proprietary or petty proprietary, as a threat to its 
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smooth, pursuance of the chosen path of development and has elaborated a complex, 

sophisticated mechanism of dividing controlling and repressing them. The state, in fact, · 

has developed the stem iron fist under the velvet glove of the Constitution and other 

devices of the government which it has forged to regulate, control and repress the vast 

mass of poor citizens. Desai says that the elementary aspirations, demands and 

assertions of the economically exploited classes and socially, politically and culturally 

oppressed sections of the Indian people, for satisfying basic needs, elementary human 

rights, such as right to live as dignified human beings, in fact even to survive, are viewed 

with alarm by the rulers and are being su~pressed by adopting more and more brutal 

and sophisticated technique of repression. 

In this way we find that although several steps have been taken for the achievement 

or implementation of human rights, there are vast arrays where human rights of the 

common people are violated. This has created not only an embrassing situation at 

national and international levels but also internal instability and restlessness among 

the people. However the government was quite sensitive to this state of affairs and fmally 

it decided to establish a human rights commission. In May 1993 the government 

introduced a bill authorizing legislation for a national human rights commission. The 

bill was criticised by Indian human rights groups which claimed that the commission 

would be dominated by government servants, barred from investigating allegations of 

abuse involving the army and paramilitary forces, and provided with inadequate 

· investigatory staff. A Presidential Ordinance issued on September 29, 1993 and passed 

by the Parliament in De~ember 1993 revised the commission to give greater represen

tation to retired jurists. The commision will enquire into complaints of violation of 

human rights against public servants in any part of the country. The jurisdiction will 

also extend to the armed forced and paramilitary forces, though its powers to enquire 

into complaints agb.insts them and recommend action will be limited. 

NATIONALHUMANIDGHfSCOMMISSION 

The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) will have its headquarter in the 

capital (New Delhi) and, with the permission of the Central government can establish 
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offices in other places. The commission will have eight members and will be headed by 

a former Chief Justice oflndia. The other members will be sitting or a retired judge of 

the Supreme Court, a serving or a retired Chief Justice of a High Court, two prominant 

persons having knowledge or practical experience in the sphere ofhuman rights and the 

chairpersons of the National Commissions for Minorities, for SC & STand for Women. 

Its present chairman is former Chief Justice oflndia Rangnath Misra and its member 

include Justice MeeraSahib FatimaBibi, JusticeThamarappalli Kochu Thommen (both 

former judges of the Supreme Court), JusticeSukhdir Singh Kang (former chief Justice 

of J & K High Court) and Mr. Virendra Dayal (who retired in 1992 as Chief-de Cabinet 

to the UN Secretary General.). 

The members ofNHRC will be appointed by the President upon recommendation 

by a 6 members committee comprising of the Prime Minister as its chairman and other 

members are the Lok Sabha Speaker, the Home Minister, the Leaders of Opposition in 

the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha and the Deputy Chairman of the Rajya Sabha. 

The main functions of the NHRC will be to inquire into the violations of human 

rights or negligence in preventing such violations; intervention in any proceeding 

involving an allegation of violation of human rights; visiting jail to study the living 

conditions of inmates and make recommendations there of, reviewing of Constitutional 

safeguards related to human rights, studyofinternatiomil treaties. on human rights: 

reviewing of factors such as terrorism and recommending remedial measures; promo

tion of research in the field of human rights, spreading of human rights literacy, 

encourageing efforts ofnon-govemmental organisations; and related matters. 
/ 

· Tl).e commission will have ali the powe~ of a civil courts. This ranges from seizing 

documents to callingwitnesses,.The commission will have powers which enables state 

Government to set up Human Rights Commission (having analogous powers and 

membership to their national counter part) and a special prosecutor with the purpose 

of providing speedy trial. 

To facilitate its functioning the NHRC will have its own nucleus of investigation 

staffbesides the powers to seek the assistance of central agencies and those in the states 

while enquiring into specific complaints of human rights violations relating of life. 

liberity, equality and dignity of an individual as guaranteed by the Constitution or 
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embodied in international covenants particularly International Covenants on Civil and 

Political Rights (ICCPR) and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and 

enforceable by the courts in this country. It will act like a civil court with powers to 

summon witnesses and requisition any document or evidence which it thinks may have 

a bearing on the complaints under investigation. No body can refuse summons or 

requisition from the Commission on grounds of'privilage' which he or she may otherwise 

enjoy under the law. After conducting its enquiry, theNHRC can approach the Supreme 

court or High Court for grant of immediate interim reliefto the victim or members ofhis 

or her family. 

The NHRC shall enquire suo-motto or on a petition submitted to it by a victim 

or any person on his behalf into complaints or violation of human rights or abetment 

there of or neligence in the prevention of such violation by a public seiVants.lt has the 

powers to inteiVene in any proceeding involing allegations of human rights abuses 

pending before a court with the approval of the court concerned. In respect of the armed 

as well as para-militaryforces, the NHRC either on its own or on receipt of a petition shall 

seek the report from the central government The NHRC shall submitits special or annual 

report to the centre and the state government concerned. These, in tum, will be tabled 

in both houses of Parliament or the state legislature, as the case may be: 

The state governments can constitute their own Human Rights Commissions 

whose chairpersons will be the Chief Justice of the High Court. The composition of the 

othermemberswillbesimilartothatoftheNHRC.ItwillhaveafourmemberCommittee 

headed by the ChiefMinisterforrecommendingthe names of the Chairperson and other 

members of the State Human Rights Commission to be appointed by the Governor. The 

state government will also be empowered to set up district level special courts to ensure 

spee9-ytrial of offences relating to human rights violations. These courts may be set up 

with the concurrence of the Chief Justice of the High Court. For every such court, the 

state government shall appoint a speical public prosecutor or advocate who has 

practised at least for seven years. (fhe Protection ofHuman Rights Act 1993., NHRCNew .. 

Delhi) 

The limitations, according to govenment, placed on the Commission's powers with 

regard to the armed forced would notin anyway 'dilute' its effectivenes in dealing with 
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complaints against them. The distinction betWeen other and the armed for~ehad been 

made because the later already had no effective legal system. A different set of procedures 

had been suggested for them in view of the ~stringent' provisions which already existed 

in their case. In the case of the military, summary trial and court martial can take place 

and the same is the case with the border forces, including the Border Security Force 

(BSF), the Assam Rifles and the Indo - Tibeton Border Police (ITBP). 

However the method of formation ofNHRC and its given limited powers have been 

critcised by some human rightS activists and scholars. Commenting on appointment 

committee ofNHRC, Soli J .Sorabjee (Times oflndia, 2nd Oct 1993) said that exclusion 

ofNGO representation and of the Bar was a serious omission. Their presence could have 

helped to minimise or at least remove the public perception of the influence of partisan 

politics in the appointing process. Consulatation with, not concurrence of, the Chief 

Justice oflndia and that to· in the case of appointment of a sittingjudge of the Supreme 

Court or a sitting Chief Justice of the high court does not improve matters because retired 

judges can be appointed without any consultation with the Chief Justice oflndia. 

Prema Viswanathan (Indian Express, 15 Oct 93) has pointed toward another fact. 

She says that considering thatitis the lawenforcingmachinecy of the government that 

is culpabel in most cases of human rights violations in the countcy, it is self defea~g 

to vest the powers of selection in the hands of ruling partypollticans or aspirants to the 

status, the main opposition party. 

The effectiveness of the Commission in protecting human rights, Sorabjee says, 

will be almost minimal. First, the commission has not been provided with its own 

independent investigative machinecyunderits exclusive control and accountable to it. 

Violations ofhuman rights bythe pollee and government officials are commonplace in 

our countcy. It is unrealistic to expect the pollee to provide impartial and effective .. 
assistance to the commission in irivestigatlnghl.unan rights violations by their brethren 

and superiors. Secondly, the period of limitation of one year from the date of the act of 
' •• J 

human rights violation of filing a compaint is woefully short. Thirdly, the functions of 

the Commission are merely recommendatocy. It has no power to punish violators of 

human rights, nor to grant any compensation or even immediate interim relief to the 

victims or the members of their family. It can merely make recommendations to the 
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concemedgovemement\forpros~cution and grant ofinterimreUe.f. If these recommen

dations are not accepted, that is theend of the matter. Last, butnotatleast, the exclusion 

of the military and security forces even from the limited scrutiny of the Commission, 

· Sorabjee believes, is the final act of its emasculation. . . 
Responding to these criticisms government assured that it would honour the 

recommendation of the Commission by taking action in both letter and spirit. The 

government accepted that though the recommendation of the Commission were not• 

binding ~n it, it would not be possible for any democratically elected government to 

ignore the recommendations of such a high body (Home Minister Mr. S.B.Chavan's 

statement on 22 Dec. 1993). In December 1993 the Commission instructed state 

governments to inform it within 24 hours of any custodial death. If an accident is not 

reported on time, the commission will assume that there was a cover-up attempt. By 

June 1994 the NHRC had made visits to Punjab and Kashmir, the states where most 

human rights violations are alleged to have occured, and also enquired into several 

issued related with the human rights of common people (for instance, the tattooing 
incidence in Punjab, the lottery case etc.) It was also making arrangementfor introducing 

human rights as a subject from the primary level education. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PEOPLE•s UNION FOR CIVIL 
LIBERTIES 

The People's Union forCivilUberties (PUCL) was formed by J ayaprakash Narayan 

during the Emergency in October 1976.1twasinaugurated by AcharyaJ.B.Kripalaniin 

a conference held in New Delhi. Initially it was not a membership organisation. It was 

transformed into amemberhip organisatin at an All India Civil Liberties confernece held 

in New Delhi on November 22-23, 1980. Before going into the details about the PUCL 

a brief exploration of the need for and existence of a vigorous human rights movement 

and organisation in India can provide us a more holistic view. 

A BRIEF HISI'ORICALOUTUNE 

The first human right group in the country- the Civil Liberties Union- was formed 

byJawaharlalNehruand someofhiscolleaguesin the early 1930swith theveryspecific 

objective of providing legal aid to nationalists accused of sedition against the colonial 

authorities. However, this effort was short -lived. The excitement ,and hopes generated 
. ·end 

by national liberation subsum~d the political spirit of an inde~nt watchdog initiative 

(Kothari, s. 1990 2) .. Howeverfrom the mid-sixties the exploited and oppressed sections · 

of the people and their alert activist were becoming concious of attack on their civil 

liberties and democratic rights. The failure of the Plans and plan holidays from mid

sixties generated considerable disillusionment among the under-privileged exploited 

and oppressed sectio_ns of the people. · 

The discontent manifested itself into :widespread assertions, resulting into 

various forms of struggles launched by different section of the people like landless 

labour, marginal and small peasants, the unorganised working class, etc., who were 

being adversely affected by the plans adumbrated by the state. The government as well 

as privileged social classes resorted to more and more wide ranging and fierce forms of 
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actions to curb. repress and crush the stirrings of the people. The growing assault on 

the movements of the people and systematic concentrationof fittacks on the leaders and 

groups which wereattemptingto guide or direct these struggles of various section of the 

people generated an awareness of the importance of the issues of civil liberties and 

democratic rights among the unprivileged or under-privileged strata and their spokes

man. particularly among the articulate and conscientious sections of the political 

middle classes. (Desai. 1990 : X) 

Se\reral organisations were formed during this period. Notable among these were 

the Association for the Protection offiemocratic Right (APD'Ij in West Bengal_, theAndhra 

Pradesh Civil Uberties Committee (APCLC) and somewhat later, the Association for 

Democratic Rights (AFDR) in Punjab (Kothari, S; 1990 : 2) 

While these groups highlighted the growing repression and exploitation in the 

country-side and played a crucial role in confronting and exposing the violent role of the 

state, their reach and capacity to stir the imagination and to involve concerned liberal 

and progressive elements was limited. Also their impact was limited due to their 

fragmented and sectarian nature. their stand on violent means and also the indifference 

of the media and public opinion to the pligl1t of the marginalised sections of the society. 

These organisations also failed in _co-relating political with socio-economic issues. 

· (Kothari, 1990 : 2) 

After Augustl972. GandhianleaderJayaprakashNarayan, retired Bombay High 

Court Justice. V.M.Tarkunde, and others in or close to the Gandhian movement began 

to meet to discuss their concern overthecentralization of power by Prime Minister Indira 

Gandhi. They formed groups in Delhi, Madras, Bombay and Calcutta and finally formed 

a national group called Ci~ns for Demmocracy (CFD) at a meeting in Delhi in April 
. .. . . 

1974 (Rubin, B.R 1987: 373-4) 

In 1974, ·J~yaprakash launched a major agitation against the growing 

authoritarianism ofMrs. Gandhi. But, she imposed Emergency on June 26, 1975. In 

an effort to stifle thousands were imprisoned without trial; houses had been razed 

without court orders. newspapers were censored; holding at public meeting was 

impossible and even the right to life had been questioned. Searches of private premises 

were madewithoutlegal authority; telephones and post were tempered with. During this 
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period those members of CFD who were not detained tried to organised a non-party 

opposition to the suspension of civil liberties and succeeded in holding meetings in 

Gujrat and Tamilnadu where the state government were not controlled by the ruling 

party at centre. 

After his release from prisonJayaprakash wanted a more extensive organisation. 

However, during this time government wanted to amend the constitution and enact new 

laws so that the suppression of civil liberties and democratic rights would become the 

normal law o(the land. When the 43rd consititutionalAmendment was sought to be 

introduced for this purpose, all those concerned with Civil Liberties took it as a grave 

challenge. A number of protest meetings were held to mobilise public opinion. It was 

then suggested that an organisation should be promoted with the name 'People's Union 

for Civil Liberties and Democratic Rights' (PUCLDR).Jayaprakash founded the new 

organisation. Tarkunde and Krishna Kant were elected as President and General 

Secretary respectively. The PUCLDR's Executive Committee consisted of representatives 

ofpoliticalpartiesaswellasnon-partypublicfigures (KnowPUCL, 1992: 3). Orginally 

its goal was simply to oppose the open repression of civil liberties under the Emergency. 

After the victory of the Janata Party in the 1977 election and the restoration of 

civil liberties, the interest in the PUCLDR could not be sustained. Gradually, the 

organisation became defunct as some of the members of non -Congress parties became 

part of the power structure and abandoned PUCLDRactivity. This loss of membership, 

as well as the death of Jayaprakash and the loss of its original focus with the lifting of 

the Emergency and the release of most detainees, left the PUCLDR without a well 

organized membership, an effective leadership or a clearvision of programmes. However, 

during this period it organised two very important investigations into the fake 

encounters in Andhra Pradesh and Punjab. It, also, actively opposed Prime Minister 

Charan Singh's attempt to have provision for preventive detention included in the 

Crill)i.'lal Procedure Code. 

TheJanatagovemment's downfall and the assumption of power by the Congress(!) 

under Indira Gandhi in 1980 created apprehensions that civil liberties would once again 

suffer erosion. The government amended the PreventiveDetentionAct wifuin months 

of its coming into power. It was then felt once again that a permanent organisation to 
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defend civil liberties was necessary. However. the experience of 1977-79, when political 

parties had lost interest in PUCLDR as they had ascended power even though the fight 

for civil liberties was still necessary, was recalled. It was believed that the old basis could 

not be retained for setting up such an organisation (Know PUCL, 1992 : 4) 

Effort was made in the preparatory stage to consult all the opposition parties and 

all the existing civil liberties groups in order to render the proposed organisation as 

broad based as possible. The result was the development of mutual understanding 

among various parties that the new organisation would remain non-partisan and that 

mutual cooperation among various civilliperties groups was necessary. An -All India 

Civil Liberties Conference' was organised in New Delhi on November 22-23, 1980. The 

Conference attracted more than 400 members and in it the PUCLDR split into two 

organisations-Delhi based People's Union for Democratic Rights and a national People's 

Union for Civil Liberties. PUCL adopted a new Constitution (See appendix no.1) and 

electedV.M.TarkundeasPresidentandArunShourieasGeneralSecretary. Underthe 

new constitution it was laid down that members of political parties would not be eligible 

for election to the offices of the new organisation, nor would their representation in its 

boidies be predominant. 

According to its Constj.tution the aim of the PUCL is to bring together all those who 

arte committed to the defence and promotion of civil liberties in India. It wants to uphold 

and promote, by peaceful means, civil liberties and the democratic way oflife throughout 

India. It also aims to secure recognition to the principle of dignity of the individual [Art. 

2 (a) & (b)]. 

To achieve the above aims, the PUCL has planned certain steps. First of all, it is 

in favour of constant review of penal law and the criminal procedure with a view to 

bringing them in harmony with humane and liberal principles. The PUCLalso works for 

the withdrawal ana repeal of aU repressive laws including preventive detention. The 

PUCL is in opposition to police excesses and use of third degree method and it demands 

prison reform [Art. 2 (c), (d), (k) & (I)] 

The PUCL has full faith in democratic principles and hence it encourages freedom 

ofthoughtanddefendstherightofpublicdissentAs,inanymasssocietythemassmedia 

is like the eyes and ears of the people through which not only people come to know about 
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differentthingsbutalsotheyshapetheirperceptionregardingdifferentphenomena.So, 

the PUCL wants to ensure freedom of the Press and independence of mass media like 

radio and television [Art. 2(e} & (f)] 

The PUClL is also sensitive to the role of the judiciary in a democratic society. 

Hence, it favours the rule oflaw and independence ofihe judiciary. To make it more 

meaningful it works for the reform of the judicial system so as to remove inordinate 

delays, reduce heavy expenses and eliminate inequities. It also strives to make legal aid 

available to the poor and to make legal assistance available for the defence of civil 

liberties [Art. 2 (g). (h), (i} & OH 
Human rights in a society can be achieved in real terms only when the society is 

based on equalitarian foundation. The PUCL, for the reason, opposes discrimination on 

the group of religion, race, caste, sex or place ofbirth.ltalso tries to combat social evils 

which encroach on civil liberties, such as untouchability, casteism and communalism. 

It takes special care in defending the civil liberties of the weaker sectjons of society and 

of women and children. It also does all acts and things that may be necessary. helpful 

or incidential to the above aims and objectives [Art. 2 (m}, (n), (0} & (p)) 

MEMBERSillP 

As far as membership of the PUCLis concerned every adult person shall be eligible 

to be a member of the organisation if he/she believes. that civil liberties must be 

maintained in India, now and in the future, irrespective of any economic and political 

changes that may take place in the country [Art~ 3(a}]. Member of political parties will 

be entitled to be members of the organisation in their individual capacity if they 

subscribe to its aims and object They will have all the rights of membership except that 

the President, Vice-President, General Secretaries. other secretaries and Treasures of 

the organisation or any of its branch shall not be a member of any political party. 

Secondly atleastone-half ofthemempers of the National council and National Executive 

Committee and of corresponding bodies at the state and local levels, shall be persons 

who are not members of any political party. Thirdly not in any case, not more than I 0% 

of the member of the National ~ouncil and the National Executive Committee, and of 
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coresponding bodies at the state and local levels shall be members of any political party 

[Art. 3(b)). To maintain proper checks and balances the National Council will have the 

right, by a two-third majority, to refuse membership to any person or to remove any 

person from membership. The Council of a State branch will have similar right in the 

respective state [Art. 3 {e)]. With some restriction even institutional membership {not 

political parites or groups affiliated to them) is allowed [Art. 3{a)). Thus we find that a 

proper balance and distance from all political parties is maintained, so that there is no 

possibility of any bias in its functioning. 

NATIONALCQNVENTION 

A national convention of the PUCLis being held once in two years in which it reviews 

the work of the organisation and lays down policies and programmes for the furture. It 

also elects the President, one or more Vice-Presidents one or moreGeneralsecretaries, 

one or more Assistant Secretaries and Treasurers for the ensuing term. Till date its 

Presidents were : V.M.Takunde {1982); Rajni Kothari {1984); Rajinder Sachar (1986, 

1988,1990, 1992,1994). ltsGeneralSecretarieswereArunShourie {1982, 1984); Rajni 

Kothari {1982); Y.P.Chhibbar {1984, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992,1994) Dalip S.Swami 

{1986, 1988). V.M.Tarkunde was named Advisor in 1986. 

THEPUCL'SBRANCHES 

The PUCL is able to maintain its national character by following the policy of 

federalism. With the sanction of the General Secretary, who in this matter acts in 

consultation with the President, member <?f any state may set up a state branch. A state 

council and State E"xecutive Committee of the State branch are elected at a convention 

of the members of the organisation in the state. The convention also elects the President 

and other office bearers oftheState Branch. Afin:ebalance in financial relationship is 

maintained between state branch and National Office (Art. 7) 

Whenever some important situation develops affecting the liberties of some 

individuals, or a group, or the common people, the branch of the PUCL tries to ascertain 
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the facts before taking any action or committing itself to an action taken by some other 

group or organisation. Here care is taken that the PUCL does not become involved in 

activities of the political parties or groups. If some incident takes place that is of wider 

importance t.l-Jen action is organised at a wider level-state and/or national level. 

Coordination of activities with State and/ or national office is always maintained. Care 

is also taken that one local or state branch does not take initiative on a problem lying 

in the domain of any other local or state branch unless advised by the national office 

at Delhi to do so. (Know PUCL, 92 : 11) 

FINANCES 

As the PUCL works at the grass-roots level, it always faces severe financial 

difficulties. However, it is a policy decision of the PUCL not to accept any funds from 

abroad. The decision, although creates some financial problem has great significance 

and clears any doubts about its motives. All its finances are raised through members 

and sympathisers by way of membership fees and donation. Members ofinvestigation 

teams bear their own expenses. Besides, all active members and office bearers have to 

spend from their pocket on many other occasions also (Know PUCL. 1992 : 8) 

MODUS OPERANDI 

In an under-developed and poor country most often it is the poor and the 

disadvantaged and vulnerable sections of society includingwoman, children, minorities 

and prisoners etc. whose rights and liberties are taken away. On the other hand one 

cannot also neglect the more abstract liberties and issues like freedom of the press and 

othermass-mediaand theindependenceofthejudiciary.ltis often difficult, and also 

unnecessary, to differentiate between civil liberties and human and/or democratic 

rights (Know PUCL, 1992: 9). Hence, for providing a holistic approach the PUCLengages 

itself in all these activities and issues, althogh it may not be strictly related to civil 

liberties. 

The PUCL, at the national, state or local level is actively involved in organising 
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protests against excesses on individuals or against government actions or laws being 

enacted or already enacted. It also tries to protect the liberties of individuals or groups 

from some private groups or some political or religious authorities etc. Educating public 

opinion, demonstrations, Dparnas, issuing statements to the press, going to the courts 

or law are some of the common, methods, that are adopted. Consequently, innumerable 

investigation reports, reaction, protest marches, education meetings, press statements, 

memoranda, election observation, publication of literature etc. are its main assets. 

Categorically speaking, ·the principal functions of the PUCLare:-

(1) To increase consciousness about and commitment to human rights 

among allsection of our people. 

(2) To provide a platform for all groups, including political parties, to 

come together for furthering the cause ofhuman rights, even though the groups may 

have differences among themselves on other aspects of social and political life: 

(3) To energise and creativeJy use the existing institutions like the courts 

and press, so that they may be sensitive to the human rights situation in India. and 

(4) Tointervenedirectlyincaseswheregrossviolationsofhuman rights 

take place (Know PUCL, 92 : 1 0) 

To promote the ideas of human rights and create awareness about the civil 

liberties, the PUCL provides 'Journalism for Human Rights Award ofRs 20,000 and 

arranges J.P. Memorial lecture on 23 rd of March every year. 

For the purpose of analysis of the PUCL's work we shall take up two kinds ofissues. 

Firstly, we shall analyse its resolutions passed atdifferentnational conventions and at 

the national council. These r~solutions would provide us an insight into the works or 

ideas the PUCL is pursuing, struggling or working for. Secondly, we shall analyse its 

reports. Whenever any majorviolation ofhuman rights or civil liberties takes place, the 

PUCLconstitutes a fact-finding team which goes into every aspect of the issue and then 

provides a comprehensive report. Here, for our research purpose, we would concentrate 

just on those reports which have been published in the 'PUCL Bulletin'. These reports 

would provide an idea regarding the spectrum ofPUCL's work and also how PUCLfeels 

these violations can be checked or what should be done if anyviolation has taken place. 
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RESOLUTIONSPASSEDBYTHEPUCL 

Bombay, 1981 

The first meeting of the national council of the PUCL was held in Bombay on July 

4, 1981 which passed some resolutions directly related to freedom and liberty. It 

opposed any kind of restriction on the freedom of press on the part of government through 

pre-censorship, news management, newsprint and advertisement allotment. physical 

intimidation and pressure on owners and editors and requested Press to unite to face 

any such attempt. The interference of executive (through appointment, transfer and 

promotion of judges) in the judiciary was opposed. It demanded cultural freedom and 

opposed pre-censorhsip in the area of dramatic performances. The PUCL was totally 

against any kind of preventive detention in peace time (likeN .S.A) as it felt that these 

are to suppresslegitimateexerciseofcivilliberties. It condemned detention witouttrial 

of any person who has not been found guilty by a competent courtoflaw. The Karnataka 

government's decision to intercept, mail of certain citizens was criticised and the 

govemmentwasurgedtostoptheseunhealthypracticewhicharedestructivetohuman 

rights. The ordinance bannings strikes in essential services was also criticised as the 

PUCL felt that it takes democratic rights of the workers and provides extra-ordinary 

power to ordinary police officers. The PUCL also clarified that it is against lawlessness 

and recoursetoviolencebyanypersonorgroup(PUCLBulletin, Vol-1, no-3,fuly 1981 

: 3-5) 

Madras,l982. 

At the Second Annual conference held on 6-7 March 1982 in Madras, the PUCL 

reaffirmed its faith in democratic and non-violent path, and opposed any kind of 

preventive detention in peace time. Some social issues were also raised. Repression of 

weaker sections of society through police and vested interests and the increasing 

criminal assault, sexual exploitation, discrimination on the basis of sex, discriminatory 
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social customs and practices against women were condemned and the government was 

urged to take the corrective measures. The Government oflndia was requested to ratify 

the UN Convention and Protocol on Refugees. Continuous proclamations of order under 

Section 144, which prohibits the holding of public meetings, taking out processions and 

making peaceful demonstrations, by some states was criticised .It also proclaimed that 

there is no law authorising any government or authority to pass· Shoot at Sight' orders. 

A grave concern was expressed over the growing dehumanisation at the Police Forces . 

which frequently resort to different sort of excesses and fake encounters. It believed that 

criminals should be punished through the due process oflaw and no body should take 

law into his/her hand. Grave concern was a).so expressed on the deteriorating condition 

in jails and police lock -ups. The PUCLexpressed its deep concern on the growing erosion 

of academic freedom on university campuses and erosion of civil liberties and 

democratic rights in Tamilnad u by the state government. The government was urged to 

check this tendency [PUCL Bulletin -2 (3-4) March April 1982 : 2-7). 

Bombay, 1983. 

On Dec 30, 1983, a meeting of theN ational Council ofPUCL was held at Bombay 

which decided that in cases of flagrant police excesses the local branch should organise 

demonstrations with the participation of the members of the bar, teacher ,journalists, 

etc .. Preparing an investigative report in such cases was decided in this meeting and 

this became, as we would see latter, the most important and powerful tool of the PUCL 

in future. Seekingreliefinspecificcasesofillegaldetention, tortures and death was also 

decided. Taking follow up actions on the fate of the strictures passed by the Supreme 

CourtandenforcementofitsorderswastobeanotheractivityofthePUCL[PUCLBulletin 

4 (2), Feb. 84 : 2-&1. 

_ Jabalpur,1984 

The Third National Convention ofPUCL was held atJabalpur on Apri120-21, 1984 

which decided to start a branch ofPUCL in each district oflndia. The branches would 
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pay special attention to safeg~ard the liberties and democratic rights of the exploited 

section, women, SCs and the lower strata of peasants and agricultural labours and also 

the activists working among them. Creating awareness for their liberties and democratic 

rights among people would be another goal. Attempts would be made to involve women 

and youth in its activity (PUCLBulletin, 4 (6),June. 1984: 2-6). Thus, we find that the 

true mass character of the PUCL and its concern for the lowest rung of the people who 

are most helpless and whose rights are violated most emerged clearly after this meeting. 

Delhi, 1987. 

OnJanuary31andFebruary1,1987theNationalExecutiveCommitteemeeting 

ofPUCL took place in Delhi in which it was decided that although the PUCL is to protect 

the civil liberties of the people, it would not align with any political party. It opposed all 

sorts of violence from any source and commi~ted to fight for the due process oflaw for 

everyone. It expressed deep concern at deaths by police firing or in police custody and 

urged government to conduct judicial inquiry to publish immediately its report and to 

. punish the guilty officers. [PUCL Bulletin 7 (3) March 87 : 8-1 7) 

Ja1pur,l988 

The biennial National Convention ofPUCL was held atJ aipur on 3-4 September, 

1988whichdemanded(l)repealof59thamendment(gMngpowertoimposeemergency 

in Punjab), NSA, TADA, Terrorist Affected Areas (Special Courts) Act; Punjab Armed 

Forces (Special Power) Act, Indian Telegraph Act~ the Hospital Bill and the Defamation 

Bill (2) release of all those detained without trial including the leaders and workers of 

P.kali Party and others detained in Jodhpur and elsewhere {3) codification by Parliament 

oflegislature's privileges and Press freedoms on the Kama taka pattern (4) autonomy of 

Doordarshan and All India Radio (5) filling up of all vacancies in the High Courts and 

the Supreme Court and adoption of a fool proof method that the same is not influenced 
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by the executive {6) repeal of all laws or ordinances which infringe upon the powers of 

the judiciary at any level {7) granting of statutory powers to the minorities commission, 

women's commission and SC/STCommissionat union and state levels-by constituting 

them wherever these bodies do not exist so that they have the quasi judicial power to 

enquire into all cases of atrocities and denial of civil liberties (8} creation of a judicial 

'Civil Rights Commission' consisting of retired judges ofHigh Courts, and adoption of 

a law that in case of police firing, torture or death in police custody, communal or caste 

riots, criminal assaults on women by police or other para-military forces or any other 

similar occurance, the commission should suo -motto enquire into such happenings 

and (9} expansion of the list ofFundamental Rights to include the right to information 

(PUCL Bulletin.8 (11}.Nov.l989: 14-24) 

Thus, we find that the PUCL has opposed all those laws which restricted civil 

liberties. It favoured making different institution of democracy stronger. A demand of 

'Civil Rights Commission' was made for the first time. The genesis of present 'National 

Human Rights Commission' can be seen in this demand. The PUCL also felt that the 

people's assertion and mobilisation would have to be accompanied by their sustained 

education about civil liberties. The poorer section of society, in particular. who are 

vulnerable and remain exposed to exploitation and injustice can fightfor their economic. 

social and humanrightsonlywhen theircivillibertiesaresecured. So, thePUCLdecided 

that this would be its primary concern in future. 

Delh1.1989. 

The next meeting of the National Co.uncil ofPUCL was held on May 27, 1989 at 

Delhi. In this meeting it was decided that out of the twelve points, that were finally 

formulated by CFD: ·sampooma Kranti Morcha' and the PUCL for the political parties, 

only seven were within the scope of the work of the PUCL. The main purpose behind the 

whole exercise was to create public pressure on the political structure and 'to try to 

commit the political parties to them. Thesewere-(1} the constitution should be amended 

to make the right to work a fundamental right There should be a Central Law embodying 
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an employmentgurantee scheme (2) repeal the 59th consitutional amendment (3) repeal 
\ 

of the TerroristAreas (Special Courts) Act, fhe TADA, the NSA and other black laws ( 4) 

placing Radio and T.V. under autonomous ~odies (5) amendment of Article 19 (1) (a) 

of the constitution for specifically safeguarding the freedom of the Press, (6) codification 

of the privileges ofthe legislature and the Parliament, and ('7) to end interierence ot the 

Executive in the appointment of High Court and Supreme Court judges and Chief 

Justices so as to maintain the independence aQd dignity of the judiciary (PUCL Bulletin, 

9 (7),July 1989 : 9-12. 

Out of these seven demands, some of them are quite old which the PUCLhas been 

consistently demanding sirice its inception. However the government has not responded 

to it positively. So, it was decided to send this list to all political parties. These demands 

remaind the demand ofPUCLof quite a long period of time. In fact, till today, except one 

demand i.e. abrogation of 59th amendment, no other demand has been accepted in the 

real sense. 

The meeting. however, also passed the resolution that the government's attempts 

to abridge the power of parliament by not presenting the Comptroller and Auditor -

Generals' report (on Bofors) is condemnable. Discontinuation of the practice of 

appointing opposition MPs as chairman of all finance committee was criticised and 

detention of any person (including Prakash Singh Badal} without trial was opposed. 

Pune,l990. 

The biennial National Convention ofPUCL was held on May 26-27, 1990 at Pun e. 

It adopted in total thirteen resolutions. Demand for free and fair election by providing 

deterrent for those who indulge-in booth capturing, intimidation of voters and appeal 

in the name of religion, caste or race and use of money and muscle power was made. 

Discrimination against women and the increasing atrocities on them in form of dowry

death, rape and molestation was condemned: It demanded that the Muslim Women's 

Protection ofRights on Divorce should be repealed so that, like earlier, Muslim divorce 

women may ask for maintenance from their husbands. 'Religious orthodoxy and 

obscurantism which have been hampering freedom of expression and personal liberty 
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besides unnecessary restraint put on women and weaker sections' was opposed. The 

Central government was urged to enact laws to end Bohra Muslims' indignities and 

sufferings perpetrated in the name of religion. The PUCL expressed concern on the legal 

processwhichhasbecomeexpensivehyper-technical, dilatory and prone to corruption 

and demanded immediate steps so as to give to citizens a prompt, economical and 

efficient system of delivery ofjustice. The government was urged to take the responsibility 

of rehabilitation and compensation to those who have been affected by dams, irrigation 

projects and any such developmental schemes. Concern was expressed on winding up 

of different committees and commissions by Janata Dal government and extension of 

President's rule in Punjab. The repressive policy adopted by Governor Jagmohan in 

Kashmir was criticised as the PUCLfelt that_itis converting the alienation of the Kashmiri 

Muslims into bitterness and hatred against India and increasing the militarcy. It 

demanded for a democratic approach and prevention oflndo-Pak war. Regarding North 

-East, itrequestedforrepealofArmed Forces (SpecialPowers)Act 1956. ThePUCLurged 

that there should be some mechanism to respond to the greivances of people, the absence 

of which leads to the growth of violence, terrorism and insurrection [PUCL Bulletin, I 0 

(7), July 1990: 16-25) 

Lucknow.l991 

The next PUCL National Council meeting was held at Lucknow on July 27-28, 

1991. In it the demands on electoral reforms, judicial reform, weaker sections and 

solution of problems ofPunjab, Kashmir and North-Eastwere repeated. It demanded 

for right to work, right to education, right to information and transparency. It objected 

to the loop holes of anti -defection law which were/ are being exploited by opportunists 

and unprincipled Jtoliticians. It requested that a basic law of political parties be framed 

and the term defection should be properly defined. Also members should be given the 

right to dissent (PUCL Bulletin,11 (9),Sep. 1991 : 18-24) 
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Bombay,l992. 

ThebiennialNationalConventionofPUCLwasheld at Bombay on Oct. 31 &Nov. 

1992. It condemned- (l) humiliation and assault on Dr. B.D.Sharma for leading the 

agitation on behalf of the tribals for shifting a proposed steel plant fromJ agadalpu r. M.P. 

(2) Bombay police brow beating the General Secretary of the Bombay PUCL. Yogesh 

Kamdar. for organising theN ational Convention (3) Tamilnadu government in using the 

police machinery in attempting to destroy the community's resources, private and 

personal belongings, residential houses etc. of the people including Dalits and Tribals 

(4) removal of a principal (Ms Nafisa Diwan) ofBohra's Girls' High School as she allowed 

a depiction ofHindu family on Independence day Cultural Programme by Bohra trust. 

The PUCL demanded for her reinstatement and reforms in Bohra community. The 

convention demanded that the government should take expeditious action to initiate 

proceedings to punish the guilty for 1984massacreinDelhi (PUCLBulletin. 13 (4).April 

1993: 12-13) 

In this way we find that the resolutions passed at theN ational Convention 

or National Council are indicative of the state of affairs of civil liberties and human rights 

and theirviolation. Its resolutions are like a ·sensitive Index.ofHuman Rights'. Through 

the analysis of these resolutions we can have a broad idea about the prevailing human 

rights situation in India. Its demands are also indicative of the direction in which further 

steps are required to improve the human rights situation. 

The resolutions passed by the PUCLcan be divided into two categories- One, 

those having short -term effects. and two. those having long-term effects. The earlier are 

related to the particular incidents which took place in that or preceedingyear. whereas 

the impact of latter perisists over a period of time and they are mostly related to the 

structural and cultural features of the society. Hence, this latter variety is more 

important and the response of the government to this creates differences in overall 

human rights affairs. 

Whenweanalysetheresponseofthegovernmentoveraperiodoftime, we 

find that some steps have been taken to pos\tively implement some resolutions viz

repeal of 59th amendments, restoration of democracy in Punjab etc. whereas in case of 
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most of the resolutions the government has adopted an attitude ofindifference. On the 

other hand, in some cases viz- righttowork- the situation has moved in quite opposite 

direction. So, for the PUCL, it has been a ~ixed bag of success and failures. 

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS OF THE PUCL 

(1) THEPOUCE 

While monitoring the human rights situation and violations the maximum 

attention of the PUCL has gone to the Police. In the post-independence India, the police, 

which is supposed to be safeguarding human rights. has become the biggest violator of 

human rights. The major forms of violation include police firing which is mostly 

unrequiTed, torture which is not permitted as per the law, deaths in custody, encounters. 

repression of democratic movements, collusion with vested interests, role in communal 

conflict and misuse of criminal penal code for their own benefit etc. 

The Police is taking the law into their own hands and physically exterminating 

individuals, increasingly, all over the country. Political and social dissent, enmity. a 

misunderstanding and at times even suspicion has activated the police to kill. 

Paradoxically, this is the response of the state to the growing assertion for democratic 

rights by the under- privileged and exploited. This assertion has emerged from a basic 

contradiction between democratic aspiration created by the rhetoric of the state and the 

socio-economic reality where in the process of development has benefitted a few and has 

led to growing ineuqity and exploitation. It is a fact that not all policemen are brutal and 

lawless, and also that not all who are killed are innocent. But this gruesome torture and 

extermination has no parallel in independent India. 

Fake Encounters 

Throughout the country, from the liquidation of extremists in Andhra Pradesh 

andTamilNadu to thekillingsofdacoitsin Uttar Pradesh and extermination of political 
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dissenters in West Bengal, the encounter has become the modus operandi of murder 

in cold blood by the police. Encounter initially implied an armed confrontation where 

fire was exchanged and in the ensuing shooting, peoplewerekilled. Since the seventies, 

it represented, inmost cases, the taking into custody of an individual or a group. torture 

and subsequent murder. Tne death generally occurs as a result of brutal torture or a 

stage-managed extermination in an appropriate area. An official press release then 

elaborately outlines a confrontation, an encounter where the police claim to have fired 

in ·self-defence'. There have been, the PUCL pointed out, over six thousand such deaths 

between 1979 to 1981. The police and its agents have not spared using the most brutal 

method to liquidate inconvenient individuals [PUCLBulletin, 2 (3-4),MarchApril1982 

: 9) 

The PUCL feels that encounter killings are blot on the civilized consciousness of 

our country which must stop. Every citizen has a right to live and to be tried before a 

court oflaw. The police have no right to take a life. The bias of the authorities lies in the 

fact that they consider protests emanating from socio-economic disparities as a law and 

order problem. But the executive cannot take law into their hands. If the encroachment 

oftheexecutiveintothejudicialrealmcontinues,itisbound toresultingraverinjustice. 

and seriously undermine the foundations of our democracy. 

From 1979 to 1982, the police encountered 145 citizens in the name of dacoits 
( 

in BandadistrictofUttar Pradesh alone. The PUCL's investigation revealed that mostly 

poor persons involved in militant politics and activists of voluntary organisations have 

becomeviticims of these encounters. A remarkable feature about these encounters was 

that they were one-sided neat and clean operations. In 297 encounters 145 dacoits were 

killed, but there were just four encounters in which the police suffered any casualities. 

Hardlyanydacoitsurrenderedunderseigeorwascapturedalive.Itseemsthatthepolice 

deliberately avoided tv show any arrest or capture in the same encounter along\\ith the 

dead for fear ofbringing the whole encounter incident under judicial scrutiny. Second, 

most of the encounters took place at one or two specific spots in each police station 

boundruy. Thirdly, many victims remain unidentified even according to police records. 

Fourth, the names of many victims did not figure among listed members of any gang. 

The case materials and background description forced the team to believe that most 
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encounters were not only fake but also foul. The victims' death were not an unintended 

consequence, rather many of them appear to be cold-blooded murders of innocent men 

by the police. Most of the victims belonged to the traditionally oppressed peasant 

communities [PUCL Bulletin~6 {1), January 1986: 3-8]. 

Torture And Custodial Deaths 

Death in police custody is another major way of violation ofhuman rights. Deaths 

in police custody are usually the result of third degree torture to extort information or 

to teach the person concerned a lesson. Custody deaths are not limited to the killing of 

dacoits or hardened criminals as certain police officials would like to make out. Even 

iftheywere hardened criminals, the police force does not have the right to take it upon 

itself to personally mete out brutal punishment, ignoring with impunity every criminal 

law in the country. There are different reasons why some suspects are liquidated. Were 

they to remain alive and be produced before a magistrate, they might divulge the 

complicity in crime of persons considered respectable by society. These include 

politicians, business man and even policemen. In fact, the former two often employ the 

police to get rid to persons interfering in their corrupt activities: 

In most lock-up deaths, the victims are the socio-economically disadvantaged. 

their defencelessness being a factor that goes against them. As noted in the 'Indian 

Express' survey of 45 deaths in seven states in 1980, notonevictim was reported to have 

been a hardened criminal. Most were charged with puny offences like theft; sometime 

they were even picked up for talking to a policeman in a tone he did not like or for refusing 

to give him·the right to way. Whenever any death occurs in police custody or lock -up the 

stereotype explanation is given -'Fired at while trying to escape'. 'Other criminals fired 

athim', 'Amobattackedthepolice-station',Wehadtofireinself-defence', 'Recommitted 

suicide'. One oft .:.employed ploy is to ·rough up' the suspect before arresting him. This 

can take the form of a beating with a latht or a nailed boot in a secluded place. It is a 

then convenient for them to putout the story that the suspect was injured becaused he 

resisted arrest. In many cases they arm the victim with an instrument they claim he used 

against them. 
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Most of the custodial deaths never come to light. Even if some do, they can be 

hushedup.Iftheyarenothushedup,onlyadepartmentalenquiryislikelytobeordered. 

And senior police officials are only too conscious of the image of their department. If a 

judicialenquiryisordered. thecompletionoftheenquiryanywaytakesalongtime.And 

even if the enquiry is completed, in most cases. action is not taken against most 

policemen responsible for these deaths. Only a few are transferred or suspended. In the 

absence of any accountability, it is hardly surprising that the police inspector, also 

drunk with power, even goes to the eXtent of beating a person or shooting him to death 

merely because his ego has been hurt (PUCL Bulletin, 1 (6). October 1981 : 3-9]. 

Delhi. 1981. 

For instance, the Delhi PUCL in 1981 found that Madan Lal, 18 year old son of 

a sweeper, was arrested on a theft charge. He was thoroughly tortured in RajinderNagar 

Police station by different means including by putting an electric heater under his feet 

for three and half hours which led to several burns and injuries (PUCL Bulletin, 2 (1). 

January 1982 : 2-3]. 

Punjab, 1982. 

The Punjab PUCL in the beginning ofl982 found that persons beloningto different 

Marxist groups and their families were being detained and gravely harassed under the 

cover of dealing with Khalistan agitation, although these leaders have clarified that they 

have nothing to do with the Khalistan movement. The team also found that for the last 

few years the involvement of policemen in rapes, murders, kidnap pings and petty crimes 

has increased. The murder of or suicide by any person or disappearance of a woman or 

child provides a golden opportunity to unscrupulous police officer to mint money. For 

instance, when Balbir Kaurwas kidnapped and murdered to usurp her property, the 

police did nothing. On the other hand, when Darshan Singh was murdered allegedly by 

his wife and two other relatives, five other innocent persons, not connected in anyway 
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in this case, were arrested [PUCLBulletin,2 (2), February 1982: 2-3]. In September 1989, 

two ladies namely, Gurmit Kaur and Gurdev Kaurwere illegally arrested from their office 

to inquire the whereabouts of their husbands who were absconding from their home 

for 5 and one and half years respectively. To extract the information they were tortured 

in different ways by beating, roller moving etc. including by SSP Go bind Ram (PUCL 

Bulletin, 9 (11&12) Nov Dec -89: 4-6,9 & 8-9-17]. 

Police- Firtngs 

Police -firing is another insensitive and inhuman method adopted by police. A 

look at the post- independence record of police firings on crowds- whether they were 

demanding one extra rupee in their wage basket as in the case of workers, or 

remunerative price for their produce as in the case offarmers, or protesting peacefully 

againstacertainpolicyofthegovemmentoroccasionallyindefenceoftheirdemocratic 

rights- adds up to an average of 100 firings every year with about as many officials 

reported deaths. As per law, the police should open fire only as a last resort to deal with 

public agitations, only after other methods such as lathi-charge, tears-gas, water 

cannon, rubber bullets and public warnings ofimminentfrringhave been exhausted and 

its aim should be to save life, property and in self defence. Finally, its objective is to 

disperse the crowd, notto maim and certainly not to kill people. The police are supposed 

to aim their guns in such a manner as to avoid the loss of life and under unaviodable 

circumstances people must be shot in the leg only. But in most of the cases, it seems. 

the police do not adhere to these instructions and more often than not, they resort to 

firing, without adopting any other means, or even warning and it ultimately leads to 

several hapless deaths. In an analysis of291 cases of police firing in the year 1980-81. 

the PUCL found that about 40 percent were linked with distrubances such as clash 

between two or more groups, communal clashes and threat to life and property. In 

contrast, nearly 60 percent were associated with popular protests or agitation. The 

unavoidable conclusion was that the vast majority of firings were aimed to curb 

agitations and silence popular protests. The PUCLfeels that there should be a permanent 
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machinery for immediate inquiry into any police firing. In cases of unjustified firings, 

exemplary punishment must be meted out to the guilty officials [PUCL Bulletin,1 (2). 

June 1981: 7-15]. 

JamaMasJld, Dellu, 1986. 

The PUCL (Delhi) investigated into the killing of two youngmen in a police firing 

on Friday, 14th Feb. 1986 in the Jama Masjid area. Here there were reports of 

harassment, repression and humiliation of residents and the administration as well as 

the police had sought to give a commumil colour to a demonstration on the part of people 

against administration and their manipulation. The PUCLfound that there was no riot 

in the walled city; but the police had cooked it up to justify its firing. Even the press did 

not play a balanced role. There was a nexus between police and politicians and to 

perpetuate their atrocities they can create any such situation [PUCL Bulletin. 6 (4 & 5) 

April & May 1986: 4-8 & 18-21). 

Bhojpur, 1988. 

ThePUCL(Bihar) team investigated policefiringatNarainpur, Dist. Bhojpuron 

11th May 1988 in which two persons were killed and several injured. Here, in context 

of a looting complaint, police had arrested one accused. But the villagers, particularly 

from the lower communities, gheraoed the police and demanded for his release. This 

made police furious and fired several rounds which resulted in deaths and in juries. The 

PUCL team was of the view that the police firing was absolutely unwarranted and 

unjustified and the inspector needlessly panicked and made a grave error ofjudgemen t 

in orderingthefrre [PUCLBulletin,8, (10), Oct. 1988: 13-19]. In another case at Bihar 

Sharif. another PUCL team found that an old man was wrongly arrested and beated to 

death when he was passing through a road where a school was located in which the 

matriculation examination was going on in March 1988. In this case, the police did not 

take care to properly inquire and just started beating by picking up a passer-bywho did 

not flee away seeing the police. The gravity of the situation was that although the whole 
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range of officials, including the special Magistrate came across during the whole episode 

at one point of time or another but none of them intervened in the beating process (ibid 

: 20-24). 

Barkakana, 1988. 

APUCL(Bihar)teaminquiredintopolicefiringatBarkakanaon30.10.88inwhich 

three people died and many injured. The team found that during an excise raid at illegal 

liquor factory on 29.10.88 the raiding party misbehaved with many people and arrested 

one lady. The next day when a large number of people, some of them armed with bows 

and arrows, assembled near police station for getting the lady released, the procession 

was attacked without sufficient warning by the police. The team felt that there was no 

imminent danger and firing was not required at all [PUCL Bulletin, 9 (2), Feb. 1989 : 

5-8]. 

Stngault, M.P., 1989 . 

. Investigating into the atrocities committed on July 11-12, 1989 on the people of 

Singauli, Neemuch a PUCL (MP) team found that when people stoned a thanedar and 

constable who had injured~ 12 year old boy by their motorycle, the police resorted with 

lathis and then home-search began in which the police entered in many houses by 
. . 
breaking the door open and thrashed many people including women and children [PUCL 

Bulletin, 9 (10), Oct 89: 4] 

Srtnagar,1992 

A PUCL (Srinagar) team inquiring into two firing deaths at Batmallo on May 3, 92 

found that when a youth jumped from a three-wheeler and started running away the 

patrolling BSF personnels chased him and started firing indiscriminately in which a lady 

with her 9 month old child died. Later when BSF personnel captured the boy he was 

tortured to accept that he had killed the two [PUCL Bulletin, 12 (6). June 1992: 18). 
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Begam village, 14 Km from Srinagar. on 6th June 1992 was cordoned off by the 

army and was put under crackdown. All male members were asked to assemble at an 

open space where some men were picked up and were tortured through different 

techniques to tell the name and. address of militants and arm caches. During this period 

in several houses girls were raped by the army. However the girls did not tell any other 

body in order to avoid the stigma. When two armymen were killed from the firing coming 

from a building the entire building was put under fire. This was an investigation report 

ofSrinagar PUCL [PUCL Bulletin, 12 (8), Aug. 92: 12-13) 

Saran, Bihar, 1992. 

The BiharPUCLinvestigated thepolicefiringonademonstrationon 12thSep. 92 

atJanata Bazar, Saran. The team found that the genesis of trouble was in arrest and 

subsequentdisappearanceofManojKumaronl6.8.92whowaspickeduponthecharge 

of stealing. The police claimed that Manoj fled from the lock-up by making hole with a 

big needle. But as this was unbelivable, the Indian Peoples Front organised a 

demonstration on 12 Sep. 92; On this day, around 1000 persons assembled, and there 

was some case ofbrick batting at the thana. At this the police fired 18 rounds without 

issuing any warning [PUCL Bulletin,l2 (12),Dec. 92: 20-24). 

Mahtnd, Srtnagar, 1994. 

Srinagar PUCLin an investigation found that on 18 I 19th ofMarch 1994 the army 

personnel after the blast retalia~ed by blasting three houses in Mahind village. As a result 

seven men and some animals were burnt alive. The villagers were collectively punished 

by being prevented from going to their orchards and fields to canyon with their day to 

day work [PUCL Bulletin -14 (15).May 1994) .. 

Dharampurt, Tam1lnadu, 1994. 

A fact fmding committee ofTamilnadu PUCL that visited Dharmpuri district on 
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Jan. 10-12, 94 to investigate into alleged police excesses and human rights violations 

found that the local police and the Q Branch police have been indulging in extensive 

terrorising of villagers in this area. There were regular nightly raids, vulgur abuses on 

women, beating of people and destruction ofhouse hold utensils and other belongings, 

widespread arrests ofboth men and women, prolonged illegal detention which in some 

cases extended to three weeks, severe torture in police custody and implication in false 

cases. [PUCLBulletin, 14 (3),March 94: 15-20) 

In this way we find that paradoxically today the police has become c;»ne of the 
· morepoliceand 

biggest violators of the human rights. As there reports suggest, more andl\ other 

functionariesaretramplingonlawandlegalitiesundertheirfeetwithimpunity.There 

may be some compulsive reasons,like they are not well paid and their standard ofliving 

is very low, they do not have any better prospects in terms of promotion. increase in 

salary. they are not well equipped, they work under constant pressure, sometimes they 

have to achieve results within a stipulated time and they have violent tendencies like 

any other member of society, but these reasons cannot be used as excuses. other wise. 

there would not be any difference between police and criminals. Also they have to act 

as trend setters and if they themselves are not following laws then they cannot expect 

from others to follow the laws. Unfortunately, however the reality is not like this. What 

is more sad is that if the smallest of the functionary flouts a legality or commits a criminal 

action and there are protests, the total might of the state comes behind him to protect 

him. Fabrication of incidents, false cases, contruction of spurious evidence, and what 

notis done shamelessly. Such act are justified on ~e ground that maintaining the morale 

of the functionaries is necessary. That maintaining the morale of the people is also 

necessary does not seem to occur to anyone. The suggestions of the PUCLin these cases, 

in most of the cases, were to conduct judicial inquiry, to penalise the responsible guilty 

officer and to pay Higher co~pensation to the victims of violations. 
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(2)JAILCONDffiONS 

Inquiring the role ofJailin preserving or violating the civil and human rights the 

PUCLconducted a study in TiharJail. Delhi, SakchiJail,Jamshedpur andi\rrahJail, 

Bihar.Thestudyfoundthatthecondemnedsectionofoursocietyhasalsobeenthemost 

neglected one. The prisoners in Indian jails continue to live in conditions with which his 

counterpartselsewherewereputupatthetumof20thcentury.Inindiamostofthejails 

were built in the nineteenth century or, at the tum of this century. They are in a state 

of disrepair and are over crowded. In most of the jails the actual population of the 

prisoners far exceeded the authorised accomodation. Some of the major problems of jail 

were - imprisonment of an overwhelming number of under trials, many of them being 

held in custody for long periods, lack of accommodation -over crowding, bad food and 

an almost complete absence of medical facilities. While hardened criminals were very 

few, severe restrictions were placed on almost all prisoners. The whole approach was 

retributive, rather then reformative, prisoners demanding better treatment for them

selves had received lathis and bullets. Rampant corruption in jail administration and 

low wage scale of the jail staff, lack of resources for jail administration were the other 

problems. 

The Poor As a Victim 

The PUCLfelt that not all violaters oflaw are penalised; it is the poor and quite 

often the innocent who are victimised. The prisoners are denied natural habitat which 

wet.rytoprovideeven totheanimalswecageinourzoos. This, coupled with the hopeless 

conditions in jail, affects them irreversibly. InTihar Jail children are simply kidnapped 

from the streets and tnade to do all the menial work; the police who act in liason with 

the jail staff do notpick up the rich people's children. Those nabbed are the poor v:ithout 

a home, who sleep on the pave~ents or in a public park. The criminal charge against 

them is vagrancy. 

If one is poor and has once landed in jail for whatever reason or no reason, the 

probability ofhis/her being back in jail off and on is fairly high. When one is an undertrial 
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and goes to the court every fortnight the people, the policemen everyday watches him. 

He is a criminal. He would be nabbed again.as a suspect whenever anything goes wrong 

in his locality. At the police lock up he would be beaten to extort a confession. It may 

be noted that most of those who are nabbed by the police and are unable to have 

themselves bailed out are the poor. Those with resources, the big criminals, the 

smugglers, corrupt politicians, tax evaders etc. are people who are rarely caught. Thus 

our insitutions penalise not the violators oflaw, but the poor-crimes or no crime (PUCL 

Bulletin, 1 (7).Nov-1981 : 9-18]. 

After thoroughly analysing the conditions in jails the PUCL reached the following 

conclusion. (1) Most of the t.indertrials who have been in jailfor long periods should be 

released (2) prison environments are unnatural and inhuman which leads to serious 

psychological disorders and even insanity. These conditions, in fact, mature petty 

thieves into hardened criminals. So, the habitat of the prison must be changed. (3) 

Presently, there is no internal mechanism to check the functioning of the jails, which 

remain oppressive and cruel. Suggestions like employingjail staff ofhigh character, or 

the strict implementation of the jail manual do not work. Prisoners must have the right 

to assemble and organise into panchayats. Their representatives must be involved in 

decision regarding food and maintenance. (4)The supervision of the administration by 

prisoners can be effective only when the rights of prisoners are spelt out. There is a need 

for a jail manual incorporating reformative and rehabitative approach clearly defining 

the rights or prisoners. These rights must be enforceable in courts (PUCL Bulletin, 1 (7), 

Nov. 198-1 : 13]. However, any reform in criminal justice cannot be successful untill there 

is related reform in the legislature, the police and the judiciary. 

(3) COMMUNALCONFUCTS 

Communal conflict is another item which has got more attention from the PUCL. 

Several investigative teams have been arranged to inquire into the incidents of communal 

conflict. These studies have invariably found that (1) Communal riots commonly take 

place in middle-sized town~ (2) The proportion of Muslims in such town happens to be 

high, usually more than 30% (3)Asection of Muslims in such town is generally well to 
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do and tends to be in trade, in competition with the Hindus (4) The riots now tend to 

be will planned and last for several days or weeks, they are no longer spontaneous out

brusts they used to be earlier. (5) The core issues are often economic or political in 

nature, whereas the riots are sparked otfby trivial incidents. 

Meerut Riots 

A PUCL team investigating into Meerut riot in 1982 found that the riot started on 

a petty issue- probably a road accident which ultimately took the form of riot. And once 

the riots started the PAC (Provincial Armed Constabulary) did not play an objective role 

and so, too, the political parties and the Press. All of them sided with the majority 

community. It resulted into death of around 90 Muslims and 10 Hindus and property 

worth Rs 100 crore burnt down. Similarly another PUCL team found that in Baroda Riots 

bootleggars (Kalal, a liquor, brewing Community) and the police colluded against the 

Muslims, once the riot started on a trivial issue [PUCL Bulletin, 3 (11), January 1983 

: 9-15) 

Similarly, whenriotseruptedagaininMayJune 1987inMeerut. thePUCLteam 

found that both Hindu and Muslim mobs had indulged in looting, arson and killing. But 

the response of the PAC in.picking out Muslim areas and committing wanton act was 

very partisan. Rather, it helped the Hindu mobs in looting and burning the Muslim areas. 

The administration remained in a paralytic stage and did not come out in strength in 

meeting the challenge of the communal madness. The tearri felt that more sober and 

serious effort on the part of administration at the early stage would have checked entire 

happenings [PUCLBulletin, 8.(7&8)July&August 1988:4-5 & 12-17). 

Btdar, Kama~ 1988. 

The riots that broke out in middle September 1988 in Bidar, Karnataka, were 

slightly different from other riots in India. Here many houses belonging to the Hindus 

and Muslims where the Sikh students were residing were set ablaze and damaged. In 
} 

retaliation. some Sikh business establishment were also looted and set on fire. The PUCL 
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teamfoundthattherealreasonforthisriotwasaccumulatedangerofthenon-Silrnover 

alleged immoral behaviou~ of the Sikh students who were indulging in anti-social 

activities like goondaism, hooliganism, eve-teasing and the like. Most of the students 

studying in a private Engineering college belonged to the Si~ Community hailing from 

Punjab, Haryana and Delhi. Coming from atlluentfamilies with large sums to squander 

and being physically and emotionally uprooted from their family background, a section 

of the students resorted to all kinds oflicentious behaviour. The lives of the common 

people in the pockets where these Sikh students were residing were reported to have been 

unbearable as they were terrorized and intimidated. Specially, the womenfolk felt very 

insecure and apprehensive of the Sikh students. So when people heard of the sanction 

of a new medical college, they became more apprehensive and in this situation a slight 

provocation proved to beginning of a big holocast. The administration did not act 

immediately and hence situation went out of control in which there was mass violence 

andthecitywasruledbythelawofjungle.Arson,lootingandbloodshedbecamerampant 

(PUCL Bulletin, 9 (1), January 1989: 4-51 

BhagalpurRlot, 1989. 

The Bhagalpur riots, that broke outinNovemeber 1989 was investigated into by 

a PUCL (Bihar) team which found that the primary cause of rio twas tension created by 

'Shila-Pujan'asapartofRamJanmaBhumicontroversy.TheMuslimcommunitywas 

assertive,particularlyundertwogangleader-SaltanMianandAnsari. Therumourthat 

500 Hindu students had been slaughtered, proved the immediate cause. The local press 

and police did not play a balanced role and it resulted into death of around 100 persons. 

The team found that the rurnourof500 Hindu students being killed was not correct and 

not more than 10 students were killed (PUCLBulletin, X (12), December 1990: 5). 

Aligarb Riots 

The PUCL team investigated into Aligarh Communal riots which took place 

between 7to 15December 1990inwhich 125to 150personswerekilled.Theteamfound 
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that communalised atmosphere created by Ramjanabhumi- Babri Masjid controversy 

prepared the background and in this situation near breakdown of the law and order 

machinery resulted in unchecked killing during the period 7 to 10 December 1990. There 

were claims and counter claims regarding the starting of riot. One version said that 

Muslims after Friday prayer on 7-12-90 listening to provocative speeches attacked PAC 

and Hindus. Anotherverson s~d that a bomb was hurled at a mosque and as a result 

fighting started. Once the riot started, the PAC played very partisan role and although 

some Hindus were killed more number of Muslim were killed and their property 

destroyed. In this surcharged situation 'Gomti Express Killing' took place on 10 Dec. 

1990 at 12 noon by stopping it near east cabin. In it Muslims were selectively killed by 

Hindu mobs. The situation deteriorated further when on 1 0.12. 90 a Hindu paper 'Aaj' 

published a news item that 7 4 persons including26 patients were massacred in Medical 

College Hospital, Aligarh Muslim University on 8-12-90. This news was followed by 

'Amar Ujala' and 'DainikJagran'. Although administration and hospital sources denied 

any such incident, the papers continued to publish such news. The team in its 

investigation, found that this news was totally false. But the news had already created 

enough harm [PUCL Bulletin, 11 (3), Jan 91 : 13-27). 

Vadanapp1lly, Kerala, 1992. 

The Kerala PUCL investigated into the communal violence in Vadanappilly in the 

beginning of 1992. The team found that although communal virus is not taken very deep 

root and there is no much difference between Hindu and Muslim but if necessary action 

to checkitimmidiately is not taken than very soon it would be under permanent divide. 

However, the authorities have taken very casual approach and it is seeing riot just as 

law and order problem in which no follow up action is being taken. The real culprits, 

due to political interference, ate not being arrested. Whenever riots break out it is the 

poor people who are affected most and in riot there is chain like effect which carry over 

the different riots occuring at different periods of time. [PUCL Bulletin, 12 (8).Aug 92 

: 18) 
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Seelampur, Delhi, 1992. 

Reporting on violent incidents that took place in Welcome Colony and Janata 

Mazdoor Colony ofSeelampur, East Delhi on 11 Dec. 1992, the Delhi PUCL was of the 

view that these violent incidents did not constitute a situation of riot. It was a vicious 

police operation carried out with a communal bias, with so-ccilled Hindu tva activists 

and local goondasWith a view to unleash terror on members of the minority community .It 

was plal}ned and perpetrated with the help of a mob brought from outside, organised 

by some B.J .P .. and Congress activists and the local goondas, and aided by the police 

which took atleast 19lives [PUCL Bulletin, 13 (2).Feb 1993: 14-18]. 

Sttamarh1, Bihar, 1992. 

Sitamarhi had to face riots in October 1992. The investigative team ofBihar PUCL 

found that this riot was not preplanned. Its immediate cause was the anger of the member 

of the majority community at the sight of the idols of Goddess Durga, broken and 

deformed the provious night (i.e. 6 Oct. 92) during the clash between the members of 

the Durga puja procession and some Muslim youths who had opposed the passage of 

procession through Rajopatti and had attacked it. At Riga (a colony of Sitamarhi) the 

riots broke out due to one Md. Azim's irrational conduct in persisting in hurling filthy 

abuses at the Hindu community for two to three hours because the frame ofhis sewing 

machine had been damaged by someone the previous night. The riot claimed about 50 

lives and both the rioters and the saviours, contrary to Chief Minister Laloo Yadav's 

claim, came froin forward as well as backward classes. There was one unique thing in 

this riot. The conduct of the members of the majority community in the riot affected 

villages had been eJfal11ple for the nation to follow. Had they not taken deterrrJned stand 

to protect their Muslim brethren, there would have been hundreds of deaLlJ.s. The 

practice of avoiding granting of licence to certain Hindu religious processions to pass 

through predominiantly Muslim populated area has now become one of the major points 

of conflict between the majority and minority communities. The majority.community 

perceives it as a discrimination againstitand views it as a partisan act of the government 
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to preserve their vote bank. So, some steps are requried in this direction (PUCL Bulletin, 

13 (2 to 7), Feb to July 93) 

In this way. we fmd that the PUCL has continuously monitored the violations of 

human rights since its inception in an objective manner and has provided thorough 

investigative reports which can relied up on for any future analysis. The suggestions of 

thePUCLtocheckthesecommunalriotshavebeenlike-amoreimaginativeandvigilant 

administration, a special riot force with proportionate representation of minorities in 

such force, special courts for real, speedytrtals prosecution and heavy pecuniary penalty 

of the guilty and development of positive relationship between different communities. 

Probably, these measures, if adopted can help us in improving our records of violations 

of human rights durtng communal conflicts. · 

(4) TRIBALS, SCHEDULED CASTES AND AGRICULTURALPOORS 

These are the sections of the people whose rights are violated maximum due to 

structural and cultural reasons. Structurally, they constitute the lowest rung of the 

society. So, they have to bedependentonallothersections togettheirrights achieved. 

Culturally, also, they constitute the lowest strata in caste stratification and although 

the agricultural poor are not from any particular caste, the bulk of them are from trtbals 

and ·scs'. and they have to face all sorts of deprivations as per the caste-rules. Although, 

the Indian constitution guarantees equality of status for all, the real achievement has 

been very low and slow. The tribals, in most cases, have to bear the brunt of 

developmental policies and industrialization which leads to land alienation and 

displacement. Their rights to use the forest resources have been restrtcted whereas other 

rights as citizens oflndia have not percolated down to them. Similarly, the'dalits'and 

agricultural poor have to face the exploitation by landlords, traders, government 

officials, etc. Their tenancy rights have not been properly implemented and any struggle 

for minimum legal rights are met with repression. Sometimes, they have to face 

expolitation and repression ju~t because they belong to' dalit ~ommunity. 

Becauseoftheirdominanceoverthegovemmentand bureaucracy, the landlords 

have weilded enormous power which they uti~ed not only to continue the oppression 
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of the poor but also to protect their interest in land by exploiting the loopholes 

deliberately leftiri the legislations on the land reforms. The landlords not only continued 

the occasionalkillingofthedefiantpoor, rapeoftheirwomen, asaultoftheirman, but 

also preserved their strangehold on the gairmazarua land (public land) jalkar (ponds 

etc. for fishing) and the iand in excess of ceiling limit. They also continued to force the 

labourers to work on nominal wages, resort to begari (service without payment) and 

giving a very raw deal to their share-croppers. Laws were passed on all these issues but 

without the intention of implementing them. As a result, despite independence and the 

progressive land reforms laws, the plight of the poor has remained more or less 

unchanged. The tall pro misses made were never kept. However the tall promise made 

aroused their hopes and expectations butthesewerebelied and th_warted with fraud and 

force. 

In this prevailing situation those who are working for the uplift of the poor and 

exploited have everywhere to contend with an unholy alliance between the propertied 

sections of society, the local burecaurcy arid the local police. Whenever a social worker 

champions any cause of the poor such as the demand of minimum wage to agricultureal 

labour or the distribution of agricultural land according to the local Ceiling Act his 

efforts are thwarted by a combination oflandlords, money lenders, government officials 

and the local police. He and his active supporters from the deprived sections of society 

are harrassed in various ways. A large number of false cases are filled against them in 

different courts, they are frequently arrested and ill-treated by the police and they are 

physically attacked and b~ten up at the smallest excuse. These points are proved in 

several case studies conducted by the PUCL. 

BanJht Massac~e 

For instance. in May 1985 tribals ofBanjhi village near Sahibganj. Bihar were 

attacked when they were protesting against the killing of a tribal youth on the question 

of fishing rights, in the village water-tank. The police openly connived with the 
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moneylenders and traders and attacked the tribals without any provocation in which 

around 60 tribals, including ex-M.P. Anthony Murmu, was killed (lbe Banjhi Massacre. 

PUCL, 1985) 

Uruda. Orissa, 1987 

The PUCL (Orissa) in its investigation found that on 23 Dec, 1987. the peaceful 

innocent and helpless tribal women living in village Uruda, Ganjam district fell an easy 

victim to the inhuman and brutal atrocities illegally committed by the policeman 

attached to the Garbandha police station. The policemen illegally entered into many 

houses during midnight and raped young girls and looted their valuables (PUCL Bulletin, 

8 (3), March 1988: 13-14). 

MaddtmadaFtrtng 

AfactfindingcommitteeofPUCL(AndhraPradesh)wenttoMaddimadatoinquire 

into the firingincidenton 24thApril1988 in which one tribal was killed and four received 

bullet injuries. The team found that when the tribals stopped offering bribes to corrupt 

forest guard the local forest officals, the forest chowkidar, thana Subedar etc. did not 

like this. Hence, theywereinamood to teach tribalsalessonononepretextortheother. 

During this time, Integrated Tribal Development Agency set about a plan for getting 

10,000 houses constructed for~e tribals. In this context when tribals began falling trees 

and bringing in timber for con~truction of houses, the forest officials looked at it as an 

opportunity to teach the tribals to behave themselves. The forest officers along with the 

police, wentto the village fully prepared to teach the tribals a lesson. They took the first 

opportunity to lathi charge the women and when angry youth resorted to slight stone

throwingtheybrutallyandinhumanlyfireduponthem[PUCLBulletin, 7(6).June 1988 

:5-7). 
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Ghantal1, RaJasthan 

A PUCL team visited Ghantali, Banswara Rajasthan where members of some 

voluntary organisations, viz, Sacketak, Prayas and Rajasthan Kisan Sansthan, who are 

working tor the uplift of the tribal, rehabilitation of bonded-labours and proper 

implementation of government programmes besides education and health facilities, 

were attacked. The team found that the attackers were sympathatic to the Vishwa Hindu 

Parishad (VHP) and the BharatiyaJanata ~arty (BJP) and they were not liking the work 

being done by these voluntacy organisations as it was going to hamper their economic 

interest. So, these people in the garb of religion and in the so-called fear psychosis of 

conversion to Christianity mobilised the tribal peoples and attacked them and looted 

their belongings. The police, too, acted in partisan manner and did not take proper action 

against any person [PUCLBulletin
1
vol-8 (12), &9(1), December 1988 &Jan. 89: 14-

15 & 19-21}. 

Dhannapurt, Tamllnadu· 

TheTamilnadu PUCLinvestigated into atrocities perpetrated by police and forest 

officials ina tribalvillageVichati, districtDharmapuri, Tamilnaduon 20-21 June 1992. 

The villagers were, here, accused of sandalwood smuggling and forest officials claimed 

that when they raided tbe village two people were cutting a sandalwood tree and seeing 

them they fled away toward the village. The forest officials tried to follow them but lost 

their track. They inquired from some villagers but as the villagers could not reply, the 

forest officials started beating them. On hearing this some other villagers rushed to the 

spot and a scuffle followed in which the forester fainted. However, the forester was safely 

brought to the hospital. But then in second half, 400 policemen and forest officials 

suddenly burst into the village. Without any warning, they suddenly assaulted the 

villagers. Men and women were mercilessly beaten by the Police. 18 girls were taken in 

alony.Apartfrombeingsubjectedtoobsceneverbalabuses,theirblouseswereripped. 

The officials used their stick and handsto prod their breasts. Sticks were shoved up their 

vagina. The forest officials were systematic in destruction of property of villagers. Roof 
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tiles, door box, music instruments, utensils, cycle, pumpsets etc. were broken, grains 

were scattered and mark sheets, ration card, photographs etc. were ripped apart. The 

PUCL team was of the view that that amount of the sandalwood smuggling alleged was 

so big that it cannot be carried out without the connivance afforest officials and police 

and, in faci, ii was being done by them only. But just to show the others that the forest 

and police officials are active they torman~ed the villagers. [PUCL Bulletin, 12 (I 0). 

October 1992: 14-15, 18.] 

SCHEDUlED CASTES 

Jehana.bad Massacre 

The PUCLconducted a comprehensive study of violence in J ehanabad, Bihar. rise 

of Communist Party oflndia {Marxist - Leninist], its causes and its effects after the 

massacre of'SCs' ofNonhi- Nagwan in June 1988. The PUCL team found that land 

reforms have been totally unsuccessful and most of the lands were in the hands of a few 

landlords who were mostly froin the higher castes viz. Raj put, Bhumihar and middle 

castes such as Kurmi and Yadav. Particularly that latter two castes were more violent 

in their approach as they have recently acquired vast amount of property and they were 

willing to maintain it at any cost They were more in forefront to punish the lower castes, 

particularly the 'SCs', if they demanded minimum wages of bigger share in share -

cropping. Kunnis have formed 'Bhumi-Sena' and Yadavs- 'LorikSena'whereas ·Kunwar 

Sena' and 'Brahmarishi Sena' were the private. armies of Raj puts and Bhumihars 

respectively. 

In this situation, the arrival ofCPI (M-L) groups which took a genuine interest in 

securing for the 'SCs'-minimum wages, the gairmazarua land, fishing rights and a fair 

·share in theproduceoftheshaFe-croppingland wasanewexperiencein sharp contrast 

with the experience 'SCs' had with others representing the privileged. The CPI (M-L) 

groups had a great appeal also for a different reason. They not only fought for their 

material interest but also for their honour. For a section of society which had been 

trampled under the feet of the Zamindars and landlords for centuries in utter 
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helplessness, it was novel and heady to find an organisation standing by them and 
'·. 

fighting a tooth for- a- tooth and an -eye-for:-an -eye battle with their mighty oppressors. 

The Naxals met the violence of the landlords with violence, struck terror in their hearts 

and won the admiration and following of the rural poor. The 'SCs' and the other 

downtrodden developed instant sympathy for these groupsfor they not only fought for 

them but also produced instant result. 

Thus the appeal that the CPI (M-L) groups have for the poor masses is rooted in 

the gains that they have made by follow them. Their social exploitation had almost ended, 

their women can no more be molested by the landlords. They can no longer be forced 

for ·segar' neither can be forced to work against their wishes. This gives them a sense 

of pride and confidence as an individual which they had not known in the past. 

Additionally, their wages have gone up since now they are organised. They are not only 

in a better bargainging position but are in a position to act with freedom for the fear of 

reprisal from the landlords. Besides these they have a places occupied gairmazarua 

land, acquired fishing rights in Canals and ponds and are receiving a better deal as 

·share-croppers. 

However,astherewereseveralgroupsofCIP(M-L)viz,IndianPeople'sFront(IPF), 

Mazdur Kisan Sangram Samiti (MKSS), Party Unity, Liberation etc. there were inter

group fights and killing in which around 30 peoples were killed in two years and also 

there were instances of fire -arms -snatching from police, gun -looting from public, and 

killing ofland l9rds, sometimes even innocent ones, and those people who do not agree 

with their view. Hence, the government ofBihar has seen emergence ofCIP (M-L) as a law 

and order problem and had tried to crush the movement by providing more police and 

otherinfrastructuralfacilities to the police. In the year 1988 ·operation Siddhartha' and 

'Operation Rakshak' have been started. _The ·operation Siddhartha' was meant to 

implement land reform and enforce minimum wage. However the officials were not 

optimistic about it as they felt thai the lands are already divided into tiny parts. 

·operation Rakshak' was started to provide protecti6n to people but virtually it was 

meant to protect higher caste- class and landlords as in both police and administration 

they were dominated. So, ~any demand on the part oflower castes was considered to 

be a Naxal uprising which need to be crushed whereas atrocities by higher caste were 
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not taken not of. The 'SCs' and other poor people coming from the lower structure of 

society were treated by the Police and other officials with contempt. Also because of the 

social background of the majority of the bureacuracy and their liason with the landlords, 

the victims of exploitation in the rural areas received no chance to get their oppressors 

punished. TI1e choice before them was between weakly accepting murder, rape, assault 

and economic exploitation as their ulimate lot or taking the law into their own hands 

to punish their tormentors. 

The PUCL team felt that the government of Bihar is fully responsible not only for 

the violence letloose by its police force on the people of the area (Gaya, Jehanabad, Patna, 

Nalanda, Nawada, Bhojpur,Aurangabad and Rohtas), but also for the violence by others 

by creating conditions for it. It is the primary responsibility of the state to protect the 

life and liberty of the citizens without discrimination, but when the state abdicates this 

responsibility it creates a situation in which th~ citizens who are threatned are compelled 

to fend for themselves. It is an undeniable fact that the government and bureaucracy 

which are dominated by the upper castes and influenced by the rural landlords have 

been absolutely partisan in favour of the landlords. In such sitatuation, Naxalities are 

treated as enemies to be killed whereas criminals as a rule do not receive the same 

treatment. In fact, the criminal enjoy the patronage of the ruling class in return for the 

service they render them duringthe elections. This relationship is possible as criminals 

do not threaten their privileged position and vital interest. So pampered is the class of 

criminals in Bihar that they even kill people with full impunity [PUCL Bulletin, 10 (7), 

July90) 

Mter a gap of about three years, in 1991 another PUCL team was constituted to 

study the killing of 14 persons, mostly activists and supporters ofiPF who were from 

the ·scs' by the activists of the Bharatiya Kisan Sangh (BKS) who were mostly from the 

higher caste and class on 19-:2-91. The team found that theTiskhora massacr~was not 

a pre-planned affair, it was an unfortunate coincidence that the group ofiPF activists 

came across Ranjit Singh ofB~K.S. who had criminal incidents and was alleged to be 

involved int he killings of the IPF men. Had that chance encounter not taken place there 

would have been no massacreatTiskhoraon that day. But once the encounter started, 

the killing by the mob was not at random. The mob was in search of the IPF members 

and supporterfromTiskhoraand outside.Afewinnocentrelatives of the villagers were 
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killed as they might have been mistaken for IPF men from outside the village. The police 

showed a monmuental inaction and it allowed the BKS led mob to continue its search 

and kill operation for 4-5 ho~s together. The fearlessness with which the police allowed 

the atrocities to go on on 19.2. 91 and the subsequent casual way in its approach to the 

whole episode, according to the PUCL team, may be attributed to the close relationship 

between Ram lakhan Singh Yadav, a leader ofB.K.S. and politician and Laloo Prasad 

Yadav (ChiefMinister, Bihar) in addition to the general hostility to the 'Naxalities' [PUCL 

Bulletin, 11 (5), May 1991 : 14-21). 

Tsundur, AndhraPradesh 

A PUCL team visited Tsundur, Andhra Pradesh on 10.8.91 to inquiry about 

massacreofSCson 6.8.91 in which nearly20peoplewere killed and 10 injured. The 

team found that the whole episode started on a petty issue a ·scs· boys' leg touched a 

Reddy boy in a cinema hall. The basic reason, the PUCL felt was that the upper caste 

landlords did not like the SCs asserting themselves as equals. On the day of incident, 

the non-SCs wentouton a tractortookalongwith them spear, knives, axes, gunny bags, 

ropes etc. A police party which was posted there to enforce Section 144 informed SCs 

that non -SCs were likely to attack them, so it is better to run away. But as soon as the 

SCs fled to the field they were butchered there by non -SCs. The process ofbutchering, 

packingthemintogunnybagsanddumpingintocanaltooknearly5hoursbutdut:"ing 

this period the police, which was there, did nothing[PUCLBulletin,11 (10).0ct 91:4-

5). 

MarathwadaK1111ngs 

The PUCLconstituted a tean1 to study two incidents in which SCs were killed in 

Mara~da in mid-1991. The team found that in both cases the SCs were killed just 

because they were &sapd different excuses were given for the killing. In this region, the 

team found that, there was vezy stronganti-SCs feeling among the higher castes. The first 

episode occured in a village Pimpri Deshmkh, East ofParbhani town in which a young 
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kotwal (village guard). Ambadas Saherao Savane (30) was brutally stoned to death on 

16th Aug. 1991 at about 10.30 PM near the Hanumana temple. Some caste Hindu 

attributed his death to his bad moral character. But the team found thatAmbadas was 

killedashewasresponsibleforcreatinganewconciousnessamongtheSCsabouttheir 

socio-economic and cultural rights which directly brought about them in confrontation 

with the caste Hindu who were waiting for the proper opportunity to eliminate him. 

Stormy night of 16th August c<;>mpelled Ambadas, who was on his usual patrolling, to 

take shelter in the temple, a thing which is still prohibited in Marathwada region. This 

provided the caste Hindu an opporutnity to brutally stone Ambadas to death. The 

another episode occured at Gothala village on 7th Sepember 1991 in which three persons 

from the SCs family was stoned to death- Sa twa Kamble (father). Mohan Ramble (elder 

son), Rao Sahab Kamble (younger son) and the leg ofDamodarwas cut whereas Nagnath 

received serious head injury while escaping the attack. Three women from the Sa tva 

family were also injured. The Caste Hindus of the village said that the entire Kamble 

family had created terror for both SCs and non-SCs and that Mohan Kamble was a 

dangerous village goonda who was arrogant towards Caste Hindu women and harrasing 

them. But the PUCL team found that they were killed due to political rivalry and general 

disliking of caste Hindus to the emerging standard of life ofSCs [PUCL Bulletin, 11 (11) 

Nov. 91 : 10-19) 

KurunjakulamK1111ng 

APUCL team investigated into a case of violence on SCs in Kurunjakulam in Nellai 

Kallobomman district oiTa.milnadu in which four young men of the Pariah sect (a 'SCs"} 

were done to death in March 1992. The team found that in this area ofTamilnadu. 

untouchability is still 'being practised in one form or the other. However, here Pariah has 

made some progress in education and economy. But this is being disliked by the higher 

caste and they were in search of opportunity to showdown. On the issue of installation 

of stone statue ofGandhariAmman, a deity beingworshipped by -S -cs, on a public land, 

the relationship between the two turned sour and it started deterioratingfruther. After 

this, the caste Hindus imposed the ban that Pariahs cannot cross the caste Hindu land 
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in order to reach their own land. The location of Pariah's land were such that it 

consequently became inaccessible for them and it remained fallow for the two 

consecutive seasons. On the issue of sch?ol and watching community T.V. set their 

relatinship deteri<?rated further. Then on the March 14, 92 one old man and three. 

youngmen who were returning after watching the film were done to death. Although 

police acted immediately and saved the situation from deteriorating further, it did not 

make any such speedy attempt to arrest the culprits [PUCL Bulletin, 12 (7). July 1992 

: 9-13). 

Kumher 

The Maharashtra PUCLinvestigated Kumher Rajasthan incident on 6th June 

1992 where ex-untouchableJatavas were slaughtered like lambs before the sacreficial 

alter by the upper caste Jats. The whole incidence started on the question of two seats 

inacinemahallfortwoJatavaswhich theJatgatekeeperhadrefused to provide because 

of their being ex -untouchables. A heated exchange of words took place. But the rum our 

was spread that theJatavas had attacked Jats and molested their women folk. On 4th 

June '92, a complaint was lodged to police thatJatavas had secretly collected bombs 

and other lethal weapons. On this complaint police rounded up 300J atavas on 6th June 

92 and beat them mercilessly up to 12 noon -later in afternoon around 10. 000 men 

from 46 villages gathered and offered a 'sacrifice' of oneJatavto Goddess Chamundi and 

after that they attacked the untouchable with whateverweapon they had and burnt the 

entire village. A few police tried to stop them but their attemps were too feeble and far 

too short (PUCL Bulletin, 12 (10), October 1992: 4-5, 18). 

Ponnur, Tamililadu 

A PUCL O'N) fact finding team enquired into clashes between Sengunthar 

Mudaliars and SCs (Adi-Dravidas) atPonnurvillage, Thiruvannamalai district on 7th 

and 8th November 1992. The team found that the genesis of dispute was use of a common 

public larid near a temple which was denied to SCsforconductinga public meetjngby 
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Sengunthar Mudaliars as the practice of untouchability was on a wide scale in Ponnur. 

And on this issue, when the SCs retaliated there was incidence of large scale police 

assault in which their personal property and common resources were detroyed and their 

women folk were subjected to verbal abuse, physical violence and sexual attack (PUCL 

Bulletin, 13 (4 & 5), April and May 1993" 20-23 & 20-22]. 

Jagdtshpur; Buxar 

The PUCL(Bihar) investigated into the killing of the three SCs in Jagdishpurvillage 

near Buxar on 12 September 92. The charge against these persons was that they were 

removingelectricalfittingsfromthewater-pumpand theretheywerecaughtred-handed 

and killed up a mob. But the PUCL team found that the real reason was something else. 

As the SCs have become aware of their rights so they were demanding higher wages and 

they have started walking with their head held high. Consequently the landowners were 

facing stoppage of their agricultural operation due to non co-operation and protest by 

the labourers. Hence the landowners unitedly took this extreme step ofteaching them 

a lesson. The district administration did not take the matter seriously and no substantial 

step was taken. [PUCL Bulletin, 13 (6) April 1993 : 18-19) 

Kundu, Madura! 

There are instances where even a demand for justified legal rights can attract the 

wrath of the police. A threemember PUCLfactfinding team was sent to Kusavan- Kund u 

village situated near Madurai airport. The team found that there has been a deliberate 

foisting of false case ofmemmbers of the ·small Farmers'sAssociation' because they 

asserted theirtenancyrightson lands which were in their possession for the past 10 years 

and more [PUCL Bulletin, 2 (6) . :June 82: 4]. 

Mettur, Salem 

A Tamilnadu PUCL team visited some villages ofMettur taluk in Salem district 
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in the month of April- May 1993 where there were reports of police har:assment of poor 

villagers. The team found that in the course of their operation against sandalwood 

smuggler, Verrappan, police had been harassing and beatingvillagers. Since Veerappan 

was a Vanniyar and since most of the villagers in these parts are Vanniyars (a poor 

community), it was assumed by police that the entire community was in league with 

Veerapan. The police were raiding the vill~es in groups at 10-20 past midnight or early 

in the morning. They usually smashed open doors, destroyed or carried away whatever 

they could lay their hands on and beat up the inhabitants including women and children. 

Women would invariably be addressed as prostitutes. There have been instances when 

police have prodded and pulled women's breats, lifted their skirts and have attempted 

to disrobe them. Several villagers have been taken away or arrested by police and their 

families have not yet heard of them (PUCL Bulletin,13 (8),Aug 93: 8-10). 

In this way, we find that the PUCL has provided several investigative first hand 

reports which provides an actualaccountofhowthecivilrights and human right of the 

tribes, SCs and agricultural poors are being violated by both members of the society 

as well as administration, particularly the police. It may be noted that these violations 

could have been discussed under the heading of the Police, but we have made a seperate 

heading becuase these violations are being committed, particularly because the people 

at the receiving end are from a particular community. The recommondations ofPUCL 

in such cases have been-removal of untouchability in all forms, an impartial adminis

tration, civil and p()lice officers with competence, integrity and sympathy for the poor, 

judicial inquiry in case of any violence, punshiment to the guilty officer and proper 

compensation to the victims. 

(5) WORKERS- UN ORGANISED AND ORGANISED 

The PUCL has also given its attention towards workers-both unorganised and 

organised, theirrightsandviolationsthereof. The issues raised byPUCLcommonlydeal 

with the rights of slum and pavement dwellers, child labourers, miners, contact 

labourers at industrial sites, pollution at work place, repression of strikes etc. In India. 

a majority of the working people today are labouring in the unorganised sector. They are, 
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Without exception, madetoworkin hazardous conditions ~dare paid exploitative wage. 

Their crucial role in the count.Iy's economy remains invisible. The state is not only 

dragging its feet in recognising their existence and implementing welfare measures for 

them, it has in fact been party to processes which have perpetuated their misery. Whether 

it is large scale deforestation .. displacement caused by large dams, thermal power 

projects and other development schemes, the poor peasant and/ or the tribal have been 

brutally thrown into the labour market which has, by and large, failed to absorb them .. 

Women and children have been affected even more seriously as their tradional sources 

of sustenance and support have been eroded. 

Almost no protective legislation exists for them. While the Equal Remuneration 

Act or the Payment ofWages Act do exist, these labourers, because of the nature of their 

employment (bonded, contract, casual, migrant), hardly have access to them. The few 

efforts that they have made to organise themselves have met with a backlash of 

repression, either from vested interests or from the state or from both. With the 

established trade unions, being equally apathetic to their existance and their exploita

tion they seem to be destined to struggle alone and anonymously. However, even in the 

organised sector the situation is not much better. Many public sector units are on the 

·verge of closure. Others are runnings at huge lpsses which has forced them to adopt the 

policy of voluntary retirement scheme. In the name of market reforms many facilities 

are being withdrawn and new labour law is under preparation. Many more indus tries 

have been brought into the ambit of 'Essential Services Maintenance Act' which 

suppresses several democratic rights of the workers. 

Bhatt Mines, Delht 

TheBhatimincsontheoutskirtsofDelhirepresentamicrocosmofthesetrends. 

Inspite of the proximity of the mines to the capital, there has been almost no effort 

towards ensuring the safety and welfare of the workers. Even after the mines were taken 

over by the government, private contractors were allowed to continue their activities with 

a primary need to maximise pr_oduction and profits, the rights, of the workers wer~ 

severely curtailed. Frequent deaths occured and inspite of a plethora oflegislations, both 
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to protect the workers from exploitation and to conduct mining systematically, illegal 

activity flourished. 

The PUCL (Delhi) set up a committee on February 19, 1983 to enquire into the 

cause of successive deaths in January 1983 and even before that and working conditions 

oflabourers at the Bhati mines. The team found that inspite of the dangerous nature 

of work, the miners are not paid the statutory minimum wage prescribed by the Mines 

Act and the Minimum Wages Act. They are bonded to the contrators from the start 

throughloansfortheconstructionoftheirjhuggisattheminesitesandforthepurchase 

of their mules (used to carry loads up and down the pits). Interest on loans and 

expenditure on the mules are deducted form their wages. Women and children are also 

employed in direct violation of the Mines Act and employment for over 15 hours a day, 

throughout the week. 

The method of production was extremely primitive and outdated and the unsafe 

conditions of working are inherent in such primitive technology. Within the existing 

technology, the basic precautions and safety measures were not being taken. such as 

provision of safety benches or staircases on the mine walls, railings around the mines 

and provisions of various faicilities to the workers such as helmets, boots, clothes, gloves 

and lighting arrangements as Petro max or safety torches. The workers were in a unstable 

and irregular employment conditions and therefore, were always craving for any 

employment opportunity, however risky or unsafe it maybe. The conditions of work were 

highly exploitative, with the workers getting remuneration which was usually below a 

subsistance level whereas the contractor~ and truck operators enjoyed huge profits 

while corrupt Delhi State Industrial Development Corporation officials were also 

illegally pocketing sizeable revenue [PUCL Bulletin ,3 (4), Aprill983: 2-10] 

VVorkersofSat.ubabad 

Earlier, in middle of 1981, the PUCL (Delhi) had also sent a team to make an on

the-spot study of living and working conditions of industiral workers ofSahibabad. a 

sprawling industiral township in U.P. situated on the border of Delhi. The team had 

found that there was almost total violation of various indus trial and labour laws such 



as the Factory Act, covering health services, Workmen's Compensation Act, Minimum 

Wage Act etc. in the area. For instance, in Leatherite Indus tries Ltd; which was a PVC 

- Sheet making unit and has been classified as a plastic unit, the workers were not 

provided with hand gloves to protect themselves from dyes and chemicals causing skin 

trouble and eruptions. Wages of workers varied between Rs 240 to 350 per month (in 

1981). There was no gradationofworkeither. The workers were designated as helpers 

and were made to perform the duties of skilled labour. In this way, they were denied both 

recognition and properwage. Another manipulation commonly resorted to was ·break

in-service' After the workers had completed two months of service the recorded 

attendance of the third month of their service was shown only for fifteen days. Actually 

they were made to put in work for the full month. They were paid a full months wages 

as well. This fraudulent ·break-in-service' does not enable the workers to get confirm 

orbecomepermanent.Almostsimilarsituationwaspresentinanotherindustrialunits. 

A charter of demands presented to the employers by the workers of different 

factories had included, inter alia, pay rise, bonus, house allowance, conveyance 

allowance. canteen facility, minimum health services, sick leave, over time wages 

dearness allowance ofU .P government rate and proper gradation of their jobs. But the 

demands were turned down by all industrialists. In such a situation the workers 

expressed their resentment by holding gate meetings and taking out proecessions. But 

the management. on its part, accused the workers ofnegliegence and even of"go slow" 

in the factories. The administration obliged the management by declaring Section 144 

and banning processions and protest demonstration. The police came into the picture 

and workers were threatened thatin case of strikes ,lackoutwould be declared and they 

would not get even 5o%oftheirwages which they do by remaining under lay-off. the police 

also played the role in breaking the gate meetings and threatened the workers with 

registrationofcertain.typesofcasesagainstthem[PUCLBulletin,1 (7), November 1981 

: 6-7]. 

WorkerofRaipur, M.P. 

A PUCL fact finding team studied police firing on a procession of about 300-400 
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industrial workerwhich resulted in death of a worker and injuries to others on May 31, 

1990 atAmbhanpur, Raipur, M.P. The team found that the workers of'Navbharat 

Explosive Co. Pvt. Ltd.' and 'NavabharatFuseCo. Pvt. Ltd' were agitated over arrest of 

their union leader- M. K. Philip- and they had taken out a procession and were planning 

to sit on dharana in the compotmd of police station. The procession was notviolent nor 

was it motivated to attack the police station. But with the connivance of some local people 

the police created a riot like situation and then fired several rounds. The firing was, 

according to the team, not a tall required and was violative of all norms and procedures. 

However, even the state government failed to take any action against guilty officers. [PUCL 

Bulletin,10 (8), August 1990: 22-29) 

Slum-Dwellers ofBombay 

The PUCL's fight for the protection of the rights of slum and pavement dwellers 

has monumental significance. This can be taken as a trend- setter in human rights 

movement in which not only a study was done on the violation of their rights, but also 

cases were filled on local courts, high court and Supreme Court. Also sufficient follow

up action was done which help in protecting their rights not only at one place and one 

time rather several places and several times. The first case of this nature was of Bombay. 

On the morning of July 23, ·1981, police officer acco~panied by demolition squads of 

the Municipal Corporation of Greater Bombay descended on the pavement dwellings of 

Bombay's Tulsi Pipe Road. With utter ruthlessness, on this rainy day, they set about 

evicting the residents and destroying their liuts. People were forcefully loaded to different 

buses to different towns like Bhusaval, Sola pur, Miraj, Goa etc. in which several family 

got separated. The PUC~ moved a petition in the Supreme Court along with 11 pavement 

dwellers who had sOffered. The ChiefJ usticeoflndia passed an order that those residing 

on pavements before 1976 would be given alternate land. Even the post- 1976 dwellers 

could not be removed unless they were shown to be obstructingvehicular traffic on the 
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roads. These activities brought into sharp focus the conditions and rights of pavement 

and slum dwellers all over the country. In many places attempts were made to organise 

them, to give them a voice so that they could assert their rights. Similar eviction processes 

atDelhi. Madurai,Patna, etc. were stopped [PUCLBulletin. 2 (l).January 1982: 7-12). 

Child- Labourers ofShtvakast 

A thorough and invesitgative study of the incidence and phenomenon of child 

labour was done by the PUCL in the year 1982 in Sivakasi. It was the largest single 

concentration of child labour in the world. The ages of children ranged from three and 

half years to fifteen years and they work as twelve hours a day in degrading and hazardous 

working condition. The PUCL found that the entire production of matches in Sivakasi 

was non -mechanised. Out of a population of one lakh workers in the match and firework 

industries, the combined child worker population below 15 years of age was around 45 

thousand. The children, mostly belonging to the neighbouring villages, either work in 

small cottage units in their own villages or are brought about by organised transport 

to the small scale factories scattered in the neighbouring village or in Sivakasi town. 

Between 3 and 5 A.M. every morning, children in these villages are woken up and loaded 

on to buses. The transport. drops them back to their respective villages between 6 and 

9 P.M. The children, who put in a nearly 12 hour working day are therefore away from 

their home for over fifteen hours. This is against the legally stipulated four and half hours 

of work. In many factories some activities are fully undertaken by children below 7 years 

of age. The girls out-number boys three to one. In the match industries, they work in 

fitting frames, making boxes, counting, pasting labels etc., while in the firework 

industries children are employed to dye outer paper, make small crackers, roll gun

powder and pack the-final product. 

The working conditions in theindustri~ are unsafe and detrimental to t_l}e mental 

and physical health of the child. Staying a total of fifteen hours away from home, they 

work in cramped environments with hazardous chemicals and inadequate ventilation. 

Most working children have not been to school at all. Despite these, the younger children 

(4-lOyears)wereeaming an averageofrupeestwo a day. The older children were earning 
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a maximum ofRs 6 to 7 per day. 

A combination of historical, economic and political factors have made for the 

extent and perpetuation of child labours in Sivakasi. The under-developed drought 

prone condition ofthe districi has made possible the recruitment of children in a growing 

cottage and small scale match sector competing with a miltinational match ind usty. Inter 

related with the growth is the social and political rise of a once untoughable caste 'N adar' 

which has now become a dominant exploitative class. The government oflndia in the 

post- 194 7 period, in its effort to encourage the small scale and cottage sector has given 

all help through an excise policy as well other infrastructures. However, in the process 

it has turned a blind eye to the continued utilisation of children at exploitatiove wage 

in hazardous conditions, a fact that its own jurisprudence has considered illegal. And 

now;with its excise policy encrourageing the multinational dominanted mechanised 

industry, ·the continuation of child labour is necessitated to make the small scale and 

particularly the cottage sector competitive (PUCLBulletin ,3 (2), Feb. 1983: 7-18). 

Security Guards At Hamdard Nagar 

Suspension of security guards at Hamdard Nagar Complex, Delhi by its manage

ment and police excesses on them on 31st March 1989 was studied by a PUCL team. 

The team found that a few month ago. 34 guards through their union approached the 

Hamdard management-for confirming them as their permanent and regular employee. 

The management, instead of confirming them, suspended their contract and employed 

some other guards through some other security agency. Although, during this period, 

the security people have approached Labour Commissioner, Delhi Administration, 

nothing substantial happened. On 31st March the Delhi Police was approached both by 

the management and the security people but the Police acted for the management and 

forcefully removed the security guards from the duty at midnight. Later, they were also 

removed from the two rooms which were in their possession (PUCL Bulletin, 9 (7) ,July 

1989: 4-8]. 

In this we find that the PUCL has been consistently raising voice aginst the 
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violations of the rights of workers- unorganised or organised. It has been the view ofPUCL 

that the workers have rights not only as citizens oflndia but also as workers and in fact 

there are a number oflaws legislated by the government oflndia itself. So what we need 

is that these laws should be properly implemented. Unfortunately, very limited attempts 

have been made in that direction and probably, the instances ofvioiations, as we have 

seen right now, are more than that of compliance with them. This is both due to structural 

conditions of the society as well as the vested interestofthosepeople who are not at the 

receiving end, rather at the giving end. The recommendations of the PUCL have been

proper implementation of different laws, more sensitive and pro-poor administration 

and police and in case of any direct violations, a judicial enquiry, punishing the guilty 

officers and proper compensation to the victims. 

(6) OTHERS- STUDENTS. ENVIRONMENTAUSTS. PRESSMEN. ETC . 

. The PUCL has also conducted several studies of those incidents in which the 

authority has tried tosuppressorcurtial therightofseveralothergroups, viz- students, 

environmentalists, pressmen etc .. These members of society have got rights both as 

citizens oflndia and also as members of their own groups. Normally, they are allowed 

to function freely and less hinderance are put in their way, as they are relatively more 

aware as well as assertive. Butwhen the authority or any other section of society feels 

that their influence is being challenged or their vested interests are likely to be hampered, 

they resort to violation of these groups' rights and in this process they also use the 

machinery of the state, as frequently it is directly or indirectly, in their control. Thus, 

we find that even the rights of more aware and assertive groups are not guaranteed in 

real life and attempts are, off and on, made to curtail them frequently by some vested 

interest groups. 

Students ofSambalpur 

A PUCL team invetsigated into allegations of continued police harassment and 
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intimidation against students who had initiated an anti-trader movement in Western 

Orissa in September 1980. The team found that the movement was sparked offby a 

skirmish that a group of students had with the trading community in Sambalpur during 

the collection of fund for flood reliefin September 1980. It grew rapidly in W.e stern Orissa 

and then drew in the coastal districts. The r~sentment against the increasing social and 

political domination of the traders-largely Marwaris- transformed itself into anger at 

the state repression unleashed against the students. The students were pitched against 

a trader-police-politician combine that initially labelled them as communalists and then 

resorted to violence to cripple their movement. The team found that the movement was 

not communal as was made out but was directed against the exploitative practices of 

the traders community. It called for an action against black marketeers and hoarders 

and demanded that essential commodities should reach to those reeling underthe floods 

of September 1980. The police, instead of supporting the proper cause, connived openly 

withthetraders.Evenafter18monthsoftheanti-tradermovement,whenthePUCLteam 

was visiting, thestudentleaderswho spear- headed it continued to be subjected to police 

harassment and intimidation. Though the police repression has waned, students have 

been implicated in hundreds of cases ranging from dacoity, aroson to murder: many 

have to spent most of their time running to courts. Administraton was also. determined 

to ruin their academic career. Rustication orders were issued against seven student 

leadersfortheirinvolvementin the movement. They were not allowed to appear for their 

examination. The criteria for admission was no longer to bemeritofthe student but his 

political affiliation and beliefs. Many students were arrested under the NSA and on 

several occasions they wer-e mercilessly beaten by the police (PUCL Bulletin, 2 (I), 

January 1982: 13-19]. 

Polytechntque'"students ofRamanathpwim 

Perpetration of reign ofterror by the manager of a polytechnique institution on 

his own students at Keelakkarai, near Ramanathapuram, Tamilnadu was investigated 

by a PUCL fact finding team. The team found that there were mysterious case of fire in 

the laboratory and hostels in which properties of many students were burnt. After the 
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fire. instead of being provided any kind of compensation, the students, were asked to 

come in prescribed dress only. When there were protests and dharna against such 

callous behaviour. the institution was declared close for Onam vacation. Later students 

were selectively called on a prescribed date to come along with their guardian. And in 

such meeting the parents were kept waiting for hours, asked to sign an undertaking 

promising that their boys would behave properly. And at this time, the students were 

dealt with brutally and were badly tortured. Several blowswererainedon them and then 

questions about participation in procession were put. If there was more suspicion the 

boys were locked up. beaten up black and blue.and live electric wire were inserted inside 

the fmger nails. The fear of its management, due to its reach in Madras and Delhi, was 

so sweeping that no body dared to complain to any civil authority. police or court. Many 

students were given transfer certificates· where as some students left themselves [PUCL 

Bulletin, 5 (5). May 1985: 19-21] 

Crtm1nalsin.Al1garhMuslim University 

Increasing criminal activities and deadly gang war- fare resulting in loss oflife and 

creation of an atmosphere of terror in Aligarh Muslim University was investigated by a 

PUCL team along with some other groups on July 16-17. 1989. The team found that the 

law and order situation in Aligarh, particularly on the AMU campus was deteriorating 

and criminal activities were escalating day by day. There was inaction and apathy of 

police vis-a-vis crimes. Their approach was against the spirit of' rule oflaw'. Since the 

appointment of the then Vice-Chancellor, Pro-Vice-Chancellor and Proctor. the inci

dence of murder, attempt to murder, rape. sodomy, mob-violence and hooliganism were 

occuring on the Campus so frequently that there was no parallel to such activities in the . 
past. The hostels of the universitywere being misused bymafla and other petty criminals 

[PUCL Bulletin ,9 (12) & 10(1). December 1989 & Jan 90: 6-7 & 7-8]. 

Environmentalists ofRaipur 

Even the environmentalists- those who are fighingfor the restoration of ecological 
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balance have to face the violence of their rights. Implicating Sitaram Sonvani and 

Sumitra Bai in some fasle cases by forest officials at Raipur, M.P.was such an instance. 

A PUCL team found that Sitaram was leading the 'Jangal Bachao- Manav Bachao' 

Movement rSave Forest- Save mankind') in which the tribals were requsted to take care 

of land and forests to plant more trees and to check all illegal activities being carried 

out by non-authorised persons, including contractors and forest official. But due to this 

the forest and police official were very angry with him as he was very successful in 

exposing the misdeeds of these two notorious departments. As an environmentalist 

Sitaram was against the commercialisation of forests at the cost of the neglect of tribal 

life. Earlier when Seakaser Pam was being constructed, it was through the untiring 

efforts of Sitaram that tribal families who were uprooted from their homes were 

rehabilated. But here Sitaram came in conflict with the most influential contractor of 

the area who was in league with the forest officials. Earlier, Sitaram was also 

instrumental in construction of a grain bank which reduced the dependency of poor 

people on traders and money lenders. During this period when Chief Minister of M.P. 

made an announcement that farmer cultivatinggovernmentvacantland and forestland 

would be given land rights, some tribals under Sitaram's leadership tried to reclaim the 

land by planting teak. The forest officials used this opportunity to teach him a lesson 

and cases for tress passing/ encroachment and for beating and killing a person were 

lodged against him [PUCL Bulletin, 10 (11), Nov. 90: 5-7]. 

BahugunaAt Tehri 

Sunderlal Bahuguna and his associates, who were protesting against some policy 

ofTehri Dam Project, were arrested on 28-2-92 and were misbehaved by police. APUCL. 

team found that Bahugunaand his associates sat on dhama at the main Tehri Dam site 

on 14th December 1991 against the policy of improper rehabilitation and ecological 

imbalances being crea~ by proposed Tehri Dam. In the beginning the project authorities 

and the local administration thought to ignore him. But when people's support 

continued to swell with every passing day, the authorities, with the help of some 

contractor. arranged a group of supporters of the dam from Chamba who came to threat 
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Bahuguna and his associates on 18-2-92. Taking excuse of this the administration 

imposed section 144and arrested allpeopleincludingladies, at2A.M. without giving 

anytime to change even clothes. At the time of arrest and in custody the police 

misbehaved all through. Mr. Bahuguna had to resort to fasting. It was only after the PUCL 

flied a petition in Supreme Court and media gave wide coverage they were released from 

the Meerut jail. (PUCL Bulletin, 12 (4), April1992: 21-24]. 

Acid Tragedy AtThrissur 

Total apathy and carelessness on the part of administration was manifested when 

a tragic accident took place atKampazha in Thrissur, Keralaon 24th June 1993 in which 

a tanker carrying phenol overturned contaminating and disrupting drinking water 

supply from Peechi reservoirtoThrissurtown and neighbouring panchayats. The PUCL 

team found that many villagers of Kompazha were hospitalized, drinking water wells 

became polluted. crops were damaged and environment became unfriendly due to severe 

Phenol poisoning. Police personnel and other government officers did not arrive at the 

accident site on time for monitoring the rescue operations. The lack of awareness of the 

district officials in facing any such dangerous situation was very clear. Hands and legs 

of the labourers. who removed poisonous soil, were burnt. The accident pin pointed the 

violation of the rules and regulations regarding carrying toxic susbtances by road. There 

were also some manipulation on the part of engineers in giving the fitness certificates. 

Although water was polluted the authorities had not made any alternative arrangement 

to provide drinking water. Due to the accident around four hundred fishermen had to 

abandon their fishing operations. There occured a devastation of planktons. fishes and 

birds in and around the reservoir. (PUCL Bulletin -13, (11), November 1993 : 9-1 0). 

Dramatists ofDelhi 

Attacks on cultural groups and use of censorship in the name of curbing sex and 

violence was opposed by the PUCL. The PUCL felt that the censorship rules are clearly 

manipulated to create grounds for rejecting films and plays which were socially relvant. 
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ThePUCLopposedanorderoftheDelhiPolicerequiringallperforminggroups.including 

those of music, dance and drama, to submit their scripts for prior scrutiny and approval 

by a committee. (PUCL Bulletin -1 (7), November 1981 :4) 

StampedeAtKumbakonam 

. How a decision of participation in a religious cultural activity by a WIP person 

can creat problem and suppress their cultural rights is proved by the death of about 

48 people and injury of many others on 18th February 1992 in Mahamahan festival at 

Kumbakonam inTamilnadu.APUCL team found that in the name ofarrangementand 

security forTamilnadu ChiefMinister Jayalalitha, the people were deprived from the holy 

dip in the tank even 3 days before the incident and on the day of incident, the police 

resorted to lathi charge both in the way anq in the water tank which resulted such high 

number of deaths due to stampede and drowning (PUCL Bulletin, -12 (4 to 6) April to 

June 1992: 7-8, 8-14, 13-17]. 

Journalists ofDhanbad 

Attacks on journalists, intimidation of editors and use of censorship are common 

methods through which the rights of press are suppressed. A PUCL team found that at 

Dhanbad on 28th August 1989, two reporters, a photographer and an editor ofthe local 

press was beaten black and blue in front of District Collector's office by an additional 

district magistrate and DDC, hand cuffed and put in the lock-up as these reporters were 

exposing the failure of administration and their connivance with the mafia. Presumably, 

taking a clue from the role of their district chief, the smaller police officials, too. 

frequently acted w1th high handedness (PUCL Bulletin,9 &(lo (11-12) November & 

Decemberl989&Jan. 90:10-12,13-17 &03-13). Similarly, anot.~erPUCLtcamfound 

that when a journalist went to Dechepulli police station of Guntur, Andhra Pradesh to 

get detailed information about a death, the corpse of which was in police custody, he 

was severally beaten and hand cuffed for writing news about the radical movements in 

that area (PUCL Bulletin -11 (1), Januarv 1991 : 11). 
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Bride- Buming atJhansi 

The PUCL has given some attention toward the issue that effect the rights of 

women. In our earlier analysis we have seen how the PUCLhas consistently pointed out 

the suffering of the women in any sort of violation. be it police. communal riots. tribals. 

'SCs",agriculturalpoororworker.Butatthesametimetherearesomeviolationswhich 

are perpetrated on the women because they ctre women and it cuts across caste. class 

or any such other division. These are like dowry deaths, rape, molestation, etc .. 

Prevailing inequality between men and women, total dependence of womenfolk on 

menfolk, lack of individual initiative and courage to face the situation single handedly 

etc. are some of the reasons for such violations. A PUCL (MP) team investigated a case 

ofdowrydeathinJhansi.Theteamfoundthatthebridehadcontinuouslypesteredabout 

thesmalleramountofdowryandwasbeingforcedtoaskformoredowryfromherparents 

by her husband. With the help of his family members, the husband created such a 

situation that the bride was forced to die. Thus wefmd that the family provided t11e moral 

support for commiting such a ghastly act whereas the society remained a silent 

spectator. No institution, association or gov~mment agency came to rescue the girl. 

(PUCL Bulletin, 4 (6), June 1984: 10-12] 

REPORTS ON KASHMIR 

Probably, our discussion on the PUCL would be incomplete if we do not discuss 

thereportonKashmir, wherefromthereportsofmasshumanrightsviolationhavebeen 

coming continuously for the last five years or atleast since 1990. The earliest study of 

Kashmir situaion by the PUCL along with some other human rights groups was done 

in mid-March and eaHy April of 1990 when Srinagar was continuously reeling under 

curfew. The team found that the militants were staging stray incidents and the security 

forces were retaliating. In this process large number of innocent people were getting 

manhandled, beaten up, molested and killed. In some cases the victims were caught in 

cross fire and in many more cases theywere totally uninvolved and there was no cross

fire, still they were killed. This tended to alienate people further. The Muslims alleged 
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that they were being killed and destroyed becausetheywere Muslims. They also resented 

setting up of camps for the Hindus outside the valley and allowing them to withdraw their 

salary for the curfew period whereas the Muslims were denied such facilities. They also 

alleged that security forces were selectively manhandling, looting, raping their women

folk or killing Muslims duringtheirraids or any other operations. The continuous curfew 

was creating more bitterness as it deprived them their normal occupations and results 

in disruption of essential supplies. The team, however, also found that camps at different 

places were in very bad shape, there were no facilities for proper health and sanitaion, 

cleanliness, lighting, education facilities etc .. The team recommended for lifting of 

continuous curfew, checking excesses committed by para-military forces and polite 

behaviour on their part,- regular supply of commodity and true news circulation, better 

condition in camp, persuation of people to return to valley, replacement of repressive 

policy to a reconciliatory one and, ultimately, afreeandfairpoll. [PUCLBulletin, 10 (6), 

June 1990: 4-11) 

The next PUCL team along with the members of Citizens for Democracy', (CFD) 

visited valley on 22-27 May 1992. The team found that although the situation had 

slightly improved much remained to be done. The situation was always tense. The 

security forces were all the time undertaking crackdown searches and interrogations. 

These in tum led to torture, use of third degree methods and disappearances. Corruption 

and atrocities on the part of army and BSF were also alleged. In some places, such as 

Soporeand Lal Chowk, Srinagar, things wentoutofhand and the security forces acted 

in a manner which was vindictive rather than controlled. Excesses on innocent people 

and a large number of custodial deaths were leading to a feeling ofbittemess and despair. 

As bulk of the non-Muslimshaveleftthevalley, so everything was looked upon in terms 

of being pro-Muslims and anti-Muslim. The help of Pakistan to militants in providing 

armsandammunnltionsaQ.dtrainingwasalsoabighurdleandalthoughsomechecks 

have been imposed the help from the cross-border has not been totally stopped. The team 

recommended that single window system in Srinagar should be established where it 

should be possible for an aggrieved family to find out what is happening to a particular 

person who has been picked up. Then umber of custodial deaths should be stopped and 

use of third degree method s~ould be checked. There should be restoration of judicial 
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system and administrative performances. Grievance Redressal Forum at the State and 

district level should be established [PUCLBulletin, 13 (9 & 10) Sept. & Oct. 1993:20-

26 & 11-20). 
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CHAPTER-V 

THE CONCLUSION· HUMAN RIGHTS 
AND THE EMERGING CONTEXT IN 

INDIA. 
In thelatterpartofthelastchapter(chap. IV)wehaveseen that whenever any major 

violation of human rights took place in any part oflndia, a fact finding team was sent 

from the PUCL to conduct an objecive studybytakinginto account the immediate and 

the basic causes and meeting all sections of people in the concerned dispute. Such teams, 

after proper and balanced investigation provided reports which are closer to reality. 

These reports are like the reports of magisterial or judicialy inquiry commissions. but 

whereas the other reports take quite long period of time to get ready and are rarely 

available to the common public the reports of the PUCLare prepared immediately after 

the incidents and are published to be easily available to the public. Contrary to the 

governmental approach which relies on the official version. the PUCL's reports lay equal 

emphasis on all version includ ingthe common people's version. Thus. these reports give 

considerable weightage to the common people's version and hence we can call it as 

·common People's Reports'. 

The members of the PUCL's factfindingcommitteesareguided by philanthropic 

and altruistic principles. The nature of their work often involves a considerable risk to 

life and money. Still, they have never shown any dereliction of duty in compiling the tlrst 

hand reports of the case ofhuman rights violations. These reports are unbaised and the 

frame of reference is always modem. humanitarian laws which have been accepted 

nationally and internationally. Thus, thesereportscreateakind of awareness about the 

reality and it also exerts some sort of pressure on the aut.hority to act in favour oft.."'1e 

deprived sections in any incident. 

How successful is the PUCL in achieving its objectives? For the answer to this 

question, we will have to explain at three levels- impact of its resolutions. impact of its 

reports on the incidence of civil and human rights violations and its overall objectives. 

As far as the impact of its resolutions is concerned, as we have seen earlier. we are 
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compelled to say that it has had very limited success. It has been passing different 

resolutions for better human rights record, but except in a few cases, these have not been 

accepted by the government or society at large. Probably, the government has its own 

course and its own compulsions, at least in India, and it follows its own embarked or 

unembarked path and in this the resolutions of an organisation like PUCLhardly matter 

much. Probably, impact ofits report on human rights violations as a local case is more. 

However to evaluate its impact needs more systematic study which is, at present, not 

our goal nor do we have enough sources for that, but byway of passing remark we can 

say that after such report the concerned authority becomes more conscious and then 

they tries to sort out the issue as soon as possible, and in the best possible manner. But 

then attributing any and all such activities as an achievement for the PUCL would be 

an over-estimation, because besides PUCLanumber of other human rights organisations 

andlocalpeoplebecomeactiveafteranysuchincident.Also, thedifferentlawshavetheir 

own course. So the action might have been taken under such laws. So it is very difficult 

to say whom the credit goes to. Despite very limited success in these two, the PUCL is 

slightly more successful in its overall goal i.e. creating awareness about the human rights 

and helping in preserving the democratic nature of polity and thereby society. Ofcourse, 

it is not a case of sweeping succcess and .also the PUCL cannot claim the sole 

responsibility for such success as a number of other modern processes, viz; modern

ization, democratization, urbanization etc. are working simultaneously. But then, the 

PUCLcan claim a share in·such success. 

What are the reasons for such limited success of the PUCL?The first reason is the 

general nature ofhuman rights movement. The whole concept ofhuman rights in India 

has come via the West. However, even for the West, as we have seen in second chapter, 

the concept was a new one which came only during mid-twentieth century but their 

adoption was more sMft: as it was more suitable to their social structure, whereas, in 

a society like India which has a long historical tradition of caste- based social structure, 

the adoption was not that swift and although constitutionallywe accepted it in 1950 only, 

the real institutionalization could not take place that speedily. However, the process has 

started and we can hope for a better future. 

Secondly, in most of the traditional societies includinglndia, the emphasis has I 
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had been on duties and notonrights.ltwas believed thatifeverypersonand community 

perlorms his or its duties properly then the needs of the others can be fulfilled smoothly 

and there would not be any hinderance from any side. For instance, under jajmani 

system each caste was supposed to perlorm a set of duties for the other castes, and it 

was an inter linkage of duties and not rights which was making a society self-sufficient. 

A phrase 'Karmanyevadhikarestu' ('My duties in my right') illustrates this viewpoint. 

However, at that time the State was not that powerful and all pervasive and the 

interlerence of the State in a human being's life was very limited. Rather, it was local 

communities which were more powerlul and these communities had their own set of 

rules and regulations providing some sorts of duties and guarantees for the individual 

and the community. Moreover, treating all individuals equal was also not a feature of 

such societies. It used to be a kind of stratified society in which individuals were, by and 

large, accepting a hierarchy- a high or low position. However, today the situation has 

changed dramatically. The state has become most powerful and pervasive in most or all 

sphere oflife. But the state is more impersonal than the local communities and it can 

become more insensitive toward the feelings of the individual. Hence today we need 

human rights ever than before so that there should be clear-cutdemarcation of the zones 

of the state and the individual. An individual has now an idea of how much liberty and 

freedom one can en joy and where ends one's zone. But in India, it seems this transition 

has not taken place properly and the state interleres in the activities of the individual 

without feeling any kind of restriction or limitation. In such situation violations of the 

civil rights and the human rights are bound to occur. 

Thirdly, thegeneralenlightenmentofthepeoplehasnotreachedtothestagewhere 

they could feel the need for the rights of criminals or the rights of prisoners. These people 

are considered to be enemy of the society. So the feeling of common people is that these 

people need exemplary punishment and talkingabouttheirrights is a big hypocrisy as 

these criminals themselves have not taken care of the rights of the other people. In this 

prevailing mood, any organisation which talks of the rights of the criminals, prisoners 

or terrorists is supposed to be supporter af such activities. This is the problem which 

even the PUCL is facing. Although the PUCL has clarified that it is against any sorts of 

violence includingthe terrorist and state violence, there were several allegations that it 
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is supporting violence. So it will definitely take time in changing the mood of common 

peopleinfavourofthesemarginalpeoplewhoarereallyinneedofthesympathyfortheir 

rehabilitation. 

When weareevaluatingtheperformanceofahumanrights organisation fnere the 

PUCL) vis-a-vis society we maypoiilt outcer..air.limitations in the society. But at the 

same time, we also need some self-introspection. The stands taken by the PUCLare such 

which make it distant away from the two major political parties oflndia- the Congress 

(I) and the BJP. As thereignofmostofthestatesorofcentreis underthecontrolofeither 

ofthe two parties the recommendations and the resolutions of the PUCL fail to make 

any significant difference. One reason for this "distance may be in the genesis, but then 

the PUCL claims that it is an a-political organisation working for the protection of civil 

and human rights irrespective of which political party is ruling. How this stalemate can 

be broken is not clear. Probably here the PUCLneeds some introspection. PUCLhas also 

not been much successful in closely associating itself with the masses and making 

human rights a mass- movement. Moreover, although, it has raised voices for different 

deprived sections, as we have already seen, there are some more deprived sections. 

sometimes even among the higher caste groups oflndian society which have not been 

given that much attention. This has created, how-so-ever wrong it may be, a partisan 

image of the PUCL among the higher caste people. The PUCL has not been much 

successful in removing the fear of the alien nature of the concept ofhuman rights. One 

approach could have been to link the conceptofhuman rights with our traditions and 

·shastras' but no serious effort has been made in that direction. 

Multiplicity of various human rights groups can be assessed both as ari asset as 

wellasaliability.Astherearenumeroushumanrightsgroupsfunctioninginindia. these 

arefunctioninginadecentralizedmanner.Ithelpsintakingtheissuesimmediatelyas 

well as speedy initiatjon of relief and rehabilitation work. Also diversity of views and 

issuesismaintained.Butthisalsocreatesproblems.Thereisnounifiedstandonhuman 

rights or their violation and there are instances when these have functioned at cross 

purposes or repitition of the work was done. In such situation it becomes very difficult 

to take any step on the part of the authoritie~. 

Issues raised by the PUCL. or for that matter most of the other human rights 
• 
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organisaions, are state -centric. In its most of the resolutions state is supposed to do 

something whereas in the most of the reports it is some agencies of the state which is 

declared as guilty or not performing their duty properly. Of course, in most of the cases 

it is the State which is the source of violation or perpetrator of violence. But then, some 

responsibilities also lie with the people and their community. Until unless people 

become well aware of their rights as well as their duties and they peform their duty 

properly it is very difficult to expect everything from the state. Population rise and 

illiteracy is two such related problems. Given a very limited resources, no government 

or State can provide all facilities to its very big population base which is growing at an 

explosive rate. Some initiative on the part of people is also required and expecting 

everything from the state is futile. 

A multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multi-lingualand multi-religious society by its very 

nature also creates some problems in the achievement of human rights. The whole 

concept ofhuman rights need some kind of unified standard but when diversities on 

these grounds come into conflict with each other then it becomes very difficult for the 

state to maintain neutrality or equal distance with all communities. This case is more 

clearly seen in the case of communal riots. There are also instances when one community 

demands certain rights at the cost of the other or one community feels that it is 

incompatiable with the other communities and then either the state has to accept its 

demands or suppress its demands, bywhatso ever means itis possible (Otherwise very 

existence of the state is under question) and in both cases some violation ofhuman rights 

are bound to occur. So, the demand for cultural diversity is possible only within a limited 

. extent and it cannot goon unendingly. 

Asacorollarytotbelastparagraph, wecansaythatth.econceptofhumanrights, 

is not self-dynamic or self-propogating in the society as one group tends to violate the 

rights of other group. So it needs constant support of a powerful authority, preferably 

a State which can objectively implement different rules and laws. But then, there is a 

problem. In this process, the state itself should not become too powerful to violate the 

rights of citizens. So, a fine balance is required among these elements. 

Ish uman rights a subject of sociology? In fact, itis a matter of sociology more than 

any other subject. As we have seen, the concept ofhuman rights has got a universal as 
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wellasacontexualmeaning. So, in it, thesocietyplaysvecyimportantrole. We have also 

seen how mere constitutional acceptance does not gaurantee the acceptance ofhuman 

rights in real life. Its real acceptance depends upon the nature of society. However the 

nature of society can be gradually changed if a deliberate attempt is made in that 

direction. Hence the concept of human nghr provides a frame of reference for sociai 

change and it can help in establishing a humane society. Thus we find that. a holistic 

understanding is required for the implementation and functioning of the human rights 

concept. This we can do more with the help of sociology than with any other subject. 

Is there any hope? In the last chapter we have seen how our society is replete with 

instances ofhuman rights's violation which areoccuringfrom the one end of the country 

to the other and from one sphere of life to other sphere. In this situation, no part of the 

country or no sphere oflife has been left where violation has not occured. Then can we 

hope a better future? Although violations are occuring at every place and in every sphere, 

it is not the case of total violation. Along with violation, there are a number of cases. in 

fact, much more than violations, where compliance is occuring and violations are more 

or less a marginal case when laws have been properly followed. Moreover. even against 

these marginal cases an awareness is increasing and people are becoming conscious so 

that even these stray incidences do not occur. Increasing the base of different human 

rights groups, including the PUCL, is one such proof. Any violation now attracts more 

attention of the people and different groups including mass media raise their voice 

against such incidents. Even the government is aware with these facts and it is interested 

in keeping its record clean. Establishment of t;he National Human Rights Commission 

(NHRC) can be seen as a step in that direction. Of course, NHRC is not going to create 

any miracle overnight but it will defmitely help in improving our human rights records. 

Coming to the PUCL, we can conclude that it is a well organised group totally 

devoted tothecauseofcivillibertiesand human rights, with members who are altruistic 

in nature who work for others at considerable risk to their own lives spending their time 

and money, and they have vision of society which is more humane and welfare- oriented 

than in the past. In future if we are able to move in that direction, and possibilities are 

that we will, then their vision can be taken as a precursor /harbinger to a society which 

is going to be there in 21st century. As an organisation, the PUCLhas been more able 
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to maintain a balanced approach, has got support from all section- cutting across caste, 

class, region, religion,language political affiliation etc. of society. This has helped them 

in maintainingtheirpan-Indian nature and greater realisation of the PUCL's value for 

the masses. 
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APPENDIX 

CONSTITUTIONOFPUCL 

(Incorporating amendments up to Nov. l, 1992) 
l.Name 
The name of the organisation shall be the People's Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL). 
2. Aims & Objects 
The People's Union for Civil Liberties will try to bring together all those who are 

committed to the defence and promotion of civil liberties in India, irrespective of any 
differences which they may have in regard to political and economic institutions suitable 
for the country. 

The aims and objects of the organisation will be : 
(a) The uphold and promote by peaceful means civil liberties and the 

democratic way oflife throughout India; 
(b) To secure recognition to the prinicple of dignity of the individual; 
(c) To undertake a constant review of penal laws and the criminal procedure 

with a view to bringing them in harmony with humane and liberal principles; 
(d) To work for the withdrawal and repeal of all repressive laws including 

preventive detention; 
(e) To encourage freedom of thought and defend the right of public dissent; 
(f) Toensurefreedomofthepress and independence of mass media like radio 

and television; 
(g) To secure the rule oflaw and independence of the judiciary; 
(h) To make legal aid. available to the poor; 
(i) To make legal assistance available for the defence of civil liberties; 
Ul To work for the reform of the judicial system so as to remove inordinate 

delays, reduce heavy expenses, and eliminate inequities. 
(k) To bring about prison reform; · 
(1) To oppose police excesses and use of third degree method; 
(m) To oppose discrimination on the ground of religion, race, caste, sex, or place 

or birth; 
(n) To combat soCial evils which encroach on civil liberties, such as untouch-

ability, casteism, and communalism; 
( o) To defend in particular the civil liberties of the weaker sections of society 

and of women and children; 
(p) To do all acts and things that my be necessary, helpful or incidental to the 

above aims and objeGts. 
3. Criteria of Membership 
(a) Every adult person shall be eligible to be a member or the organisation if 

he/ she believes that civil liberties must be maintained in India, now and in the future, 
irrespective of any economic and political changes that may take place in the country. 

(b) Members of the political parties will be entitled to be members of the 
organisation in their individual capacity if they subscribe to its aims and objects. They 
wili have all the rights of membership except that : 
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(i) the President, Vice-President, Genereal Secretaries, other Secretaries, and 
Treasurers of the organisation or any of fts branches shall not be a member of any 
political party. 

(ii) at least one-half of the members of the National Council and National 
Excutive Committee and of corresponding bodies at the State and local levels, shall be 
persons who are not members of any politic! party, 

(iii} not more than 10% of the memuers of the Nationai Council and the National 
Executive Committee, and of corresponding bodies at the State and local levels, shall 
be members of one political party. 

(c) The membership fee will be Rs. 20 I- per year, to be collected once a year. 
Student members and non-earning members who are below the age of25 may pay Rs. 
101- per year as member's fee. The Executive Committees at every level will be entitled 
to admit persons from economically weaker sections of society like workers and peasants 
at a membership fees ofRs. 101- per year. 

(d) Those who pay Rs. 500 I- in a lump sum will be Life members. Those who 
pay Rs. 1000 I- will be patrons of the organisation. 

(e) The National Councilwillhavetheright, by a two-third majority, to refuse 
membership to any person or to remove any person from membership. The Council of 
a State branch will have a smiliar right in the respective State. 

3. (A) In addition to individual members there may be institutional members 
also. All voluntary groups and institutions (but not political parties or groups affiliated 
to them) which agree with the objectives of the PUCLand desire to join it will be entitiled 
to become Institutional Members in accordance with the Summplementary Rules laid 
down by theNational Executive Committee (see at the end). 

4. National Covention 
(a) A National Convention of the organisation will be held once in two year. 
(b) The National Convention will review the work of the organisation and lay 

down policies and progranrmes for the future. 
(c) The National Convention will elect the President, one or more vice-

Presidents, one or more General Secretaries, one or more Assistant Secretaries, and 
Treasures for the ensuing term. 

(d) The National Convention will elect members to compose the National 
Council and the National Executive Committee. The number of members of the National 
Council and the National Executive Committee will be determined by each National 
Convention. 

5. National Council 
(a) The National Council will meet twice a year. 
(b) The National Council will determine the policy and programme of the 

organisation during the period between two National Conventions. 
6. The National Executive Committee 
(a) The National Executive Committee will look after the growth and work of 

the organisation, in conformity with the policies and programmes adopted by the 
national Convention and the National Council. 

(b) The National Executive Committee will promote the formation ofbranches 
of the organisation in every State in India. 

(c) The National Executive Committee will promote the policies and programmes 
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of the organisation during the interval between two National Conventions and meetings. 
of the National Council. 

7. State and Local branches 
(a) With the sanction of the General· Secretary, who in this matter will act in 

consultation with the President, members of any State may set up a state branch. 
(b) A State Council and State Executive Committee of the State branch will be 

elected at a Convention of the members oftheorga.1isation in L~e State. The Convention 
will also elect the President and other office-bearers of the State Branch. 

(c) The State Convention, The State Council, the State Executive Committee 
and the office-bearers of the State Branch shall be governed by the provisions analogous 
to clauses 4,5, and 6 above. 

(d) Out of the membership fee collected in any State, one third shall be sent 
to the National office and two-third shall remain with the State Branch. 

(e) In case oflife member and patrons 40016 of the amount will be sent to the National 
office. The entire amount of sm;:h members enrolled directly with the Central office will 
be kept there. 

8. Supplementary Rules 
Supplementary Rules for the organisation shall be made by the National Executive 

Committee as and when necessary. 
9. Amendments: 
The National Council will be entitled by the vote of a mojority of its total 

membership to alter any part of this consitution except the aims and object of the 
organisation and the criteria of membership as specified in clause 3(a) above. 

Supplementary Rules for Institutional Membership (with reference to clause 3 (A) 
of the Constitution) 

1. Those groups desirous of admission as Institutional Members will have to 
(a) announce support to the objectives of the P. U.C.L. and (b) apply for the same, after 
taking a decision to do so as per their respective by-laws. 

2. The P. U.C.L. National Executive Committee will have the power to accept 
or to reject the applications for admission after careful consideration. 

3. Eachgroupwouldberequired topayanannualfeeofRs. 50/-irrespective 
ofits size, or nature of its activity. The Executive will, however, have the power to reduce 
the amount of the fee in exceptional circumstances. 

4. Each group active in a state will have the right to nominate one represen-
tative as a member of the Satae Council. 

5. Each group active in more than two states will have the right to nominate 
one representative as a member of the National council. 

6. All Institutional Members in a state will together be given one seat on the 
State Executive Coiiliilittee in case their number is less than five, and two if it is five or 
more. 

7. All institutional members represented on the National Council together 
will, in case theirnumberis less than ten, nominate one person to the National Executive 
Committee or two in case their number is ten or more. 

8. The mode of such representation as provided in 6 and 7 above can either 
be by rotation or by agreement amongst the Institutional Members or will be left to be 
decided by them in consultation with the president. 
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